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INTRODUCTION

In the literature reporting studies of problems of insti-

tutionalized children, there has been amassed a large body of

evidence Indicating that, by the lack of opportunity for close

attachment to a mother-figure, personality development is seri-

ously hampered In the case of preschool children. It is reoog-

nized that foster-home placement is to be preferred for these

children, as more nearly matching the environment of natural

family life. There remains, however, a large number for whom

such placement Is not available. It therefore seems Important

to continue the study and analysis of the various aspects of

institutional environment In an effort to determine more exact-

ly those points at which some change can be effected which will

render it a more adequate milieu for the personality development

of the young child. It is hoped that this study will make a

contribution toward this end.

REVIEW OP LITERATURE

A census taken in 1933 revealed that 242,929 dependent and

neglected children were being oared for in institutions and

foster homes In this country, (Hopkirk, 28). A later census,

intended to bring these figures up-to-date, was never carried

out due to the war, but It stands to reason that with the nor-

mal Increase in population, as reflected In recent national

census figures, this number has undoubtedly increased.
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Consequently, the problems of oaring for children in institu-

tions must still be dealt with.

This is not to imply that eventually institutional living

for all children under all circumstances should be abolished,

for a number of studies (6), (9), (22), (32), (41), have re-

vealed that for many children there are definite values in

group living. It has been recommended (22), (28), that both

foster-home care and institutional placement should be consider-

ed in plans for a child, and the ohoice made with careful pre-

liminary study of the individual child's problems, needs and

cepaoities.

Burlingham and Freud (8), however, have wisely pointed

out that social and economic factors will probably determine

whether these children are reared in groups or In families. It

is an often demonstrated truth that adequate foster-homes are

not available in enough numbers to provide such a solution to

the placement of every child who needs substitute care. Also,

Clothier (9) points out that "Children in foster family care

oontlnue, in alarming numbers, to present problems and to grow

up to be poor citizens and inadequate personalities." Never-

theless, the arguments are well documented in favor of the fos-

ter home for the majority of children (8), (10), (38), and

especially for the child under six years of age, while the In-

stitution is being Increasingly looked to for therapeutio group

iPlorenoe Clothier, "Institutional needs in the field of
child welfare," Nerv. Child 1948, 7:154.
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work where problem behavior Indicates the need for sueh treat-

ment, (6), (9), (22), (32), (36), (41). Therefore, in view of

these various aspects of the problem, we must recognize that

institutional living will continue to be the status quo for

many.

Traumatic Effects of Institutional Living

Among child welfare specialists, there has been notable

concern over the large number of Institutionally reared child-

ren who repch adulthood without having developed those traits

of personality and character which are necessary for responsible

adult living.^- Why do sueh a high percentage exhibit unsocial

behavior? Why ^ere so many unable to give and receive affection?

Why are they unable to understand and accept limitations? Why

are they so Insecure, so helpless In the face of the necessity

to adjust to living In the world outside of the institution?

In a study of 38 young people, 16 to 25 years of age,

(Beres, 5) with an early history of institutional living be-

tween the ages of two weeks and four and a half years, there

were four who were psychotic, seven suffering from character

William Ooldfarb, "Rorschach test differences between
family-reared, institution-reared and schizophrenic children,"
Am. Jour. Orthopsychlat. 1949, 19:632. "It has been found thet
institution and schizophrenic groups of children are similar in
a number of Rorschach trends. The Rorschach Test confirms that
both groups are deficient In rational control, regard for real-
ity, consistent drive for intellectual and social attainment,
and emotional maturity. Both schizophrenic and institution
children show an essential and primary disturbance in all as-
pects of personality."
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disorder due to psychic immaturity, twelve with neurotic char-

acter disorders, two with character disorders of a schizoid

nature, four classed as mentally retarded, two with a diagnosis

of psychoneurosls and only seven who were considered to be sat-

isfactorily adjusted.

Emotional Developmental Needs

It is now known that the emotional developmental sequence,

comparable to the more widely recognized physical developmental

sequence of young children, operates in much the same manner as

the latter. That is, any interruption, interference or basic

deprivation in the normal development of emotional end person-

ality structure has a permanent stunting effect upon the total

personality and cannot be compensated fully at any later period

(Dula, 11).

The Innate drives to love and be loved, to feel secure,

and to achieve must be nourished from earliest Infancy by a

continuous warm and satisfying relationship with an adult "par-

ent person" if emotional development is to take place normal-

ly.1 Part and parcel of this basic and essential child-adult

relationship is the process of "identification", wherein the

child adopts for himself specific attitudes and qualities of

^Kate Priedlander, "The significance of the home for the
child's emotional development during the first six years,"
Jour. Went. Scl. 1948, 94:305-313. Transformation of primitive
instinctive drives economically and in such a way as to assure
a good character formation and prevent laying down of future
neurotic patterns, early objeot relationships in ego develop-
ment, and strong super-ego formation require a constant contact
of mother and child.
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personality and oharaoter from the loved parson, a process

which is essential to the formation of an adequate ego struc-

ture.

Children need someone with whom to identify because
they need pa tterns of goodness , of kindness, of warmth, of
friendliness, of happiness. They need to see and feel
those things in context as exhibited by another human be-
ing's make-up, actions, and emotional tone, as part of the
way they meet life and greet other people. Children need
to identify with adults who like the work they are doing.
Children need to see a feminine role and e masculine one.*

Friedlander says, "The development of an ethical code that

will be strong enough to govern the individual's future actions

is dependent on the existence of family life."

Supplying Needed Emotional Experiences - The Parent Substitute

For obvious practical reasons, no group home exists where

a full-time set of parent substitutes can be provided for each

child. No staff person can be bound to a "life- tenure" con-

tract to protect the child from the breaking of emotional ties

which he may have formed with that person. He may even experi-

ence several such traumatic breaks in the first few years of

life. The avoidance of any experience of privation is Impossible,

yet much can be done toward providing these children with more

satisfactory emotional experiences. More and more institutions

Lawrence K. and Mary H. Prank, "One way to personality,"
Chlldh. Ed. 1949, 25J389.

2Priedlander, op. cit., p. 305.
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are concerning themselves with meeting this need.

Freud end Burllngham (15) have reported experiences with

the formation of "artificial families'1 within residential nur-

series In wartime England. Four or five children were put un-

der the guldanoe of one young nurse or teacher, with another to

substitute during "off-hours" and days off duty.

In all these Instances, the group reactions of the
children quiekly changed to the emotional reactions of
children in a natural family setting. They formed a
strong and possessive attachment to their nurse and were
at the same time more exacting, but also more willing to
make sacrifices for her, than they had been before. Cer-
tain steps in development which had been difficult or im-
possible In the group setting, as for instance habit
training, were under these ohangedrconditions easier to
accomplish. The other children of the same "family" were
then treated with the mixture of jealousy and toleration
which is one of the characteristics of the brother-sister
relationship; but this tolerance was not extended outside
the family. The children quiekly developed an understand-
ing of the other families and respected eneh other's
rights to the possession of a particular grown-up.

1

Such a solution may leave much to be desired; yet one must

not lose sight of the faot that few children living within the

shelter of their own homes reach adulthood without some emotion-

ally damaging experiences. Few of the most conscientious par-

ents are so emotionally mature that they are fully able to sat-

isfy every such need In their own children. So, while the

desirability of the more favorable climate of the parental home

for optimum personality development is acknowledged, some en-

couragement is given to attempts to fill the void that exists

^Anna Freud and Dorothy T. Burllngham, "Infants without
families," International University Press, New York 1944,
pp. 53-54.
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for those who oennot heve that advantage.

The process of Identification continues throughout child-

hood and adolescence.

Every situation Into which the child enters whole-
heartedly Is sn experience In Identification which eon-
tributes to his acculturlzation. He develops the capacity
to take a role and play a part in life by observing and
playing roles and by assuming real responsibilities suited
to the level of his developing capacities and powers of
Identification. 1

Every staff member in the children's Institution should be made

aware of this process of identification, and to recognize his

own responsibility to oarry out his function, within the bounds

of reality, for any child who may relate to him In this way

(Hallowltz, 25). The caseworker is often the logical person to

assume such a role, since he Is more adequately trained. Is the

first staff person the child knows, and is the one who carried

the child through his first and often frightening day in the

new environment. The caseworker is frequently the link with

the parent and because of freedom from routine duties In con-

nection with the care of the children, is most available for

private conversations when the child needs a confidante or

guide. An excellent example of the value of the caseworker in

this role is related by Hallowltz (25) in the case study of the

child of an unwed mother. The boy was unattractive, uncoopera-

tive, stubborn and demanding. He was neither liked nor accept-

ed by the other children. In his cottage he was destructive

^-Editorial, Chlldh. Ed., May 1949, page 387.
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end reacted to the requests of his housemother with temper tan-

trums. School efforts were erratic 8nd he was falling In his

class. The caseworker arranged to see the boy twice a week and

over a period of 15 months a warm relationship was developed.

The child soon began to call the worker "Pop" and to ask to be

embraced at the beginning and close of each interview. The

child began to Imitate the caseworker's walk end expressions.

As the identification process developed, the boy's behavior

problems began to disappear; he made friends with other chil-

dren and his relationships with other members of the staff be-

oame warm and friendly. Eventually it became necessary to work

through with him the reality fact that the caseworker could not

really be his father. When the child was able to accept this,

he went on to work out with the caseworker e plan to go to live

with his mother. The boy's strengthened ego-structure was ac-

credited with the success of this plan and his eventual willing-

ness to terminate the supportive relationship of the oaseworker.

Suoh skillful handling cannot be expeoted of most cottage-par-

ents, nor of the maintenance staff, any one of whom might be

chosen by the ohild as his "ego-ideal". Yet, if suoh people

are in themselves warm and understanding personalities, emo-

tionally satisfying relationships with them will enable the

child to develop more normally. Even though these ties may be

broken by staff changes, the child is better off than if he had

never formed them.

For these reasons, the institution staff should include a
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wide variety in personality types; "warm, almost overly mater-

nal women, warm but rather reserved women, fatherly men, less

fatherly men, but most of ell those who provide satisfactory

ego ideals and desirable criteria for acceptable people of the

opposite sex." And they must "fundamentally like children and

enjoy working with them regardless of the child's manners and

conflicts."

Finally, there should be sufficient staff and a

flexible enough program so that the child is free to
choose the meaningful staff person rather than that the
staff person be imposed upon the child. This requires
flexibility in the grouping of the ohlldren, and it im-
plies that at no time is the program of the institution
more important then the child himself.

Intellectual Retardation In Institutionalized Children

Returning to the problems of the very young child In the

Institution, many studies have been carried out to determine

the areas and degree of developmental retardation which can be

observed in the average "institution child". Freud and Burllng-

ham (15) reported decided speech retardation among their sub-

jects of nine months to two years of age. Yet, when children

were home on visits, "They sometimes gain In speech in one or

two weeks what they would hsve taken three months to gain in

the nursery." The authors attribute the sudden improvement

not only to the closer emotional relationship with the mother

l-Ibid., p. 409

sFreud and Burllngham, op. clt., p. 19.
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but to Increased opportunity to imitete.

Another study, by Moore (34) of the speech content of se-

lected groups of orphanage and non-orphanage preschool children,

revealed an environmentally deprived situation among the former

group, whose speech centered mostly around the play materials

available at the presohool which they attended with non-orphan-

age children, around parts of the body, buildings, and furnish-

ings whereas the latter group exhibited a much wider experience,

and much more Imagination.

Armao (3) studied a group of 100 children born In an Insti-

tution, half of whom were placed In adoptive homes within three

months of birth, and half of whom remained In the Institution

until their second birthday. Using the Qesell Developmental

Schedule before the 28th week, and the Cattell Infant Intelli-

gence Scale between the first and second birthday, she found a

significant difference In the test scores of the two groups.

In the adopted group, up to the ohlld's 24th month, there was

no significant difference of the I. Q. • s with that of the moth-

ers. However, she found no relationship between the I. Q. * s

of the mothers and those children who remained In the Institu-

tion. In both tests, the mean I. Q. of the Institution chil-

dren W8S below that of the adopted group.

Crlssey (10), In a detailed and painstaking study of the

mental development and educational achievement of children liv-

ing In Institutions, found a general trend of loss In mental

ability, with continued Institutional residence.
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Social Retardation In the Institutionalized Child

Bodman, et al. (7) undertook a study of children In Insti-

tutions in Somerset County, England, which revealed a marked

social retardation In comparison with children from "normal"

homes. As a result they were found to be seriously hampered

In adjustment when they became old enough to leave the home.

Enriched Environment a Stimulus to Intellectual
and Social Growth

Eaoh of the studies of the Intelligence and social adjust-

ment of children In group homes made strong recommendations to-

ward the enrichment of the environment of the Institution, In

the provision of more and different kinds of experience and ma-

terials, more opportunities for experiences outside the Insti-

tution, including participation In community groups and activi-

ties. Attendance at a variety of Sunday Schools end churches,

opportunities for belonging to Boy Scout and Oirl Scout groups,

attendance at publlo schools and frequent excursions, all In

small groups, are suggested ways of making the children feel

more a part of the community and the life of children outside

the institution.

A study by Skeels, et al. (38) at the University of Iowa,

In which a group of three year old orphanage children were

given regular nursery school experience, showed very positive

results In Improvement of Intelligence, language development,

motor achievement and social competence as compared to a
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matched group of children who shared the orphanage environment

with them, but were not given the additional stimulating ex-

perience in the nursery school,

Edmiston and Balrd (13) demonstrated convincingly, in a

study involving 1058 children, the value of attendance at pub-

lio schools for those living in children's homes. These chil-

dren scored significantly higher on the California Test of Per-

sonality in Items of self-rellanoe, a feeling of personal worth

and in freedom from nervous tendencies than did those who at-

tended school within the institution. The latter group, how-

ever, were superior in a sense of personal freedom and a feel-

ing of belonging. The authors felt special efforts could be

made to improve these areas of adjustment for those attending

public schools.

Physical Retardation in Institutionalized Children

An investigation by Pried and Mayer (16) revealed "growth

failures" for 75-90 per cent of the children at the time of

their admission to the institution. In four oase studies, sub-

sequent growth failures were closely correlated with socio-emo-

tional disturbance and in some instances the emotional problem

was a formidable barrier to physical recovery.

Treatment of Emotional Problems of Institutionalized
Children

This leads to the consideration of the possibilities for

psychiatric treatment for emotional disturbances in the
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Institution child.1 The psychiatric social worker may be the

most practical solution for this need, but It Is generally felt

that Institutions can profit by using outpatient assistance for

their ohlldren, particularly for the more severly disturbed.

Play therapy, In the hands of an adequately trained person,

Is particularly worthwhile for younger ohlldren. This has been

demonstrated by Miller (33) In her work with children at Moose-

hart. In her discussion of the emotional problems of these

ohlldren, Miller reported that most of the children were pas-

sive and unresponsive, mentally and physically, In Infancy;

that preschool children demanded attentions more appropriate to

the care of Infants and that they reacted with temper to normal

frustrations. "The older he Is or becomes, the more aware he

Is of the significance of the rejection Implied In his Institu-

tionalization." By demonstrating that someone Is willing and

able to meet the demands and needs of the child, "play therapy

may prove helpful bo a child In an environment deprived in cru-

cial areas of those elements regarded as essential to the normal

development of a child in our culture."2

1David Beres and Samuel J» Obera, "The effeots of extreme
deprivation in infancy on psychio structure in adolescence; a
study in ego development," R. S. Eissler, The Psychoanalytic
Study of the Child, Vol. 5, p. 231. "The therapeutic nihilism
which has characterized the approach to these oases is not war-
ranted If we limit the aim of ttierapy to increasing of ego func-
tioning at the level of social adjustment." It has been point-
ed out that the potentialities for the formation of personality
throughout latency and adolescence hes for some time been under-
rated in psychoanalytic writings.

^elen E. Miller, "Play therapy for the institution child",
Nerv. Child 1948, 7:311.
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The value of group living at a therapeutic tool has been

demonstrated repeatedly. Bettelhelm and Sylvester (6) have

enumerated the values of naturally formed groups within a chil-

dren's Institution as follows!

1. The group's example demonstrates the safety of
permissiveness and Indulgence to the child fantastic
fears abate, reality testing becomes possible.

2. The group permits the consolidation of the child's
status...... success or failure does not become a matter of
fate, but a result of spontaneous experimentation.

3. The group permits Integration of disparate ten-
dencies In the child. The Individual uses group members
as representatives for his discordant tendencies. Their
isolation facilitates their mastery and inner unification
becomes possible.

4. The group allows the individual to acknowledge
hostile Impulses which may then be Integrated.

5. The group permits the child to face the traumatlo
past by providing strength in the present.

6. The group permits the child to gain status as an
equal, whloh gives him strength through belonging.

1

Guldanoe by a skilled group worker is essential for full reali-

zation of the therapeutic potentialities in such an arrangement,

however. "The skillful intervention of the group worker is of-

ten needed to assist a child to utilize constructively the de-

mand the group makes upon him to stop or to alter an undesirable

form of behavior."2

In the last analysis, It appears that the effectiveness

with which any program meets the emotional and developmental

problems of the institutionalized child depends upon the

^Bruno Bettelhelm, and Emmy Sylvester, "Therapeutic influ-
ence of the group on the individual", Am. Jour. Orthopsychlat.
1947, 17t685

J. Franklin Robinson, "Therapeutic values of group ex-
periences in a children's institution", Hent. Hyg. 1951, 35:443.
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superintendent and those whom he chooses to direct the child

care program. Training and insight into the nature of the

child's problems are essential for such persons, but it is also

their responsibility to gain the cooperation of housemothers,

oottage parents and other staff members in order for the pro-

gram, as they visualize it, to be implemented.

Proper use of conference and staff meetings, and
handling cottage parents bb tewns which are in frequent
and sympathetic communication with the supervisor regard-
ing all problems, in a give-and-tske professional rela-
tionship!

is the best insurance for an effective program.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Probably the most obvious single characteristic common to

Institutional living, as opposed to life in a private family,

is a certain amount of regimentation with regard to the physi-

cal care of the children. This regimentation seems most likely

to manifest Itself In the common routines of dressing, washing,

toileting and eating, areas of living in which the most fre-

quent mother-child contacts might be expected to take place in

normal family life.

The purpose of this study was fourfoldi (1) to examine

the behavior of the institution ohlld during oertain of the

daily physical routines} (2) to observe the conformity or non-

conformity he exhibits to adult established procedures for

Ilallowitz, David. "Experiment In the supervision of cot-
tage parents." Jewish Soc. Serv. Quart. 1948, 25:193-202.
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carrying through the routines; (3) to Investigate the possibil-

ity of a relationship between conforming or non- conforming be-

havior In routine situations and the child's general adjustment,

as It may be reflected In his characteristic behavior In the

total life situation; and (4) to offer suggestions for the mod-

ification of routine procedures as followed In the Institution

where the study took place, with the purpose of using more ful-

ly the opportunities within the situation for the child's emo-

tional development and satisfaction.

PROCEDURE

Subjects

The ten children participating In the study were chosen

from a group of eighteen preschool ohlldren living In Good

Shepherd Home, Fort Deflanoe, Arizona, The children were all

of Navaho parentage and had been pleoed In the home by the

Navaho Welfare Service because of the death or disability of

one or both parents or because of neglect. The placement agen-

oy also makes use of as many foster homes as ere available to

It, but uses the Institution In order to keep siblings together,

for special cases and when no other care Is available.

Since there was but a small number of ohlldren from whloh

to choose the experimental group, It was not possible to match

for age, sex, length of residence or background. An attempt

was made to keep a balance within the group with these points

In mind, however. Table I gives the relevant data, showing that
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Table 1. Beekground date concerning children studied.

: : i Length i Culture

1

Child's Name J Sex : A^e i of residence 1 Background

Benny H 71 mos. 28 mos. Navaho .

English1Jean P 70 mos. 15 mos.
Jerry M 69 mos. 28 mos. Navaho
Jackie M 66 mos. 31 mos. English
Herbert M 66 mos. 22 mos. Havaho
Pearl P 63 mos. 11 mos. English
Kenneth 1 53 mos. 5 mos. Navaho
Julia P 48 mos. 28 mos. Naveho
Eddie I 47 mos. 28 mos. English
Ray H 46 mos. 6 mos. English

IThe term "English" Is used here to Indies te s knowledge of
spoken English in the home from which the child comes, and
some familiarity with the white-American culture.

half the children had entirely Navaho cultural backgrounds and

the other half had some evidences of assimilation Into the

white-Amerloan culture evidenced by at least some knowledge of

spoken English. It will be noticed that the Navaho-whlte cul-

tural influences were fairly well distributed among the various

ages of the ohildren In the group and among those having had

longer and shorter periods of residence In the institution.

The ages of the children studied ranged from 46 to 71 months.

Length of residenoe varied from five to 31 months. Two of the

older and two of the younger children had lived in the institu-

tion less than 18 months. There was a fairly good distribution

of age versus length of residence represented by the rest of

the group. The group of children living in the institution at

the time of the study included only five girls. Two of these

girls were not appropriate for the study, since one gave indi-

cation of mental retardation and the other was under three
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years of ago. All the remaining children not included in the

study were under three. Tt was felt that for the purpose of

this study it was necessary to restrict the participants to

those who were able to carry out the routine procedures inde-

pendently. It was also believed that attitudes and skills in a

wider age range would vary so much, due to the age factor, as

to unduly affect the results of the study. Intelligence Qio-

tients or facilities for obtaining such ratings were not avail-

able.

The children studied were from two dormitory groups,

housed across the hall from each other. Their housemothers

worked together through some parts of the day, and interchange-

ably when circumstances required it, so that whatever obligation

there was felt to heed the authority of one was felt to much the

same degree for the other. The two other housemothers working

chiefly with the younger group also worked in this cooperative

fashion and the children had much the same attitude toward them

as toward the housemothers specifically assigned to them. The

children showed some evidence of awareness of who was responsi-

ble for them but not to a degree which manifested itself in

posses siveness or excluslveness. This somewhat parallels the

Navaho cultural pattern of diffuse relationships between the

child and its mother, aunts and older sisters, (Leighton and

Kluckhohn, 31). All the housemothers were Navaho with not more

than eighth grade education. For this particular group, the

use of Navaho housemothers undoubtedly had some real values in

maintaining tieB with the native culture which might not be
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possible If white housemothers with superior educational back-

ground were employed. This situation has not always existed,

however, and those children showing a residence of more than

15 months had had experience with one or two former white

housemothers.

All the children spent five and a half hours per day, sev-

en days a week. In the nursery-school provided for them on the

grounds, but in a building separate from their dormitory. Here

they were under the care and supervision of a trained, white

nursery-school teacher. The assistant nursery-school teacher

who was In charge of the younger group and substituted with the

older group on the head tescher's day off web a young Navaho

woman with a grade-school education, trrined for her work by

the head nursery-school teacher. All the children In the study

were in the older nursery school group. The nursery-school

hours were from nine in the morning until twelve noon, and from

three In the afternoon until five-thirty.

Meals were served in a large dining room where all staff

members and older children eat. The preschool children sat at

their own tables, with six or seven children at each table which

was supervised and served by a housemother or nursery sohool

teacher.

The customary daily routine for all the children was as

follows

:

6t45 - Dress, toileting, brush teeth and wash. Chil-
dren gather In living room after dressing to
play until breakfast. Hair is combed and hand-
lotion dispensed during this time.
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7:45 - Breakfast
8:15 - First housemother finished with her table

takes those children who have finished eating
back to the dormitory, (second floor, same
building).
Toileting and bedmaking, then play in living
room until time to go to nursery school.

( 9:00 - Outdoor play
( 10 j 00 - Stories and songs indoors

Nursery( 10:30 - Snack
School ( 11:00 - Rest for younger children

( Creative activities
( 11:30 - Toileting and washing for lunch (in rotation,

by twos).
12:00 - Lunch
12:30 - Naptime
2:30 - Toileting, dress after nap, play in living room

until time for nursery school.
( 3:00 - Both groups go for a walk or ride away from

Nursery! grounds In good weather.
School ( 4:00 - Records, free play, group games

( 5:00 - Washing and toileting before supper
5:30 - Supper
6:00 - Undressing, baths, toileting. Play in living

room in pajamas and robes.
7:00 - Prayers. Bed.

Because of the small number of children living in this in-

stitution, the culturally determined permissiveness of the Nav-

aho housemothers, (Leighton and Kluckhohn, 31), and the pro-

gressive policies of those responsible for planning and

administering the program for the children, it is the opinion

of the writer that less regimentation was to be found in the

routine procedures here than might be true in some other insti-

tutions caring for preschool children. However, it is also the

writer's belief that the problems of caring for the physical

needs of eighteen children would necessitate, in any case, a

certain amount of regimentation, not found in individual fami-

lies. She also believes that a child's feelings of security or

of anxiety about his individual status could well be refleoted
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these routines.

Methods end Materials

Char acteri3 tic Behavior Scale . It was not possible to in-

clude in this study any standardized personality or behavior

tests or the results of such tests. However, since some method

of evaluating the general adjustment of individual children in-

cluded in the study was needed in order to facilitate the analy-

sys of behavior during routines, a rating scale for character-

istic behavior was constructed.

The scale was made up of two parts intended to show the

degree of positive or negative response to the environment

which seemed chare cterls tic of each child. The Items in the

two parts of the scale were not intended to present opposite

aspects of the same behavior, but to supplement eaoh other in

covering a wide verlety of responses to life situations.

Part I, which was intended to rate positive response to the

environment, included items relating to oooperetiveness, Initia-

tive, creative use of materials and equipment, Interest in group

activities, friendliness, social self-reliance, physical inde-

pendence, eating and sleeping. Part II, intended to rate nega-

tive response to the environment, included items related to

frequency of crying, temper displays, conflicts, aggressiveness,

attention-getting behavior, fearfulness, passivity, nervous

habits and social isolation.
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Numerical values were assigned to each of six terms used to

describe the characteristic response of the child to the situa-

tions Itemized In the scale as shown by the rating key at the

beginning of the scale. A 100 per cent positive response to the

environment would result In a score of 100; whereas a 100 per

cent negative response would render a score of 0.

After the scale was constructed, It was sent to two persons

of professional status In the field of child guidance for their

critical evaluations. The scale was then revised on the basis

of their criticisms.

Each child was rated independently by the heed nursery-

school teacher and the ohlld-cere director of the institution,

both of whom had academic training and a number of years' ex-

perience In the field of child guidance, as well as a thorough

knowledge of the children whom they were rating. Preliminary

to making the ratings, these two persons discussed, In detail,

each Item included in the scale In order to arrive at, as near-

ly as possible, a common understanding of definition and Inter-

pretation on eaoh Item.

No attempt was made to set a definite score above whioh

point a child would be considered well-adjusted, and below

which he would be considered poorly adjusted. For the purposes

of this study, the higher the score the child received, the

better his adjustment was considered to be. However, before

beginning the rating, those who participated were asked to

check a three-point "adjustment" evaluation regarding her

opinion of the adjustment of the subject. These opinions were
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later oheoked against the scores of the Characteristic Behavior

Scale.

Rating Scale of Characteristic Behavior

The rating key is as follows:

Part I Part II

Always . .

.

5 ......... • . . • •

Very frequent 4 1
Often 3 2
Sometimes 2 3
Seldom 1 4
Never 5

All types of behavior Indicated in the description of the
phrase may not always be a part of the child's response to the
situation, but are examples of what to consider in interpreting
his behavior; a child who does most of the things listed under
any item, most of the time, will receive a rating of 5 under
Part I, under Pert II.

Child's Name: Date!

(Check this "adjustment" evaluation before rating on Character-
istic Behavior Scale.)

Do you consider this child very well adjusted?

moderately well adjusted? _____

poorly adjusted? _____

Part I. Rating

1. Cooperates in routine procedures
(Comes within a few minutes of being called for
the routine; waits turn without pushing ahead of
others, but without hanging back; does as much
as he can for himself but accepts needed assist-
ance readily.

)

2. Complies with requests
(Does not resist direct requests from an edult by
pouting, crying, temper outbursts or passive non-
compliance, but tries to do what is asked.)
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3. Finds things to do or to play with, without help...
(Is Interested in surroundings and pipy equipment
and keeps occupied without having to be urged;
does not spend time just sitting or standing, or
in provocative behavior towards others.)

4. Takes part in group activities with pleasure
(Listens to stories, records, participates in songs
and other activities of whole group without coax-
ing from teacher or creating distractions.)

5. Friendly relationships with other children
(Does not initiate conflicts with other children.
Shares toys, plays often with one or more coop-
eratively, shows sympathy and helpfulness when
appropriate.

)

6. Friendly with adults
(Responds to friendly overtures by sdults, feels
free to approach adult for affection, to share
an interest, ask for help, etc.)

7. Maintains his rights with other children.. ,

(Does not allow others to take a toy he is using,
mark or cut on his paper aggressively, or enter
his play activity destructively, without trying
to defend himself.)

8 . Eats well ,

(Accepts food served, finishes meal in average
length of time for group, has few dislikes,
does not gulp food nor eat excessive amounts.)

9. Falls asleep easily
(Is usually asleep within half hour after being
put to bed, accepts bed routine and Is willing
to stay In bed.)

10. Sleeps soundly
(Does not waken unless disturbed by outside con-
ditions, does not cry out or moan in sleep.)

Total score
(Part I)

Add total score, Part II

Final score
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Part II Rating

1. Frequency of crying
(Responds to thwarting or interference with tears,
cries easily when hurt, cries for no apparent
reason or when others are crying.

)

2. Frequency of conflicts with other children.
(quarrels frequently while playing with another child;
cannot enter play of one or more others in a friend-
ly manner.

)

5. Unprovoked attacks on other children _

(Attacks other children by hitting, etc., without
overt provocation, tries to take toys or usurp
equipment another child is using, enters other
children's play aggressively and destructively.)

4. Special bids for attention from adults .

(Tries to gain attention by uncooperative or pro-
vocative behavior, whining} cannot allow another
child to receive special attention without trying
to crowd in or push other child away; asks fre-
quently to be held or carried; asks for help with
something he is capable of doing for or by himself.)

5. Frequency of temper displays...
(Responds to thwarting of wishes, either inten-
tionally or accidentally by adult or other chil-
dren, with hitting, kicking, screaming, throwing
self on floor or similar display of violent anger.)

6. Frequency of resistant behavior
(Responds to directions or requests by pouting,
defiance, refusal to cooperate.)

7. Frequency of bed-wetting or day-time accidents

8. Frequency of nail-biting, thumb- sucking, mastur-
bating, or other s elf-comforting or nervous activi-
ties
(Resorts to one or more of such activities.)

9. Allows other children to dominate or bully him,
,

(Does not defend himself against aggressiveness,
consistently allows another child to tell him
what to do without trying to follow his own
wishes or Interests.
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10. Plays by himself greater part of the time.

Total score
(Part II)

Anecdotal Records . ^ The collection of a series of anecdo-

tal records on each child was chosen as the most appropriate

method of gathering data for the study of behavior during rou-

tines. A schedule was set up to Include the taking of records

on a single child throughout four different routines In one

day. Another set of reoords was taken on the same child, for

the seme routines, one week later and a third set still a week

later. Thus, at the end of the recording schedule, there were

twelve records for each of the ten ohlldren.

The rising routine In the morning, nursery school toilet-

ing and washing before lunch, lunchtlme and bedtime were se-

lected as representing the greatest variety of routine activi-

ties during a single day.

In accordance with a technique developed by Goodenough

(21) only the first three minutes of every five minutes of the

duration of the routine were recorded. Shorthand was used In

order to facilitate recording all that the child said or did

and all that was said or done to him. It Is recognized that a

certain amount of what actually happened would escape observa-

tion, but the two minute lapses between recorded aneodotes were.

In the opinion of the observer, an assistance to her In being

^All anecdotal records upon which the study Is based are
Included In the appendix.
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fully aware of the total situation, and therefore an aid to ac-

curate observation.

In order to ascertain any problems which might arise at-

tendant to the recording of the children's behavior, and to ao-

custom herself to the timing procedure, and the staff and chil-

dren to her presence and note-taking activity, the observer

spent five days observing and recording during the chosen rou-

tine periods before the taking of notes for the actual study

began. Originally it had been planned to use dressing after

naptime as one routine for study, but during the practice peri-

od this routine was found to be too brief to be of value and

the rising period in the morning was substituted.

Although well known to all the children, the observer made

every effort to make herself inconspicuous during the recording

periods. Her efforts met with indifferent success but she has

been careful to Include in the record any conversation or other

activity in which she was either actively or passively involved.

It was very often necessary for the housemother or teacher to

be in another room tending to other children or to other duties,

with only an occasional visit to the room where any one child

was proceeding with the routine, to see that all was going well.

As a consequence, the observer was often the only adult present.

A large number of the overtures made to her by the child being

observed were a result of this circumstance. In few oases did

the child seem to be aware that his words or actions were being

specifically observed or written down, and in those instances
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the observer moved sway or in some other way tried to disguise

the purpose of her writing.

Cheek- Sheet for Episodes of Conforming and Won-Conformlng

Behavior . In order to study the anecdotal records with regard

to th9 conforming or non-conforming behavior exhibited, a check-

sheet W88 prepared for tallying the instances of such behavior

as shown In the anecdotal reoords. This check-sheet was also

evaluated by the two professional persons who were asked to

criticize the Characteristic Behavior Scsle. Changes were then

made on the basis of their criticism.

Part I is intended to provide for reoording those occa-

sions upon which the ohild did what was expected of him in the

routine situation observed. The funotion of Part II Is to re-

cord every Instance when the ohild deviated from strict con-

formity within the routine observed. These deviations may take

the form of thoughts, such as day-dreaming, speech—conversa-

tions or remarks not related to nor necessary to the routine,

or aotion such as stopping to play or introducing unnecessary

aotivltles into the pattern of the routine. (See appendix for

definitions and interpretation of items.)

The same persons who made the ratings on the Characteris-

tic Behavior Scale then undertook a trial use of the check-sheet

to ascertain its adequacy for tallying episodes of conforming

end non- conforming behavior. Preliminary to the checking, they

discussed Items together in order to arrive at a oommon under-

standing of definition and Interpretation. Following this
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first experimental check, further revisions were made to Im-

prove the efficacy of the oheck-sheet and to clarify the items,

A third person, outside the experimental situation was then

asked to do a second experimental check on the revised check-

sheet. Slnoe she was unfamiliar with the routine procedures

involved, she was provided with a resume of the usual steps in-

cluded in carrying out each routine observed. An analysis of

the scoring on separate items after the two experimental checks

revealed the fact that there was still a wide discrepancy be-

tween the scorers, in their understanding and interpretation of

the various Items on the sheet.

A list of written definitions was then carefully prepared

and distributed to five persons, who discussed them point by

point. The definitions and interpretations were consequently

refined until the group felt that its members had reached a

high degree of agreement. This discussion included methods of

tallying on eeoh item.

Following the discussion, each person independently tal-

lied a sample anecdotal record on the revised check-sheet. The

tallying on each item was then compared and differences dis-

cussed to clear up any remaining misunderstandings or disagree-

ments as to definition and interpretation, without trying to

influence differences of opinion as to whether or not any spe-

cific instances of behavior indloated conformity or non-conform-

ity. With this clarification, and the revisions Included in the

3-See appendix.
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Check-Sheet for Behavior in Routine Activities

Child '3 namet Date of observatlonj

Routine observed*

Part I - Conforming Behavior

1. Responds Immediately by beginning or resuming the
routine when the adult calls

2. Does not lnter-change steps In sequence of routine...

_

3. Omits no step In the routine

4. Does not Join In by-play Initiated by other persons
during any time of the routine recorded _

5. Does not join in conversation Initiated by other
persons, unnecessary to carrying through the
routine during any of the recorded time _

Total, Part I .

Part II - Non-Conforming Behavior

1. Prolongs or delays one or more parts of the routine..

_

2. Repeats one or more parts of the routine

3. Initiates or participates in by-play during the
routine

4. Initiates or participates in conversation
unnecessary to carrying through the routine

5. Leaves place of routine at some time during the
routine

Total, Part II .
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scale which had been agreed upon, it was believed feasible to

proceed with checking all the anecdotal records by the revised

check-sheet. Each of three persons, including the observer,

the person who had made the second experimental cheok and one

other, who participated in the discussion of definition and

method were asked to cooperate. Thus a check-sheet was filled

out for each routine recorded for each child, by each of three

checkers. Each checker's group of twelve sheets for each child

was totalled for the score, then averaged to obtain the mean

score for each child.

ANALYSIS OP DATA

Characteristic Behavior Scores

The two sets of soores and the arithmetical average on the

Characteristic Behavior Scale are shown in Table 2. It will be

noted that the two scorers agreed very closely in their ratings,

the largest difference being that of eight points on the scores

for Jackie. It will also be noted, however, that both persons

rated him at the bottom of the list, and that the order of the

other scores is very similar, only three children being placed

in a slightly different order. The scores of these ehildren

range from 60 to 65 for Rater No. 1 and from 64 to 66 for Rater

No. 2, hence the slight difference in relative placement seems

of small importance.

Table 3 shows the results of the three-point adjustment

evaluation in relation to the mean Characteristic Behavior
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Tabla 2. Tabulation of Characteristic Behavior scores.

Code :

No.*: Name
: Score by Kpter : Score by Rater t

J Tip. 1 i No. 2 I

;.!ean

Soore

1. Jerry 90
2. Peerl 87
3. Herbert 86
4. Jean 78
5. Hay 68
6. Julia 65
7. Eddie 60
8. Kenneth 60
9. Benny 59
.0. Jackie 48

89
83
82
76
75
64
66
65
60
56

89.5
85
84
77
71.5
64.5
63
62.5
59.5
52

The code number will be used In all graphs to Indicate
date referring to individual children.

scores. Here sgaln, there la close agreement between the scor-

er's opinions of the children's general adjustment and the

plaoement of their scores within the range of the whole group.

That Is, those children who were considered by the soorer to be

Table 3. Tabulation of Characteristic Behavior scores with
adjustment evaluations.*

Code: Name
No.

«

1. Jerry
2. Pearl
3. Herbert
4. Jean
5. Ray
6. Julia
7. Eddie
8. Kenneth
9. Benny

10. Jackie

"5 Mean scores : Adjustment : Adjustment
:Charpcteristlc: evaluation : evaluation
; Behavior :by Rater No. l;by rater No. 2

89.5
85
84
77
71.5
64.5
63
62.5
59.5
52

1
1

1

2
2

2

I
2

I
s

1

1

2
2

2

3
2
2
3
3

Key to adjustment evaluation: 1 - very well adjusted
2 - moderately well adjusted
3 - poorly adjusted
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very well adjusted, were also those who earned the highest

scores on the Characteristic Behavior Scale; those considered

to be moderately well adjusted had scores in the middle range;

and those considered to be poorly adjusted had soores In the

lower range. Since those scores, which are less consistent

with relation to the adjustment evaluations have a variance of

only two points, this difference, also, seems to be of slight

importance.

Table 4. Comparison of adjustment evaluations with character-
istic behavior score range.

Adjustment
evaluation

i Characteristic Be- :

s havior Score Ranfce :

Number of
Children

Soorer No.
Scorer No.

1
2

1
1

86 - 90 (4 points)
83-89 (6 points)

3
2

Scorer No.
Scorer No.

1
2

2
2

60 - 78 (18 points)
65 - 82 (17 points)

4
5

Soorer No.
Scorer No.

1
2

3
3

48 - 60 (12 points)
56 - 64 ( 8 points)

3
3

Table 4 shows the relation of the adjustment evaluations

to the Characteristic Behavior scores for each scorer. Scorer

No. 1 rated three children as "very well adjusted" and they

showed a range of 86 to 90 points on the scale; she rated four

children "moderately well adjusted" and they showed a range of

60 to 78 points on the scale; and she rated three children as

poorly adjusted, and they had a range of 48 to 60 points. Scor-

er No. 2 rated two children as "very well adjusted" and they

showed a range from 83 to 89 points; five children as "moderate-

ly well adjusted" who had 65 to 82 points; and, three children
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as "poorly adjusted" who had 56 to 64 points on the scale. The

table shows that in no oase was the range of scores on the

Characteristic Behavior Scale at variance, in the order of the

scores, with the opinion of the scorer as to the general ad-

justment of the children, nor was there overlapping of the to-

tal scores in the three groups.

A very good range of scores was obtained from the scale,

but because of the limited number of cases and the fact that

only two people used it, no definite statement can be made re-

garding its value. However, considering the good range of

soores obtained in this instance, and the closeness with which

they agreed with the range of adjustment evaluation, it would

appear that the Characteristic Behavior Scale was a useful de-

vice for indicating differences in general adjustment of the

children studied.^-

It is the opinion of the writer that the close agreement

between the adjustment evaluations and the Characteristic Be-

havior scores may be attributed to the very close acquaintance2

the scorers had with the children whose adjustment they were

The value of the scale could be more clearly determined
if a more detailed study were made, using a large number of
children, in which the scoring was done through a process of
checking behavior incidents directly from diary record samples
of the children's behavior in a wide variety of activities.
The resulting score could then be correlated with the results
of a standardized personality test.

2Page 22
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Judging. Therefore, one could not assume that In other In-

stances the judgement of the scorers alone would be sufficient

basis for an adequate adjustment evaluation.

In comparing the results of the Characteristic Behavior

Scale with the age of the child (Fig. 1) there appeared to be

no well-defined relationship between the two. Although the

four youngest ohlldren earned lower scores than four of the

oldest, the two lowest scores were received by older children.

On the other hand, there was some Indication that length

of residence affected the child's adjustment as It was reflect-

ed In the Characteristic Behavior Scores (Pig. 2). Although

the highest score was earned by Jerry (Code No. 1), who had

lived in the institution 28 months, the four children other

then Jerry, who had longest terms of residence had the lowest

scores. One other low score, received by Kenneth (No. 8), who

had been in residence only five months, might be an indication

that he was still in the process of making his initial adjust-

ment. These, of course, are but tentative conclusions, due to

the small number of oases studied.

The range of scores was distributed evenly between those

having only Navaho cultural influences prior to coming to the

Institution, snd those who had already been exposed to some

white-American acculturation. These scores, listed separately,

show an average of within 2.3 points of each other.
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Code Nsvaho Code English

1. Jerry 89.5 2. Pearl 85
3. Herbert 84 4. Jean 77
6. Julia 64.5 5. Ray 71.5
8. Kenneth 62.5 7. Eddie 63
9. Benny

5

59.5

)370.0

10. Jackie 52

5 )358.5
Average M.fl Average 71.7
8 core soore

Conforming and Non-conforming Behavior Scores

The results of the check-sheet tallying of incidents of

conforming and non-conforming behavior, as it was exhibited in

the anecdotal records, are recorded in Table 5. The scores

submitted by each of the three oheokers are tabulated and the

mean score determined.

Table 5. Tabulation of check-sheet scores.

C : : Cor.for.ninp; : iVon- conforming :

o : Child's : Behavior S Mean : Behavior Scores: Mean
d : Name « Checker No. : Scores : Uhecker Ho. : Scores
e : I 1. : 2. : 3. i : 1. : 2. t 3. :

1. Jerry 38 43 30 37.0 73 60 53 62.0
2. Pearl 40 46 36 40.6 83 80 67 76.6
3. Herbert 38 41 40 39.6 65 58 60 61.0
4. Jean 36 44 39 39.6 56 59 40 51.6
5. Ray 48 58 46 50.6 115 101 99 105.0
6. Julia 44 58 50 50.6 104 91 86 93.6
7. Eddie 39 41 35 38.3 98 88 67 84.3
8. Kenneth 36 39 34 36.3 104 90 108 100.6
9. Benny 39 40 26 35.0 78 65 53 65.3

10. Jackie 40 44 38 40.6 74 77 75 75.3

Table 6 lists all the relevant data for the main body of

the analysis, including the background, age, length of resi-

dence and total mean scores for conforming and non-conforming
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Table 6. Mean scores for conforming;, non- conforming iand
Characteristic Behavior.

: : : : Term : : Non- : Charac-
C : Child's : Back- : Age : of conform- s Conform-teristic

: Name : ground : in : resi- : ing : ing t Behavior
d : : : .oo.: dence : Behavior: Behavior: Scores
e : : : tin mos. : Scores : Scores :

1. Jerry Nav. 69 28 37.0 62.0 89.5
2. Pearl Eng. 63 11 40.6 76.6 85.0
3. Herbert Nav. 66 22 39.6 61.0 84.0
4. Jean Eng. 70 15 39.6 51.6 77.0
5. Ray Eng. 46 6 50.6 105.0 71.5
6. Julia Nav. 48 28 50.6 93.6 64.5
7. Eddie Eng. 47 88 38.3 84.3 63.0
8. Kenneth Nav. 53 5 36.3 100.6 62.5
9. Benny Nav. 71 28 35.0 65.3 59.5

10. Jackie Eng. 66 31 40.6 75.3 52.0

behavior and Characteristic Behavior ratings for each child.

Tables 7 through 10 give the check-sheet scores from each

checker for individual children in the four routines, together

with the calculated mean scores for those routines.

Table 7. Cheok-sheet scores for the rising routine.

C : : Conforming : : Non-conforming :

o : Child's t Behavior Scores: Mean :Behpvior Soores: Mean
d : Name : Checker No. t Score : Checker No. : Score
e : : 1. t 2. t 3. : : 1. : 2. : 3. :

1. Jerry 8 11 5 8.0 31 25 22 26.0
2. Pearl 10 10 11 10.3 49 48 29 42.0
3. Herbert 5 7 7 6.3 24 22 21 22.3
4. Jean 9 10 7 8.6 18 18 16 17.3
5. Ray 12 15 14 13.6 30 27 26 27.6
6. Julia 13 13 11 12.3 18 18 13 16.3
7. Eddie 9 10 10 9.6 54 39 36 43.0
8. Kenneth 9 9 10 9.3 35 27 34 32.0
9. Benny 7 10 5 7.3 29 28 21 26.0

10. Jaokie 8 10 7 8.3 36 43 39 39.3
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Table 8. Check-she et scores for nursery-s ohool routine .

c
1

: J Con forming •
: ?Ton-'conforming !

o : Child's
d t Name

tBehp.vior
: Checker

Scores t Mean
1 No. : Score

l Behavior Soores i Mem
: Checker No. : Score

e : J 1. J 2. : 3. : : 1. t 2. i 3. :

1. Jerry 9 8 5 7.3 8 6 6 6.6
2. Pearl 11 12 10 11.0 7 8 8 7.6
3. Herbert 13 13 13 13.0 2 1 3 2.0
4. Jean 13 12 12 12.3 7 5 4 5.3
5. Ray 12 17 11 13.3 25 13 16 18.0
6. Julia 12 15 13 13.3 17 9 9 11.6
7. Eddie 12 9 9 10.0 6 8 5 6.3
8. Kenneth 10 12 6 9.3 15 13 11 13.0
9. Benny 11 11 8 10.0 11 10 7 9.3

10. Jackie 9 9 9 9.0 13 11 12 12.0

Table 9. Check-sheet scores for lunch routine.

c: : Conforming : : Mon- conforming s

os Child's : Behavior Scores : Mean
J Score

: Behavior Scores: Mean
d: Name : Checker No. : Checker No. 8 Score
e: 8 1. » 2. : 3. : s 1. : 2. : 3. :

1. Jerry 10 12 9 10.3 19 18 15 17.3
2. Pearl 9 13 9 10.3 13 11 9 11.0
3. Herbert 12 11 9 10.6 30 23 26 26.3
4. Jean 7 12 10 9.6 15 17 8 12.6
5. Ray 13 15 12 13.3 41 47 39 42.3
6. Julia 7 14 10 10.3 51 47 46 48.0
7. Eddie 10 12 9 10.3 16 20 13 16.3
8. Kenneth 10 9 7 8.6 25 23 20 22.6
9. Benny 9 8 6 7.6 21 14 12 15.6

10. Jackie 14 13 11 12.6 10 11 9 10.0
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Table 10. Check-sheet scores for bedtime routine.

C : > Conforming s : Non- conforming :

o : Child's 1 Behavior Scores: Mean : Behavior Soon ) Mean
d s Name : Checker No. : Score : Checker No. S Score
e : J 1. :l 2. : 1. : 2. : 3. s

1. Jerry 11 12 11 11.3 10 11 10 10.3
2. Pearl 10 11 8 9.6 14 13 11 12.6
3. Herbert 8 10 11 9.6 9 12 10 10.3
4. Jean 7 10 10 9.0 16 19 14 16.3
5. Ray 11 11 9 10.3 19 14 18 17.0
6. Julia 12 16 16 14.6 18 17 16 17.0
7. Eddie 8 10 7 8.3 22 17 13 17.3
8. Kenneth 7 9 11 9.0 29 27 22 26.0
9. Benny 12 11 7 10.0 17 13 13 14.3

10. Jackie 9 12 11 10.6 15 12 15 14.0

A graphic representation of the relative number of times

each child behaved oonformingly or non-conformingly in the four

routines, together with the average for all routines has been

made in Pigs. 3 and 4, prepared from the data In Table 11.

Table 11. Conforming and non- conforming mean scores for four
routines.

Conforming Behavior
Mean Scores

>'on-Conformlng Behavior
Mean SnoresCiChild'sj.

oj Name t" :Nur-: : : :Nur-:
:Ris-: aery jLunch: Bed- sAver-sRis-:sery:Lunch: Bed- jAver-

e: ilng :Sch.; ; time i age ling :Sch.

;

t time: a file

1. Jerry 8.0 7.3 10.3 11.3 9.27 26.0 6.6 17.3 10.3 15.05
2. Pearl 10.3 11.0 10.3 9.6 10.40 42.0 7.6 11.0 12.6 14.40
3. Herbert 6.3 13.0 10.6 9.6 9.87 22.3 2.0 26.3 10.3 15.20
4. Jean 8.6 12.3 9.6 9.0 9.87 17.3 5.3 12.6 16.3 12.87
5. Ray 13.6 13.3 13.3 10.3 12.62 27.6 18.0 42.3 17.0 26.22
6. Julia 12.3 13.3 10.3 14.6 12.62 16.3 11.6 48.0 17.0 23.20
7. TSddle 9.6 10.0 10.3 8.3 9.55 43.0 6.3 16.3 17.3 20.72
8. Kenneth 9.3 9.3 8.6 9.0 9.05 32.0 13.0 22.6 26.0 24.40
9. Benny 7.3 10.0 7.6 10.0 8.75 26.0 9.3 15.6 14.3 16.30

10. Jackie 8.3 9.0 12.6 10.6 10.12 39.3 12.0 10.0 14.0 18.82







It will be noted that the range between high end low Inci-

dence of conforming behavior was very narrow for the whole

group. This would seem to indicate that all the children in

the group were rather uniformly willing to do what was expect-

ed of them in routine situations. The small number of inci-

dents of conforming behavior as compared to those of non-con-

forming behavior may be attributed to the limited number of

possibilities for behaving in a conforming way, as opposed to

the almost limitless number of possibilities for non-conform-

ing acts. In other words, each routine had a limited number

of steps to follow; a ohild could respond to being called or

recalled to the routine only as often as the adult made that

cell; and although the child may have Ignored or resisted the

temptation to engage in by-play or unnecessary conversation

any number of times, the anecdotal record only reports those

times when he actually did those things, hence we oan only

credit him with one tally, If at no time during the routine did

he succumb to such a temptation. On the other hand, the child

may stop the business of the routine every other minute to do

something else and consequently run up a very high score for

non-conformity.

In making a comparison of the inoidenee of conforming be-

havior between the verious routines, it will be noted that

children showed an equal or greater degree of conformity during

"•See check-sheet, p. 30; appendix, p.
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the nursery school toileting and washing routine than during

any other, and three children shoved the second highest degree

of conformity during this routine. One might oonclude that

there may have been more pressure put upon the child to conform

in this situation, but the writer believes the falleoy Ilea in

the faot that, although there were almost as many steps to be

taken In order to fulfill the requirements as there were In

routines of much longer duration, the limited space snd number

of children, (only two went through the routine processes an

any given time), reduoed the possibilities for by-play and con-

versation so that higher scores for conformity tended to result.

The writer also believes, however, that the Interesting activi-

ties going on In the other room. In which all the other chil-

dren were taking pert, may have constituted e special motiva-

tion to get through the neoessary business of the routine

quickly so as to return to those activities. Since the teacher

was mainly oeoupled with supervising the whole group rather

than those in the washroom, there did not appear to be more

pressure to conform in this particular situation than In other

routines.

It Is interesting to observe that seven children had a

higher number of non-conforming behavior incidents during the

rising routine than during any other. This may bo attributed

in part to the length of time allowed for this routine. The

longest of the four routines in most Instances, it allowed op-

portunity to talk, play or day-dream to a much greater extent.

The leisurely pace had been set to take Into consideration the
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drowsiness of newly-awakened children end very little pressure

wss applied to hurry them along.

In Pig. 5, the relationship of the total incidents of

conforming behavior for each ohild to his score on the Charac-

teristic Behavior Scale is shown. In both Pig. 5 and Pig. 6,

attention should be oalled to the faot that Ray, (Code No. 5),

end Julia, (No. 6), had high scores for both conformity end

non-conformity. To a lesser degree, a similar relationship is

to be found between the conforming and non-conforming scores

of several other children. This may indicate a personality

factor of a generally active or passive response to the envi-

ronment whether it shows itself in conformity or non- conformi-

ty. The most notable exoeptlon to this is Kenneth, (No. 8),

who had a low incidence of conforming behavior and a high in-

cidence of non-conforming behavior. It will be recalled that

Kenneth had only been in the institution five months and also

spoke no TSngllsh nor had any known familiarity with the white

culture upon admission, hence his scores may have been greatly

influenced by his having an incomplete comprehension of what

was expected of him.

A study of Pig. 6 will reveal that of the seven children

having the highest non-conforming behavior scores, only one had

a high score on the Characteristic Behavior Scale, and five had

scores below the mean for the group. Thus it is seen that

there is a definite trend within this group of children to a

greater degree of non-conformity among those who were
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considered less well adjusted. It would be Interesting to see

If this trend would hold true with larger groups of children,

and whether this Is also true of children not living within

Institutions.

Conforming and non-conforming behavior are plotted against

age In Pig. 7 and Pig. 8. The six oldest children are shown

here to be among the leest conforming, but at the same time

were the least non-conforming. What Is the slgnlflcenoe of

age In this regard, or are there other factors entering Into

the picture? It may be that In the case of older children,

Increase In self-control which may have been gained by experi-

ence, a greater adeptness In doing for themselves, and less

fesolnatlon with exploring the possibilities of everyday things

such as food, soap and water, words, etc., puts them In the

category of the least non-conformity when It Is manifested In

by-play and conversation during routine processes. At the

same time their low scores In conformity might be traced to a

tendency to slight the routine Itself by skipping or not com-

pleting some of the steps, so that they can go on to other

things which hold greater Interest for them. This could only

be ascertained by more complete analysis of routine behavior

In relation to age than can be Included in the present study.

^The apparent ambiguity of being both conforming and non-
conforming, and vice versa, can be explained by referring back
to the check-sheet (p. 30) and observing that a child could
rate high in conformity by doing all that is expected of him,
and high in non-conformity by adding much aotivlty of his own
invention.
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It may be well to note that the four children with the highest

non- conforming scores were within the developmental stage of

asserting their independence ((resell and Ilg, 18), which may

acoount for the high incidence of behavior which takes liber-

ties with the routine situation by introducing much by-play

and unnecessary conversation.

One must not fail to point out, however, another interest-

ing fact whioh has not been so apparent before. Pour of the

children below the median in both conformity and non- conformity

were also those who received the highest scores in the Charac-

teristic Behavior Scale, (Code Nos. 1 to 4). The other four

low scorers, (Code Nos. 6 to 10), in conformity and the other

two low scorers, (Nos. 9 and 10), in non- conformity were in the

lower bracket in Characteristic Behavior scores. Although,

with the few cases being studied, one cannot draw definite con-

clusions, the question comes immediately to mind: are there

two distinct types of motivation which cause the best adjusted

and the most poorly adjusted to be among the least conforming

and also the least non-conforming? Perhaps those children who

are best adjusted feel secure enough to adhere less strictly

to the "rules" and thus appear less conforming and at the same

time have less need to express hostility or resistance In other

forms of non-conformity as might come under the heading of by-

play and unnecessary conversation. Conversely, it may be that

the poorly adjusted child expresses his resistance and hostili-

ty in failure to follow the established procedures strictly,

but still lacks the security whioh would permit him to behave
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spontaneously in the presence of stimuli for action not rela-

ted to the routine in process.

These are only conjectures in view of the limited number

of children observed. Statistical studies of other groups of

children and more detailed analysis of dat8 would need to be

undertaken to establish the truth of the Investigator's Im-

pression that, particularly in the case of Benny and Jackie,

(Nos. 9 and 10), who received the lowest Characteristic Be-

havior scores, much of their behavior appeared to be motivated

by hostility and in other instances, inhibited by f-rr. On

the other hand, Jerry, Pearl, Herbert and Jean, (Nos. 1 to 4),

whose Characteristic Behavior scores were highest, hsd an at-

titude of happy freedom throughout.

In Pig. 9, in which conforming behavior scores are shown

in relation to length of residence, there appears to be a

gradual dropping off of conformity with greater length of stay

in the institution. As has been previously noted, Kenneth, (No.

8), who had the shortest term of residence also had a low con-

forming behavior score, and although Ray, (No. 5), had only a

slightly longer term, his markedly higher conformity score

could well be related to the faot that he, unlike Kenneth,

spoke English before he was admitted and was accustomed to

some white-American ways of living. Therefore, he could more

quickly comprehend what he was expected to do.

There is a notable similarity in the pattern between

Figs. 9 and 10 which may be due to the previously mentioned

tendency for individual children's scores to run in a parallel
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fashion between conformity and non-oonformity.

Tabulated below are the conforming and non- conforming be-

havior scores In relation to the cultural backgrounds of the

children before entering the home. It will be noted that the

average scores for those with some Anglicizing Influences In

their early experience are slightly higher, although the dif-

ference amounts to only 2.2 points in the average conforming

behavior scores. This data is set forth In graphic form in

Pig. 11.

Conforming Behavior Scores

Neveho English

1 Jerry 37.0 2 Pearl 40.6
3 Herbert 39.6 4 Jean 39.6
3 Julia 50.6 5 Hay 50.6
3 Kenneth 36.3 7 Eddie 38.3
9 Benny 35.0 10 Jackie 40.6

5) IM.s
39.7 Average

5) 209. 1
41.9 Average

Non-Conforming Behavior Scores

Nevaho

Jerry
Herbert
Julia
Kenneth
Benny

English

62.0 2 Pearl 76.6
61.0 4 Jean 51.6
93.6 5 Ray 105.0

. 100.6 7 Eddie 84.3
65.3 10 Jackie 75.3

5)372.5 5)392.8
74.5 Average 78.56 Av
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SUMMARY

Ten children, between the ages of 46 end 71 months, liv-

ing In Good Shepherd Home at Port Defiance, Arizona, were

studied for conforming and non- conforming behavior during

dally routines In the Institution. All of the children were

of Navaho parentage, half having had entirely Navaho oultural

backgrounds, and half having had some knowledge of spoken Eng-

lish and some acquaintance with white-American ways of living

before admission. Length of residence within the institution

varied for the individual children from five to 31 months.

Since It was not possible to use standardized means for

measuring emotional adjustment, a Characteristic Behavior Scale

W8S constructed to provide an estimate of this factor. The

scale was evaluated by professional persons In the field of

child development and revised to make use of their suggestions

before it was used by two staff persons in the institution to

rate the adjustment of the ten children being studied. The

raters were each asked to make an independent evaluation of the

ohlld's adjustment before rating ench child on the scale.

A series of aneodotal records was taken of the behavior of

each of the children In four routines, three records being made

for each child for eaoh routine. The rising routine, washing

and toileting at nursery school, lunchtime and bedtime were

chosen as representative of all types of routine activities in

this situation.

A check-sheet was prepared to facilitate the analysis of
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the anecdotal records for incidents of conforming and non-con-

forming behavior. This check-sheet was also evaluated by pro-

fessional persons and subsequently revised. It was then tested

by several persons In a practice situation and again revised

before being put to use In analyzing the actual records to be

used In the study. Three persons then used the check-sheet to

score the anecdotal records for inoidents of conforming and

non- conforming behavior*

The Characteristic Behavior Scale produced a range of mean

scores from 52 to 89.5. Those children receiving high scores

were the same ones considered well-adjusted by the staff mem-

bers in their preliminary evaluations, those receiving the mid-

dle scores were those considered moderately well-adjusted, and

those receiving the low scores were those considered to be

poorly adjusted. The close agreement was attributed to the

fact that those making the evaluations had an excellent back-

ground of training and experience for objective evaluation of

children's behavior, and also to their olose acquaintance,

through daily association, with the children whom they were

evaluating.

There appeared to be no relation between the Characteris-

tic Behavior Scores and the age of the children, but four of

the five children having the longest terms of residence in the

institution had the lowest scores on the scale. There was an

even distribution between those earning high and low scores

among those with Navaho or English-language backgrounds.

The check-sheets revealed a narrow range of conforming
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behavior incidents, the lowest mean score being 35 and the high-

est 50.6. These scores were low in comparison with the non-con-

forming scores, which ranged from 51 to 105. The difference was

attributed to the limited number of opportunities to behave oon-

formlngly in any given situation, as opposed to the almost

limitless number of possibilities for non- conforming acts. The

scores revealed that it was possible for a child to accumulate a

high score in both oonformlty and non- conformity, by doing near-

ly everything expected of him during the routine, but at the

same time adding many innovations of his own which increased his

non-conformity score.

The nursery sohool routine was found to produce the highest

conformity and the lowest non-conformity scores. This was be-

lieved to be due to the faot that, although there were nearly as

many steps to follow in this routine as in others, the length of

time involved was much shorter, the washroom was small, and

there were only two persons taking part at any given time. Also

the author felt that the children were esger to return to the

interesting activities taking place in the nursery school play-

room.

A high degree of non-conformity was found to occur during

the rising routine and this seemed to be a result of the lei-

surely pace, more noticeable in that routine than in any other,

providing many opportunities for conversation, by-play and day-

dreaming.

There appeared to be a trend toward high scores in non-con-

formity if a child had a high score in conformity and vice
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versa, leading the Investigator to look for a personality fac-

tor which would cause a child to be more (or less) active, both

In conforming to routine requirements and In Introducing varia-

tions of his own.

The six oldest children were found to be both the least

conforming and the least non-eonformlng. Developmental factors

Involving Increased skills and more sophisticated Interests

seemed the most likely explanation for this phenomenon.

The most Interesting observation to come out of the In-

vestigation was that the four children ranking highest In the

Characteristic Behavior Scale and the four ranking lowest were

all below the median In conformity; the four ranking highest

and the two lowest in the Characteristic Behavior Scale were

below the median in non-conformity.

There appeared to be a tendency for conforming behavior

scores to drop off with longer periods of residence, although

the non-conforming scores did not follow this trend so clearly.

Again the range of scores seemed evenly divided between the

children having entirely Navaho oultural backgrounds and those

with some Anglicizing influences.

CONCLUSIONS

Prom the results of this investigation. It appears that

there may be a definite relationship between conforming and

non- conforming behavior and good adjustment, but ttiat there

may also be two distinct types of motivation for this behavior

since both the best adjusted and the most poorly adjusted
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ohildren received the lower scores In both conformity and non-

conformity. It Is the author's conjecture that well-adjusted

children do not feel bound to follow "rules" In order to feel

secure, henoe may omit or modify steps In routine processes and

on the other hand do not have the need to express resistance or

hostility In excessive Innovations during routines; moderately

well-adjusted children still find security In conforming to

"the way things are done" yet Introduce many variations as a

natural expression of resistance or hostility to adult pres-

sures; poorly adjusted children, too unhappy to respond freely

to incidental stimuli to do something other than the routines

requires, still find means of expressing their resistance and

hostility to the circumstances in which they find themselves in

omitting or slighting the definite steps In the routines.

The Implication of this study that there is a relationship

between conforming and non-conforming behavior and good adjust-

ment needs to be confirmed by statistical studies In a number

of institutions, particularly with a view to ruling out age aa

a variable factor.

The Characteristic Behavior Scale should be used in con-

junction with standardized personality tests to determine its

validity, before too much confidence is placed in scores de-

rived from it. The investigator suggests that it would give

more generally dependable results if ratings were made from a

series of diary records of the child's behavior In the situa-

tions it describes.

The cheok-sheet for conforming and non-conforming behavior
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seemed partially inadequate in giving full credit for all be-

havior coming under the two eetegories it was Intended to

check, and might benefit from further revision.

It appeared to the investigator that, on the whole, the

routines studied were conducted in es permissive and casual

manner as would be possible within the institutional framework.

This permissive atmosphere seemed an important contribution to-

ward emotional health for the children. However, it also ap-

peared that the housemothers, particularly, missed many opportu-

nities for warm and companiable relationships with the children

during these periods and that they were too occupied with the

material requirements of the situation. They were often busy

with duties that could have been postponed to times when the

children were playing with their toys or in nursery school. It

is suggested that an effort be made to educate the housemothers

into a keener awareness of their responsibilities for the happi-

ness of the children under their care. Assistance could be

given them to plan their work so that they might be free to

give their attention and interest to individual children as it

is needed within the routine procedure, thus more nearly ap-

proximating a mother-child relationship as it is seen in normal

family life.
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ANECDOTAL RECORDS

Pearl
Rising Routine, Jan. 27, 1954
Housemother #2

1. Pearl gets out of bed and runs to turn on light when house-
mother calls.
Stands blinking, In doorway.
Sits down on bed.
Calls, "Get dressed, Benny."
Jeanle Is showing "sore place" on finger. Pearl says,
scornfully, "It's not hurtl"
Housemother comes In. Pearl looks at her, then says, "Julia,
get dressed."
Takes night gown half-way off.
To housemother, "Julia won't get dressed," then to Julia,
"Julia, go on, I'm getting dressed."

2. Pearl Is putting on Jeans. Gets them part way on and says
to herself, "They're twisted." Turns them and stands up to
pull them up. They are still twisted so she takes them off
and starts again, saying, "Woopsl"
Announces to no one In particular, "Erma Jean got no sox."
Ray comes to me and says, "Do this," (asking for help with
overall straps.)
"You can do It," Pearl tells him.
To Kenny, at next bed, "See I got nice shirt, It's purple,
purple, purple."

3. Pearl Is tucking shirt Into tops of jeans.
Grunts and says, "Oh dear J"

Stands up, "Oh, It's too tight."
Pulls at jeans and sighs.
Starts to put on second sock.
Child across room says something, and she asks, "What?"
Picks up shoe and examines It.
To observer, "I laced this."
Unties shoe and puts her foot in and retles shoe.
Housemother is talking to another child, and Pearl says,
"I think it's under the bed."
Sings softly to herself.

4. Starts to the bathroom, but goes on by the door and Into
the two-year bedroom.
To housemother #3, "M -, this is too big."
Housemother answers, "We haven't any others,"
Leans for a moment on Dsrrell's bed.
Gets up and foes to bathroom.
Gets toothbrush and begins to brush her teeth at same bowl
with two other children.
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There Is a silent contest, ell watching each other, as to
who can shake her head the hardest while brushing.

5. Housemother comes and fills bowl with water for Pearl, say-
ing, "Now wash."
Pearl puts cloth in water, pressing it down with both hands
slowly.
Housemother, "Oh, no soap." Goes and gets a bar of soap
and gives it to Pearl.
Pearl puts soap on cloth and begins to blow through It, mak-
ing bubbles. Says, "Jeanie, look, lookl"
Jennie comes and puts her washcloth in the same bowl, and
the two girls stand blowing bubbles through their washcloths.

6. Pearl is hanging up towel.
Says, "I want to wet my hair."
Gets a little water on her hands and smooths it on her hair.
Leaves the bathroom.

Pearl
Nursery school toileting and washing routine, Jan. 27, 1954
Nursery school teacher #1

1. Teacher says, "Pearl, you could go and get washed."
Peerl comes at once and puts in stopper.
Turns on both faucets and gets washcloth.
Turns off water, wrings out cloth and starts to wash her
face.
Says to Erma Jean, "Erma Jean, this side," indicating other
washbowl.
Hangs up cloth and gets a paper towel.
Dries quickly and tosses towel Into basket. Goes out.
Teacher says, "Are you through already? Where did you wash?
Did you use soap?"
Pearl nods her heed to all the questions, although she did
not use soap.

Pearl
Lunch routine, Jan. 27, 1954.
Housemother #3

1. Pearl gets ohair and brings It to table.
Joins in blessing end sits down.
Nods head as housemother asks her what she wants of food
which she Is serving. Pearl refuses peas.
Accepts her plate and begins to eat potatoes, elbow on
table and spoon In air between bites.

2. Pearl Is eating steadily.
Makes a remark about "Kenny" but Is not heard by observer.
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Looks around with Interest, as she eats, at various people
In the room. There are several visitors end she watches
them curiously.
Cuts meat bell with spoon, pushing down on It with fingers
of left hand.

3. Pearl takes piste after housemother has served her more po-
tatoes end meat.
Takes whole meat ball In spoon and bites a pleoe off*
Eats steadily.

4. Pearl Is eating chocolate pudding.
Lays bowl of spoon down hard on pudding, then licks off the
pudding sticking to It. Does this several times.
Finishes pudding In normal fashion, scraping dish carefully.
Reaches for milk, looking at housemother who looks back et
her.
Drinks her milk.
Smiles shyly at adult who la watching her from another table.
Continues to drink and finishes ell her milk.
Looks quickly at housemother and starts to hand her spoon to
her.
Housemother Indicates that she wants Pearl's plate, end Pearl
hands It to her, then her dessert dish.

Peerl
Bedtime routine, Jan. 27, 1954
"oussmother #8

1. Pearl says, "Jerry, go bath." (Children have begun to get
resdy for bed, although nothing has been said to them.

)

Sits down on her bed and kicks off her shoes.
Dorothy sits by her and takes off tie whloh holds Pesrl's
hair. (Dorothy Is five-year old child of housemother ffiL.)

Dorothy braids Pearl's hair.
Housemother comes In ani' asks, "Where's Ray?"
Pearl answers, "He's In the boy's. He' s got to wash."
Holds braid until Dorothy is ready to tie it. No words are
spoken.
Other children come in to report that Ray had an accident.
(Ray Is Pearl's younger brother.) She says, "Nol" Indig-
nantly.

2. Pearl Is removing her shirt.
Has some difficulty booause it is rather tight and has long
sleeves.
Jerry comes in and points to observer's notebook, standing
close.
Pearl says, "Oo In the living room, Jerry,"
Derrell comes In snd leans on observer's knee.
Pearl says to him, "Go In the living room."
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Flicks at him with the tie from her hair.
Kddle climbs on her bed and she hits at him with her night-
gown.
Climbs Into gown feet first.

Pearl
Rising Routine, Feb. 3, 1954
Housemother #2

1. Pearl gets up and turns on the light, wanders Into the hall
then back. Sits on her bed.
Starts to unbutton nightgown.
"Eddie you go to the toilet, B she Instructs, "You go to the
toilet."
Then, to housemother, "Eddie got no more clothes."
Pearl takes off her nightgown and begins to put her socks
on, sitting on the edge of her bed.
"He got two pants, Eddie got two pants," she laughs as Ed-
die holds up the clothes the housemother has brought, "Ed-
die got two pants to put onl"
She concentrates on turning the cuffs of her sooks down be-
fore putting them on.

2. Pearl goes over and helps Jeanle straighten out her overalls
and says, "There's no more button," as she sees that one
strap has no buttc . She adds, "There's no more this side,
init?" when they discover both side buttons are gone too.
Sits down and begins to button her undershirt.
Eddie sings in a high squeeky voice, "Harris, Harris," and
Pearl imitates.
Jeanle comes to show observer that the buttons are off.
She tells her to show it to the housemother and Pearl goes
and oalls her to tell her.

3. Pearl sits pulling on overalls.
Laughs at a song M—--Is singing in the other room.
Then remarks, "Julia, Eddie always puts his shoes the wrong
way."
Kenny oomes in and tries to show Pearl that the button la
off the side of his overalls, but she turns away and will
not look,
Kenny lingers by observer a minute then goes out and she
calls after him, "Kenny, go on, close the door."
She sits singing to herself, "Twinkle, twinkle, little star."
Puts her arms into the sleeves of her shirt,

4. Stands by observer fastening her overall straps and watching
her write. "You making this thing down?" she asks and ob-
server nods her head.
Pearl goes back to her bed and picks up her shoes, then un-
ties them. She carries on a quiet conversation with Julia,
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who Is sitting near her on the floor.
Observer sneezes and blows her nose and Pecrl looks at her
with amusement and says, "He blow his nosel"
She ties her shoes and resumes her conversation with Julia,

5. Stands by Ray in the hall, brushing her teeth.
(Joes baok to the door of the bathroom and the housemother
says, "Go to the other side" (other washbowl) and Pearl
obeys, standing there brushing her teeth, unmoved when
Julia comes and joins her.
Then Pearl admonishes, "Julia, you mustn't do it so hardl"
Hangs up her toothbrush and gets her washcloth, then comes
out In the hall and stands watching the observer.
Housemother #1 asks, "Pearl are you through washing? Go on
and get washed."
Pearl goes back into the bathroom and turns the water on.
Housemother tests the water for warmth and turns the tap of£.

6, Pearl stand wiping soap off her face.
She says, "Clean the sink J" and runs her washoloth around
the bowl, but Julia is still washing there and objeots, "WoJ

"

Pearl stops then, squeezes out her cloth again and wipes
her face.
Then, leaning over the bowl and using the cloth, puts water
on her face again.
Squeezes out the cloth and hangs it up.
Gets her towel and dries her face.

Pearl
Nursery school toileting and washing routine, Feb. 3, 1954
Nursery School Teacher #1

1. Teecher says, "How about you two washing first," Indicating
Pearl and another child. "They've Just come back from a
lovely party."
Pearl says, "We had popscorn and kool-aid and cakel" (She
means popslcle.)
Goes over and sits down on toilet.
Jerry says obscurely, "Is It that?"
Pearl answers, "The girls have pink and the boys have green."
(She's referring to washcloths.)
Stands fastening her overalls and says to Jerry, "Hurry up."
Gets her washoloth and begins to pull up her sleeves.

2. Stands soaping and rinsing her cloth. Then wrings It out
and hangs it up.
Gets a paper towel and dries thoroughly.
As she throws the towel away, she says, "Jerry, go wash."
She pulls down her sleeves and comes over to observer.
"Jerry messed this didn't he?" pointing to observer's note-
book where Jerry has dripped some water.
She chants, "He messed it, he messed It."
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Pearl
Lunch Routine, Feb. 3, 1954
Housemother #3

1. Pesrl takes part in blessing and then sita down, leaning her
head on her hands.
Participates in idle conversation with other children while
waiting to be served.
Passes Benny's dish.
Sits studying her spoon and fork, holding them in front of
her, comparing them.
Says, "This, one just a little one."
Housemother asks her whet she wants and she chooses bread
and celery.
Begins to eat the celery and finishes the whole piece be-
fore starting on the bread.

2. She is finishing her bread.
Takes her dessert, then after taking one bite passes her
plate for more lunch.
She gets stew this time and a piece of celery.
Again she eats the celery first.

3. Pearl is nearly finished with the stew.
Passes her plate back and gets a second serving of stew.
She eats leaning on one elbow.
She sits discussing teddy bears with Jeanle as she eats.
Gets a second piece of bread and butter from the housemother
and folds it like a sandwich.
She uses her bread to push some stew onto her fork.

4. Finishes her stew, scraping her plate carefully with her
spoon.
Housemother asks, "You don't want your pudding?"
Pearl shakes her head and gets up to carry her chair from
the table.

Pearl
Bedtime routine, Feb. 3, 1954
Housemother #2

1. Pearl comes in end kicks off one shoe, then sits down on
the bed before taking off the other.
Begins to unfasten overalls

.

"I'm sick, lookit Dorothy, right here," she says, feeling
her forehead."
Housemother comes in and Pearl goes over to her and says,
"I'm hot right here."
Housemother feels her forehead but says nothing.
Pearl goes into the washroom and gets e drink, then comes
out end opens bathroom door end ssys to housemother, "No
bath tonight, lnit, no bath?"
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2. Sits on bed with overells off.
Begins to pull T-shirt over her heed.
"Look, Miss H— , Dorothy's stove broke," and she points
with her lips at Dorothy's stove sitting on the other side
of the room.
Observer nods her heed.
Peprl chatters aimlessly with other children while unbut-
toning her shirt.
Takes off her undershirt.
A man passes in the hall and Pearl says, "Oh, 'Eddie, that
man saw youl 11 (Eddie h8S no shirt on.)
Peels off her underpants and puts on her night gown, but-
toning it as she goes out into the hall.

Pearl
Rising routine, Feb. 10, 1954
Housemother #2

1. Pearl shouts "Get up, everybody I
" and turns on the light.

Sits for a moment on her bed, then begins to take off her
nightgown.
Jeanie says, "It's a fat one!" pointing to her overalls,
but Pearl answers, "Not"
She sits drawing on her underwear slowly, staring dreamily
into space.
Jeanie tells Julia her shirt is too long and Pearl says,
"Sure t

Housemother comes over and turns back Julia's cuffs, while
Julia glares at Pearl.

2. She picks up her shirt and spreads it on her lap.
She pulls it on over her head slowly.
Julia comes over and says "You got my shoel" and grabs it
from under Pearl's bed.
Pearl watches silently.
Jeanie, finished with her dressing, starts out and Pearl
says, scornfully, "Gornie beat youl"

3. Sits putting on her socks.
Has her jeans on already.
Puts her shoes on.
Troves slowly, with frequent long pauses.

4. Peerl stands brushing her teeth at the washbowl.
There's new pink toothpaste this morning and when she spits
into the bowl, she watches it doubtfully, then turns to the
housemother questioningly.
The housemother rinses the bowl for her and asks, "Are you
through?

"

Goes to the bathroom to get her washcloth.
Puts her cloth into the bowl with Erma Jean's.
Erma Jean pays no attention.
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Pearl soaps the cloth and washes her faee and arms.
She has pulled her sleeves up but splashes them carelessly
In washing her erms.

5. "Got nice name, Miss H-«." She shows observer the tsg on
her towel, then goes and watches Jeanle and Ray as they
point to and discuss the picture over his hook.

Pearl
Nursery School toileting and washing routine, Feb. 10, 1954
Teacher #1

1. Pearl comes into the washroom and begins to pull up her
sleeves.
Puts stopper in and turns on both faucets.
She says, "Gonna get clean, Miss B— . Miss B—•-, I'm gon-
na get clean."
Teacher answers, "Veil, that's fine. Be sure to clean your
nails."
Housemother #3, substituting for Teacher #2, comes in and
Pearl tells her, "M—-, I'm gonna get clean."
She picks up the soap end begins to rub it on her hands.
Washes her arms thoroughly.
Rinses, then looks for the soap, which has disappeared un-
der her washcloth.
Talks to herself about finding the soap,
Finally locates It and soaps her face without using the
washcloth.

2. Takes down a paper towel.
She has difficulty because her hands are so wet that it
tears and she looks at the observer uncertainly, but final-
ly gets it by herself.
Teacher comes in and Pearl tells her, "Jeanie forgot," re-
ferring to the other washbowl, still full of water.
Pearl throws her towel In the basket and goes out.

Pearl
Lunoh routine, Feb. 10, 1954
Housemother #3

1. Pearl sits down after grace and waits for her plate to be
served, meanwhile chewing her fingers.
She tries to tell what she wants but it is not her turn yet
and she is ignored.
When her turn comes, she chooses stew.
Begins to eat at once.

2. Sits eating in a very business-like manner, using her fork
and tipping back on her chair.
Converses quietly with housemother.
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Finishes her first serving of stew end gets a second help-
ing from the housemother.

S. Pearl takes her napkin and wipes her shirt where she has
spilled some stew.
Sits dreaming.
Runs a piece of carrot around and around In her dish with
her fork before eating It.

4. Sits stirring her milk with spoon.
Takes a spoonful to sip, then several more.
Folds her bread sandwich fashion, then tears pieces from It
and puts them In her mouth.
Sits drinking her milk Idly while she watches the other
children at the table.

Pearl
Bedtime routine, Feb. 10, 1954
Housemother #2

1. Pearl comes in and begins to unfasten overalls. Pulls
T-shirt off over her head. Then removes her underwear.
Takes off her shoes and socks last.

2. Has just finished buttoning her nightgown.
Comes over to observer and says, "You got little pencil."
Goes out of room to bathroom and uses the toilet.

Julia
Rising routine, Jan. 26, 1954
Housemother #1

1. Housemother calls, "Time to get up" and turns on light.
Julia sits up in bed.
After a minute she takes off nightgown.
Smiles at observer when she sits near Julio but goes for-
ward methodically with dressing.
Puts on underwear and shirt before getting off bed.
Stands pulling on coveralls and watohing other children.

2. Julia is sitting on bed.
She has just finished tying her shoes.
Gets off bed and wanders Idly to foot of bed; stands holding
foot of bed.
Gets toothbrush, but paste has not been put on for her yet,
so she shows it to observer. (Ho housemother present.)
Stands flicking dry bristles with her fingers and says, "Got
no more."
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Observer replies, "Go ask N . " (No housemother present.)
Julia runs and does this and housemother returns with her
and puts paste on brush for her.
Julia begins to brush her teeth, standing at the washbowl.

3. Brings brush to observer to show. (No housemotht, ' present.)
"Bleed, Hiss H— I" Observer examines lower gums briefly and
nods her head.
Julia stands gazing out window.
"See the moon?" she says, pointing to moon which Is still
shining a little In eerly morning sky.
Observer replies, "M-hm."
Julia goes and hangs up brush and gets washcloth.
Puts in stopper and gets water from both faucets,

4, She is soaping cloth Industriously.
Washes hands and wrists.
Squeezes out cloth and wipes off soap.
Rinses cloth again and washes face without soap. Repeats
this action several times.
Squeezes out cloth and gets some water on her hand and
smooths it on her hair, smiling at Jeanle who is getting
her washcloth.
Picks up soap again and soaps hands, opening palms to exa-
mine suds.

Julia
Washing and toileting routine, nursery school, Jan. 26, 1954
Nursery school teacher #1

1. Teacher says, "Now Julie and Pearl, go to the toilet and
get washed."
They go at once into washroom,
Ray followB them In.
Julia says, "You not going to get washedl" indignantly to
Ray, who leaves.
Julia begins to pull up coverall sleeves, turning them back
carefully and methodically.
Reaches down and picks up washcloth whioh has fallen on
floor, but when she sees that her own Is still on her hook,
she drops the other In the corner.
Housekeeper has left wastebasket in front of block which
children stand on to reach washbowls. Julia climbs over
this to get to blook.
Pearl says, "Don't be afraid, Julie, it isn't hot."
Julia answers, "Oh."
Pearl comes over, "Do like this, see?" showing her how to
squeeze out cloth.
Julia looks, but says nothing.
Puts in plug and turns on hot water.
Climbs down and goes to other side of bowl and turns on
the cold water.
Pearl says, "Don't be scared Julie, touch it. Don't make
it cold, make it really hot."
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Julia says, "I'm going to put It In now, lookit."

Julia
Lunch routine, Jen. 26, 1954
Housemother #2

1. Julia brings chair to table and stands during blessing, then
picks up chair and takes it beck, returning with a different
one. Sits down and pulls self up to table.
Picks up cup and begins to drink.
Eddie says, "Miss H— , come sit by me."
Julia says, "Nol" and pulls her chair over very close to ob-
server.
Julia begins to eat soup.
Sits picking at her chair seat, looking Intently down at it.
Housemother says, "Julia, you eat."

2. Julia is sitting sideways on chair, leaning back on the
back legs and turning her foot in and out of her shoe which
is untied.
She is not eating.
Pulls her chair over closer to observer's again.
"Sit here, Julia," and the housemother points to Julia's
original position.
Julia pulls her plate and her chair back to their normal
positions.
Turns in her chair to watch children at next table who are
making a noise.
Speaks to Eddie, (words not understood), leaning spoon
heavily on edge of plate. Piste finally tips and her milk
Is tipped over and spilled.

3. She is still snlffly and pouting from housemother's mild
rebuke over spilling of milk.
Sits rubbing edge of table.
Pulls her cup slowly towards her, but does not drink.
Housemother says, "Don't you want to eat, Julie?"
Julia makes no reply, but sits pouting down at her finger.
Begins to pull dish towards her.
Turns sidewise in ohalr again and sits dreamily looking
around room.

4. She has begun to eat soup, but spends more time running tip
of spoon handle around in ciroles on table, between bites.
Sits turning foot in and out of shoe Idly.
Takes another bite.
Gazes at table of adults nearby.

5. Julia is eeting bread and butter which housemother has
given her.
Reaches out for dessert but is only pointing out which le
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to be hers.
Other children do the same.
She says "Not" several times.
Runs bread along table like a cer then takes a bite.
To Eddie, across table, "See, make two, Eddie, make two,"
referring to windows which are being clocked up by workmen.
"That one's still open. It's coldl"

6. Milk Is finished but very little of soup has been eaten.
She Is eating apple pie and says, "Dorothy got lots."
Lifts top of pie and begins spooning out and eating contents.
To observer, "Are you going to go to sleep?" She smiles as
a reply.
Julia says, "Then you going to go outside?"
Picks up Kenny's unfinished mllkj drains the cup. (He has
left table and housemother Is busy clearing away dishes of
those who are through.)
Julia returns to eating dessert, helping spoon with her
fingers

.

She Is eating quickly now.

7. She has taken time out to talk with children who are passing
table.
To observer, "Miss H—-, gonna eat?"
Mrs. H— nods her head and says, "M-hm."
Julia says, "looklt that, looklt that," pointing spoon at
lndofir.lte object.
She begins to eat pie crust.
A two-year old comes and leans on observer.
"Mias H by me, inlt?" says Julia.
Helps spoon with fingers.
Observer moves away, since there Is no one else at table now
and she does not wish, by her continued presence, to encour-
age Julia to talk to her.
One ohlld Is left In dining room. She Is carefully lining
up chairs and Julia watches her.
Julia stands up with remainder of piecrust In fingers, picks
up plate In other hand. Gazes out of window while she walks
toward window where dishes are received. Puts her dish on
ledgei
Leaves dining room, still chewing piecrust.

Julia
Bedtime routine, Jan. 26, 1954
Housemother #2

1. Housemother calls to whole group, "Come get your clothes off
now."
Julia comes to her bedside and begins to remove her cover-
alls. Sits on edge of bed.
Goes over to watch Dorothy snd makes comment not heard by ob-
server.
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Returns to sitting on her own bed, kicking off her cover-
alls.
Her shoes fall off end she says. "My shoes, Ray, my shoes."
(Ray is sitting floor near her.)
Julia runs along floor a little way finally kicking cover-
alls completely off.
Sits on bed again and removes socks.

2. She is just leaving bathroom after using toilet.
Picks up a marble from the floor and shows it to observer,
saying, "See, a marble."
Runs out after Dorothy.
Dorothy turns, "Julia go to bath."
Julia starts back but after Dorothy turns awey, starts after
her again.
Dorothy says, "Juliet" and Julia runs to bathroom.
She plays at edge of tub while housemother washes child in
the tub.
Housemother says, "(Jet in, Julia."
Julia climbs in tub and hangs over edge while housemother
washes child in the tub,

3. Housemother is soaping Julia's hair, and says, "Now sit still."
Julia answers, but is not heard.
She squirms some but otherwise oooperates.
Holds washcloth over eyes while head is sudsed, end rinsed.
Grins while face is being wiped off.
Stands up while housemother soaps her body, one hand holding
to wall.
Puts foot on edge of tub at housemother's request.
Housemother says, "Next one," and Julia puts other foot up.
Sits down to be rinsed.
Housemother says, "Now get out."
Julia climbs out of tub and stands to be dried.

4. She is finishing buttoning nightgown.
Runs out of bedroom without putting on her robe, (no house-
mother present.)

Julia
Rising routine, Feb. 2, 1954
Housemother #1

1. Julia stands by bed blinking.
A child in the hall starts to cry and Julia says, "Pearl
did it. Pearl did it."
Starts to smooth the bottom sheet on her bed, squinting her
eyes against the light.
Pearl is crying, and Julia accuses her again, "You did it,
Pearl I"

Pearl retorts, "Nol", but Julia says again, "You did it,
Pearl, you made him ory."
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Pearl kicks et her and says, "See, that's messy, • referring
to Julia's bed which Julia has been smoothing up.

2. Julia Is still smoothing her bed.
She has pulled the covers back and loosened the bottom
sheet and made it smooth, but has not tucked it in.
She comes to observer to have her nightgown unbuttoned.
Pearl saya, "You can do it, JuliaJ"
Julia goes back to her bed and pulls the covers back over
It in order to get at her clothing which is lying on the
foot.
She picks up her underwear.
Pearl chants, "You didn't know, you didn't know, you didn't
know," and points to Julia's robe at the foot of the bed.
Julia stops after getting into underwear end before button-
ing, to help Erma Jean with her overalls.

3. She pulls her overalls on and squats down to look for her
socks.
Walks around to other side of the bed and looks there.
Fastens overalls and then stops to watch the other children.
Pulls quilt off her bed and drops it on the floor.
Sits down on the floor and puts on one shoe without having
found her socks, (housemother out of room during this time.)

4. She is on her knees, smoothing the sheet on her bed again.
Pulls off the bedspread.
Comes around the bed and sits down on the floor to put her
other shoe one, but lays it aside.
Begins to tuck the sheet in, making a mitred corner.
Smooths and retuoks the sheet several times.

5. She Is still making her bed.
Housemother says, "Julia, here, get your shoe on and go get
washed. You csn leave your bed."
Julia goes back around and starts to put the shoe on.
She comes back without socks after going to ask for some,
and is now pouting.
She sits down again end finishes putting on the other shoe.

6. She is standing at the washbowl brushing her teeth.
She gets a drink and then hangs up her toothbrush.
Sets her washcloth and puts it in the water whloh the house-
mother has fixed for her.
Wrings out the cloth end soaps It.
Washes her face and while she is doing this, the housemother
pats her lightly on the head as she goes by.
Julia washes her arms with the soapy cloth.
Rinses the oloth and wipes her arms then rinses it again and
hangs it up.
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Julia
Nursery school washing end toileting routine, Feb. 2, 1954
Nursery sohool teacher #1

1. Teacher says, "Julia, go to the toilet and get washed."
Julia comes at once and takes down her overalls and goes
to the toilet.
Comes over to observer and says, "Miss H— , all reedy I"
Fastens overalls and remarks, "You got two penoils."
Peeks through the creek in the door and calls, "Herbie.
Herbiei"
Then goes to washbowl and takes out stopper.
Teacher looks in and says, "Where's your washcloth, Julie?"
Teaoher adds, "Now come on, give Brma Jeen her washcloth so
she won't have to climb over you."
Julia gets Erm8 % washcloth and gives it to her,

2. She has soaped her washcloth thoroughly and is washing her
anas.
She rinses out the cloth, squeezes it and wipes arms on the
top side only.
Rinses the cloth again and wipes her eyes.
Soaps the cloth again and washes her face.
Tepcher looks in again and says, "Did you use some soap?"
Julia nods her head and rinses her face, leaning over the
bowl.
She turns on more water, talking softly to herself.
Squeezes out the cloth again and wipes her face.
Rinses arms and squeezes out the cloth.
Takes her hands end splashes weter on her face.
Lets the weter out of the bowl and wipes the bowl with the
cleening cloth, then with her washcloth.

Julia
Bedtime routine, Feb. 2, 1954
Housemother #1

1. All other children have started getting ready for bed before
Julia comes up from the dining room. She is still chewing.
She starts into bathroom, then comes back and goes into the
bedroom.
She begins to take down her overalls.
Dorothy is flopping back and forth across Julia's bed and
Julia watches her.
Dorothy says, "See, you can't do this." Julia makes no re-
Ply.
Takes one leg out of her overalls, then takes off her shoes,
then her overalls the rest of the way.
Takes off the rest of her clothes, throwing them one by one
into the pile in the middle of the floor to be put in the
laundry.
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2. Sits in the tub with three other children, playing with her
washcloth.
Says, "Ray wash his hair. His hair stickin' upl"
Washes at his back with her cloth.
Splashes water on Pearl.
Laughs at Pearl who is pretending she is going to drop some
soapsuds on Julia.
Pearl says, "Julia, scrub my back, don't put soap on my
hair, way down to the bottom,"
Julia follows instructions and does a pretty good Job of
washing Pearl's back.

3. Julia is kneeling in tub, soaping her cloth.
Eddie puts water on the back of her head.
Pearl, "Don't wet his hair I"

Housemother says, "Now, Julia."
Julia stands up to be soaped.
When she is rinsed, the housemother tells her, "!Tow, come
here Julia," and Julia climbs out.
Housemother dries her.
Julia stands watching the children still in the tub.
At housemother's indication, she puts her feet up, one at
a time to be dried.
Housemother hands her the towel and says, "Here, dry your
faoe."

4. Julia stands in nightgown.
Housemother says, "Julia, go on, you're all through."
Julia goes out Into hallway and stands.
Housemother #1 says, "Julia, did you get your bath?"
Julia says, "Yes."
"Then come in the living room," says the housemother.
Instead, Julia goes into the bedroom and begins to play
with the children there.
She comes to observer and tries to make conversation.
Her nightgown Is on w*ong side out, but not buttoned.
She asks observer If she is going to take a bath, wash her
hair and take off her clothes. Observer assures her that
she will do all these things.

Julia
Lunch routine, Feb. 2, 1954
Housemother #2

1. Julia stands during blessing, then sits down and begins to
watch observer writing.
"You sit by me, inlt, Miss H -T"
Leans over and helps Rrma Jean, unneoessarily, to take a
drink of milk.
Then shows observer how she can snap her fingers, saying,
•Miss H , click J"
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She la served her piste but sits running her fingers up and
down observer's notebook.
Smiles up at observer, then turns and picks up her spoon.
The other children are discussing how to pronounce "Made-
leine", one of the housemother's names, but get no nearer
then Mookilee. Julia takes part In this discussion.

2. Sits talking with the other children and picks up a piece
of carrot and says, "This oerrot Is good."
Puts It on table and plays with it, but does not eat It.
Sings to herself, tipping chair back and forth.
Picks up the plate with bread on it and hands it to the
housemother, who puts it down on the table again.
Julia leans way over observer's notebook pointing at the
characters.
Observer tells her thet she needs to eat and observer needs
to write.
Housemother says, "Julia, turn around."
Julia picks up her cup and begins to drink.

3. Julie has eaten nothing so far.
She picks up her cup again and sips from It.
Stirs her milk with her spoon.
Makes a noise drinking and the housemother says, "Julia,
don't do that."
Eddie says, "I «£ two pieces.

"

Julia answers, "Me too."
Sips some more milk, holds it in her mouth and pokes gently
at both cheeks with her fingers.
Takes another drink and swallows it.
Julia turns around and looks up at observer, obviously try-
ing to get her attention but observer goes on writing.
Housemother says, "Julia, eat your bread."
Julia picks up her bread and begins to eat, but scoots
nearly off her chair getting close to observer.

4. Julia sits tfi :ing softly to herself and eating her bread.
Says, "Is it „he skin, Eddie, init?"
Rddle has put some pieces of green bean on the edge of his
plate.
In reply, he gives them to Julia who puts them In her mouth
and eats them.
He says, "Oh, you bite?"
Housemother comes around table, straightens Julia's chair
and pulls her dishes back in front of her.
Julia acts as if she were going to begin eating but turns
instead to observer and says, "EEEE, you write?"
When housemother brings the tray of desserts, Julia begins
to eat her carrots rapidly.
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Julia
Rising routine, Feb. 9, 1954
Housemother #1

1. Julia oomes over to observer and says, "Miss H—— , hurt,"
showing a scratch observer had put merthiolate on the night
before.
She stands by her bed for a moment, then comes over again
and says, "Do this," fumbling with the buttons on her night-
gown.
Observer answers, "You can do it," and Julia returns to her
bedside and takes off the gown.
She puts on her socks and underwear, then stands watching
Pearl put on her new shoes.

2. Julia is buttoning her shirt.
When she has finished, she stands for a moment watching the
other children.
Erma Jean holds out a sock to her, but Julia says, "Not
mine."
She straightens her overalls and puts them on.
Again she stands watching Pearl lacing up her new shoes.

3. Julia goes down the hall scuffling her feet, then goes into
the bathroom and climbs up on the steps.
Qets her toothbrush and begins to brush her teeth.
Hangs up her brush and gets washoloth.
She washes her face and hands but does not use soap.
She gets her towel and dries herself, then hangs it up again,
standing for a few moments straightening the towel and wash-
cloth.

Julia
Nursery school toileting and washing routine, Feb. 9, 1954
Nursery sohool teacher #1

1. Teacher says, "Alright, Eddie and Julia can wash first."
They come in and Julia climbs up on the block and begins to
talk idly about the soap.
"Here, Eddie, soap," and she hands him a piece.
Sets her washcloth and turns on the water.
"That's enough water," the teacher comments as she looks
into the bathroom.
Julie turns the water off, then on again when the teacher
leaves.
Julia and Eddie chatter back and forth while she washes her
face, arms and hands with the washoloth and water.
She leaves the washcloth in the water and picks up the soap
and puts soap on her hands and arms

.

Shouts, "EE-heel Blows nose, blows nose!" when observer
blows her nose rather vigorously.
Julia pretends she is going to drop water on Eddie when he
comes to hang up his cloth.
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2. "Not Go on that aide," Julie tells Erma Jean who has come
In to wash and starts to put her cloth In Julie's bowl,
Tercher cornea and moves Ernie Jean and Julia says, "He wash
on this sidet"
Hangs up her cloth and gets a paper towel.
Dries herself very thoroughly and puts towel in basket.

Julia
Housemother #2
Lunch routine, Feb. 9, 1954

1. Stands by chair after grace,pouting, refusing to sit down.
Her place has been moved over one and Ray is in her accus-
tomed place.
She lets out a whine when he starts to pick up his cup and
tries to keep him from getting it.
Housemother says, "Here, pass this plate to Krraa Jean, this
one is yours."
Julia ignores this.
Housemother adds, "Sit down, Julia.
Julia responds by pouting more noticeably.
Then housemother says, "Julia, do you want to go upstairs?"
Julia sits down, but turns sideways on her chair, nattering
under breath, very near tears.

2. She is playing with her carrot stick, running it along the
table.
It breaks and she puts it together and shows it to Ray.
Then she picks up green pepper strip to nibble at it.
"I don't like you,"' she tells Ray.
"I don't like you," he replys.
She makes an angry noise and he imitates her.
She continues to complain about him in a low voice and to
tries to get Dorothy to agree with her.
He ignores muoh of this, but occasionally answers her back.

3. Julia sits eating bread, not having touched the rest of her
lunch.
Folds her breed over and holds It for Ray to see.
She seems friendly now, but he is still resentful.
She tries to stand her carrot up in her plate.
Sits rocking back and forth sideways as she eats.
There is still some fussing between her snd Ray, but
begins to be funny and finally they laugh.
She drinks her milk while discussing the butter with him,
then strokes the butter with her fingers.

4. Sits eating her carrot stick.
Balances her cup on one piece, sets them up for Erma Jean
to see, then makes a bridge with two pieces and runs the
other underneath.
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She drops all three pieces on the floor and crawls under
the table to get them.
Housemother comes and says, "What are you doing? You are
just playing. Now eat your dinner."
Julia whimpers and sits up pouting.

5. She is sitting so f nr over on one side that she is nearly
off her chair and in Ray's lap.
She is finishing the carrots which she dropped on the floor.
She points to the dessert and discusses it with other chil-
dren.
Sits her last piece of carrot on top of her head.

6. Julia sits eating rice pudding.
Talks with other children but Is eating steadily now.
Picks up a piece of rice and shows It to Dorothy.
Points with her spoon at Carol Ann, "She's putting that
ohair, lookit that."
Finishes her dessert and says, with mouth full, "Dorothy,
you must take this down," as she puts her dessert dish in
the middle of the table.
She carries her chair away.

Julia
Bedtime routine, Feb. 9, 1954
Housemother #2

1. Julia kicks off her shoe and then climbs onto her bed and
takes off the other without unlacing it.
Removes her socks and begins to examine her toes very care-
fully, picking at one place with her fingers.
Pearl reminds her to throw her socks on the pile of dirty
clothes.

2. Julia sits on her bed listening to the other children.
She has taken off her coveralls, shirt and undershirt.
Takes off underpants and throws them on the pile.
Grabs her nightgown and starts for the washroom without
putting It on.
Goes to the toilet and then comes out carrying her night-
gown.
Puts it on top of her herd and goes into the bathroom.
Climbs into the tub and leans on the edge while housemother
soaps her.
Pearl tells her, "Wpsh your face, Julia, first."

3. Julia stands having her face dried.
Housemother says, "How go on," and adds, "Do you have your
pajamas?"
Julia picks up her nightgown from the floor in silent reply
and puts it on.
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Stands buttoning it end watching the other children.
Comes out of the bathroom and makes a funny fsoe at observer.
Observer asks her about her slippers when she starts for the
living room and she gets them end puts them on.

Ray
Rising routine, Jan. 29, 1954
"ouaemother #2

1* Benny runs In shouting, "tip, up, up, up."
Rey climbs out of bed and runs to bathroom.
Uses toilet end on way out stops and leans against observer.
Returns to bedroom and stands with other children watohlng
observer write.
Pearl says, "You kids get dressed. I'll tell B—-(house-
mother. )

Pearl starts out of room and Ray and other children start
to their own beds, to becin dressing*
Ray lays across bed.

2. Housemother comes Into bedroom. Ray, with other children,
has came to stand by observer again, and housemother says,
"Go on, get dressed," Riving some of them a gentle push.
Including Ray. Adds, "Go on, get your olothes on, Ray."
Ray goes brok to his bed end climbs up on It.
Takes off his pajamas, then sits dreaming.
Examines his knee closely.
Crawls to end of the bed and gets his T-shirt. Calls out
to Jean, "You not say "dress" that's a T-shirt."
Spreads his own T-shirt out.

i

3. Rey sits putting on undershirt.
Housemother says, "Hurry up, Ray."
He begins to put on underpants but stops to watoh Eddie.
Climbs off bed to pull underpants up, then climbs back on
to put on his T-shirt.
Grunts comic.-1.ly while putting hands in sleeves.
Calls to observer, "Miss H—-, Eddie's socksl" (very pretty)
Pulls on his socks.
Stops to listen to the conversation between two other chil-
dren.

4. Ray oomes over to observer and says, "Do this Miss H— ,"

wonting her to fasten his overall straps. (Housemother not
in room.)
"You oan do it yourself, Ray," she answers.
"o then turns to Cornell, (not yet three-years old), end
Corny fastens his overalls for him.
housemother comes in again and says to Rsy, "Put your shoes
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Ray runs to his bedside end alts on floor. Begins to put
on his shoes*
When he starts to put 8 shoe on the wrong foot, housemother
says, "Other foot."
He changes the shoe and then sits dreaming.
Housemother says, "Rsy» put It on."

5, Sits lacing shoes.
"Oh, oh, broke, broke, broke."
Ploks up tip whloh has oome off shoestring end brings It to
show observer, housemother Is oat of room again.)
Kenneth says, "You broke it. Fay."
Ray goes back and climbs on bed and goes back to lacing his
shoes

.

(Jets back off bed and comes over to Kenny's bed, ploks up
toy dog which ohlldren are discussing and carries It over
to Kddle's bed.

6, Chases Kenneth around bed and Jumps on him when he fells
down on It.
Goes back to his own bed.
Housemother says, "Ray, go and get washed."
Ooes to the bathroom end gets his toothbrush.
Leans over washbowl and drinks from the feuoet.
Fixes steps to ollmb up to bowl and brushes his teeth.
Hrngs up brush and gets washcloth.
Housemother fills bowl with water, and says to Ray, "You

waah In this one."
Ray goes over and puts oloth In water.
Housemother leaves room and Ray returns to other bowl and
drinks again from the feuoet,

Ray
Tlursery sohool toileting and washing routine, Jen. 29, 1954
Teacher "1

1. Teacher, "Ray, I think you'd better go to the toilet and get

washed. Now get nice and oleen, because there's soap and
hot water."
Ray goes to washroom end ubos to toilet.
To observer, he saya, "To to toilet, lnlt, Wise H——?"

Pulls up sleeves and says, "You bring the nloe ohalr down,
Miaa n—~?" referring to a chair whloh has Just been re-
turned after being repaired.
She answers, "?Jo, Ray, Mr. M—— did It."
He repeata, "Mr. M—-?"
Then aaya, "Oolng to get hot water and cold water."
(lets waaheloth, climbs on blook and turns on faucet.
Teacher, looking In, says, "Set some soap end clean under
that nose of yours. It gets so dirty."
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Ray goes and gats a dap of soap from tha other washbowl and
oomes book.

2. "Miss H~~ , no soap?" (Ray Is asking If his feoe Is proper-
ly rinsed.)
She nods her head.
Ray squeezes oloth out.
Teacher oomes In again and says, "You had a good wash,
didn't you? Now come on end get through."
He hangs cloth up and squats under the other washbowl.
He hangs on drain pipe with both hands and says, "The water
leaking down from this little here."
Stands up and turns on feuoet.
Crawls under again and says to Kenneth who Is examining the
pipe with him, "It's leaking down?"
(The pipe Is not larking, but has done so intermittently in
the peat.)
Ray stands up and puts his thumb under the fauoet to squirt
the water.

Ray
Lunch routine, Jan. 29, 1954
TTursery school teacher #2

1. Ray brings chair to table and stands during blessing.
Takes his chair back and gets different one, saying, "Got
nlee ohalr, nice ohelr."
Picks up cup but It tips and he apllla some.
Kenneth chants, "Ray, spill It, Ray spill It, Ray spill ltl"
Housemother goes to get oloth and Ray gets up, takes a

plate she has just served and gives It to child at another
table (sitting with mother at adult table).
This causes much laughter among other children.

2. Ray sits with spoon In mouth.
His plate has been served, but he has not started to eat.
Puts spoon In plate and shoves his ohalr beok.
Lifts his foot and puts his shoe back on.
Ploks up baked potnto In his hand and holds It In front of
Kenneth, saying, "Teddy bear, teddy bear, teddy bearl"
Ray pretends he Is going to put It In Kenneth's plate, then
takes It beok and beglna to eat It still holding It In his
hand.
Kenneth pokes at him with his spoon. Ray looks interested
but makes no response.

3. Pushes spoon around In his plate with his finger and then
picks up bean with fingers and blows through It,
Teacher says, "Ray, stop playing with your food."
Ray then puts It In his mouth and beglna to ohew.
Ploks up potato and begins eating It again.
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With a full mouth, he Imitates something other children ere
saying.
Leans farther and farther down on table until he Is nearly
lying on It,
Slides as far off ohalr as he oen without felling.
Says something more with a full mouth, which observer cannot
understand, to Kenny, shaking his head and making a funny
free.
Tencher says, "Ray I"

Ray continues eating steadily, using fingers almost exclu-
sively.
Teacher again says, "Ray," when he begins tossing potato
skin up and down In his hand.
lie then puts the potpto skin in his spoon and puts It in
his mouth.

4. He Is playing with a triangle of brerd and butter.
"Some of It broke off," he says to himself.
Writes with fingers on table, leaning way over, "Like this?
Like this?"
His mouth Is very full of bread and he takes it out Into his
hand, then puts It back again.
Leans brck on his ohalr and pushes his plate toward the
tercher, then pulls It back end begins to eat bits still
left In It, with his fingers.
Picks up his cup end drinks a little, pushing his plate to-
ward the teacher again.
This time it Is passed to her and she refills It.
He spills some of his milk.
Puts spoon In his oup and then brushes milk off table.
It falls In his lap and he says, "I messed up my clothes."

5. He Is eating his beans, one hand on his knee.
Puts his mouth to the edge of the dish end scoops in e
spoonful.
Teacher says, "Ray, use your spoon."
His milk Is sitting so close to his plate and the edge of
the table that he has to reach over or around It to get to
his plate.
He Is using both hands, now, to eat, having abandoned his
spoon.
Turns end looks behind him, then shakes his head as far as
it will go to both sides.
Both shoes are untied, and he keeps slipping his feet in
and out of them, while he eats.
Pushes his hands against the table and leans beck on his
ohalr, while he watches Housemother #3, who is passing.
Children at the table are making funny noises end he laughs.

6. Ray drinks some milk.
Then sets his empty plate up on edge, pretending to balance
his oup on top, saying, "Shobol"
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Puts plftte down end drinks more milk.
Runs spoon around on table, making noises like a ear.
Drains his cup of milk, turns It on Its side and runs spoon
through the handle.
Puts dessert dish in his plate and ploks up the square of
coke pudding In his hand.
Takes a bite and replaces It.
Takes another spoonful and puts It In his hand to eat It.
Turns and says, "Hello," to the breadmen who Is passing.

7. Is still eating pudding, using fingers.
Then takes a spoonful, adds some more to It with other hand
and puts It In his mouth, finishing It.
Gets up end onrrles his chair awey from table.

Ray
Bedtime routine, Jan. 29, 1954
Housemother #8

1. Ray comes upstairs and goes to toilet.
Herble says, "Ray, get me the paper." (Mo housemother pre-
sent).
Ray ollmbs on seat of toilet and gets the paper, overalls
still around ankles.
Takes a paper cup sitting on the washbowl edge and gets
himself a drink.
"Eddie sit on ohalr," he says, commenting on Kddle's sit-
ting on the steps used for reaohlng the washbowl, which ere
now sitting against the wall.
Ray squeezes behind the automatic washer and tries to turn
on the faucet which Is connected to It.

2. Climbs up on steps, holding overalls with one hand.
Reaeb.es up toward celling, chanting, "Oh, boogey men, oh,
boogey man."
Climbs down and comes to lenn against observer.
Goes brck and ollmbs steps again.
Turns around and Jeanle takes him by both hands and pulls
him off saying, "Come down, boogey men."
Housemother comes In end calls children to come to bedroom.
All go out.
Mdle has moved observer's stool to stand by his bed and she
tells him she needs It "over there". When he clings to It,
she asks him to carry It for her, but Ray pounces on It to
earry It himself. Eddie gets It away from him.
Ray then takes off his overalls and throws them at observer.
Then he removes his underpants and throws them at her too,
but he Is smiling now.

3. Ray comes over end puts his foot up on observer's lap.
H* has all his clothes off except his shoes end sooks.
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Housemother is busy with someone) olss and ha eska observer
to untie his shoe* The bow Is so tiny end tl-ht thet It Is
really hard.
Observer continues writing, ao he holds his foot up for
Julia to work on* She nicks et the bow but Is unsuccessful.
Rey next holds hi a foot up for Cornell to work on. He pi oka
at the bow too* but to no avail. All this without words.
Pearl says, "Ray, you can do It," very loudly.
Then Ray manages to get It unfastened himself end goes to
his bed, climbs up end finishes removing shoes and socks.
Housemother strelghtens his pajamas for him and holds the
tops while he puts his arms in.

Ray
Rising routine, Feb. 5, 1954
Housemother 2

1. Ray has his underwear on and his sooks, by the time the
housemother cells end the lights ere turned on.
He goes right ahead dressing, putting on his ooverells.
He sits down on the floor to put on his shoes.
His quilt has fallen on the floor, so he sits on that, then
wraps his pajame penta around his leg like a bandage*
He pounds his shoe on the floor In an effort to remove some
dried mud from the sole, than picks et It with his fingers.

8. He is hopping around the floor with his "pretend" bandage
around his leg, obviously trying to attrpct observer's at-
tention. He trips himself and falls down, exololming, "Oh,
whet's the matter."
'Traps his leg again end oomes over to wetoh observer.
Benny comes In and saya, "Ray get dressed," and pushes him
over to his bed,
Rsy whimpers a little, then stands looking at Benny and
Jerry who have begun to make their beds.
Ray cornea over to observer and asks, "Here, Mlaa n— , do
this," holding out his shoe, the strings of which ere tied
in a knot*
She saya, "You oen do it."
Robert says, "I'll do It," and unties it easily for him.

3. Rey sits on floor putting on shoes.
All other children are dressed.
He has one shoe on, but is struggling with the other.
The shoes ere high topped and he has not loosened the laoes
enough to slip his foot in easily.
He finally gets it in and begins to tighten the laces.
"lets up end housemother oomes In and says, "Rey, go wash."
He goes with her to the bathroom across the hall.
She fills the bowl, while he washes his teeth at the other
one*
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He pulls himself up end drinks from the faucet.
Then hengs up his brush nnd gets his wrshcloth,

4* Hss wssholoth In his mouth, sopping his hands.
Kenneth is splashing water on him, saying, "Gonna wet your
clothes."
Ray takes this as a Joke, but whimpers when Kenneth goes on
to rub water aggressively on his free.
Lets the water out of the bowl end comas to observer and
holds his faoe up for Inspection. "Miss H—— , me wash
good."
She tells him to wash a little more under his nose and he
goes and does it, then stands wiping his arms and faoe
with his washcloth.

Ray
Nursery school toileting end washing routine, Feb. 5, 1954
Nursery school teaoher, #1

1, Teaoher asks, "Ray, would you like to oome now end get
washed?" Then adds, "Now be sure to use some soap."
Ray comes Into the washroom, gets his washcloth, puts the
plug In and turns on first the cold, then the hot water.
"You want more water than that," his teacher says.
Ray gives no indication of hearing and the instructions ere
repeated, end she adds, "net some hot wetor."
Ray washes his hands, which are painty, with the washcloth
but without soap*
He says, "Gonna wash It off."
The teaoher says again, "Use some soap."
He picks up the soap and begins to put some on his wssholoth

.

"Clean under your noses," the teacher tells both children,
Ray continues to wash his hands and arms, this time with
soap.
He shows them to observer and says, "Got it all soap, Mies
H ."

S. Ray is putting soap ell over his faoe, then comes to observ-
er and says, "Look at me. Miss I!-—, I not close my eyes!"
Goes back and squeezes cloth out end washes the soap off
his faoe.
Comes end says, "Some more soap, Miss H—-."
He climbs on the radiator rnok and hangs up his cloth, then
puts his knee on the washbowl as if to climb clear on top
of It, but the teacher oomes in and he climbs down again.
He gets a paper towel and dries his free sketohlly, leaving
the towel on the back of the washbowl when the teaoher says,
"You left a ring around the bowl, Ray. Wash It out."
Ray gets his wssholoth again end washes the bowl thoroughly,
then tosses his cloth at his hook. It misses and fella on
the floor but he appears not to notice.
He picks up the paper towel again, dries his hands, and
tosses it into the basket.
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Ray
Lunch routine, Feb. 5, 1954
Housemother #2

1. Ray stands during grace, but pays no attention.
Sits down and after a minute, housemother brings his milk
and spoon, (no plaoe was set for him).
He sits playing with his spoon, then threetens Kenneth wltfa

It.

2. Ray Is eating his potpto, leaning way back on his chair.
Helps load his spoon with the other hand, but gets so much
that he loses some of it before he gets it to his mouth.
Stands up and pulls his ohelr baok toward the table, and
at the same time closer to observer's.
"Gonna put milk In my dinner," he says, tipping cup toward
his plate.
Kenneth says, "*iol Uol Not"
Ray spills Just a little into his plpte, then stops.
Continues eating.
Picks up a piece of potato in his spoon end in his o reamed
fish, then eats it.
Spills a little more milk in his dish end says to Kenneth,
"I put some more in."

3. Ray drinks some milk.
Has finished potatoes, eaten part of fish snd begins on
peas, scooping them Into his mouth from the edge of the
plate.
Cleans his plate off quickly end pushes It towards the
housemother, choking slightly on the bite he has in his
mouth.
His plate la not noticed at first and he pushes It again
with his spoon.
The housemother takes It and refills It with very smell
servings.
He accepts the plate, then takes a drink of milk and gar-
gles with It.
Housemother Ignores him.
lie takes another drink end gargles again.
Begins to ept brepd.
Tips his dish up almost vertically, Just missing spilling
all the contents out.

4. Rey asks observer, "Your dinner over there?"
She nods her head and smiles.
He picks up his spoon and stuffs his mouth with more food,

although he is ohoklng slightly already.
He lifts his spoon in the air with both hands end the po-
tato on the spoon nearly falls, but he stops Just In time
and orams it Into his mouth.
The bite is so lsrge he cannot put It ell In at once so
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He turns around in his chair end stares nt ohildren who
have finished and are looking at books.
Housemother oomes and straightens his chair and says, "Ray,
turn around and eat. Don't put so ouch on your spoon."
He shows observer a bite, "Miss ".-— , like this, o little
bitt"
Pushes his dish beok for another serving and housemother
gives him his dessert instead.

5, Turns to observer (his plate is oleen) and starts to sing*
"Happy Birthday to you."
She looks in his oup to see if it is empty and he picks it
up and drains it, then shows it to her.
Picks up his ohair and carries it away.

Ray
Bedtime routine, Feb. 5, 1934
Housemother #4

1* Rey runs out of room when housemother j?3 calls to come get
clean pejamas.
Comes beok with his pajamas in his hands,
Robert throws a pieoe of soap which he found on the floor
and Ray picks It up.
He pretends he is going to throw it but doesn't and even-
tually puts it in his mouth.
Then oomea and writes with it, first on observer's skirt,
then on her shoe.
Then he throws 1 1»
Picks it up and takes it to the bathroom then oomes and
tells observer, "I put it in the sink."
She says, "You are a good boy."
He begins to take off his ooveralls, but does not finish.
Housemother oomes in and says, "Is this a clean one?" look-
ing at his pejema shirt*
She goes out and Ray begins to take his shoes off,
Kenny throws his ooveralls at him and Ray makes a yell of
protest.
Throws Kenneth's ooveralls back and gets up on his bed.

2, Housemother sits on bed, helping Ray untie his shoes.
Tekes off Ray's shoes end socks for him end says something
to him which is not heard.
Ray pulls off his coveralls, then undershirt, and throws
them on the floor,
Gets out of underpants then ollmbs into pejomas.
Comes to observer and asks for help with the top button.
It is e hard one so she does it for him.
He wants help with the next one too, but she tells him he
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oen do It himself.
He demenda her Pdnlrrtion ps he doos erch successive button.

Ray
Rising routine, Feb. 12, 1954
Housemother #1

1. Ray climbs out of bed when the light is turned on end begins
to unbutton his pajamas.
Comes over to see whet observer is doing*
Stands beside her quite awhile trying to get her attention.
Denoes across the floor then goes over to his bedside again
and begins to reaove hie pajamas which are around his ankles.
Comes over to observer to wptch, then goes bsok to his bed.

2. Ray has his socks on and Is looking for his underpants Bmong
the olothes at the foot of his bed.
Jackie comes in and throws some dirty socks at him.
Ray pulls his underpants on, then tpkes the dirty sooks baok
end throws them at Jaokie.
Pulls his bedspread off and sprecds it on the floor.
Crawls across the bed and begins to streighten out his
blankets.
Turns the blankets baok one at a time, apparently looking
for his undershirt,
'.Vhlapers briefly.
Finally starts to pull on T-shirt, but stops and begins
looking among the bedclothes again.

3. Has his T-shirt pert way on and Is peeking out through the
sleeve.
He says, "See, Miss H—— , little hole."
She smiles and says, "Can you see me?" and he nods his heed.
He pulls the T-shirt on slowly.
Then comes over and plays with observer's penoll for a mo-
ment, then goes back and puts on ooverplls.
Straightens his oollar out, then starts to button the cover-
alls,

4. Ray is finishing buttoning his coveralls.
Sits down on the floor and puts on his shoes, not watching
what he Is doing, leaning his head back on the bed.
One shoe has not been unlaced enough for his foot to slip
in easily, so he stands up and pushes—struggling quite a
while before his foot goes In.

5. There are four ohlldren In the bathroom, but Ray crowds in
too and gets his toothbrush.
Starts to brush his teeth at the nerrest washbowl.
Hits Kenneth when he gets in his way.
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6* Stands suoklng his dripping washcloth.
Kenneth leaves the washbowl and Ray then goes over to the
one where Srme Jean Is being washed*
Stands until Rrme Jean Is finished then allows housemother
to wash his froe and hands for him*
He goes and dries himself very sketohlly, not taking the
towel down from the hook.
Bangs up his wesholoth end on the way out stops to give
Danny a hug*

Ray
nursery school toileting and washing routine, Feb. 12, 1954
Teacher #1

1* "Ray. you've been so nice and helpful, you oen be the first
to wash," his teacher tells him*
He climbs up and gets his wesholoth then oomes over to the
other washbowl*
Turns on the water*
"Sot boat, see. Miss II.—?" end he points to his wesholoth
In the water, then odds, *See, my finger got cut," showing
It to her,
"Gonna wash It," he comments after she has given It a brief
Inspection.
Picks up his wesholoth out of the water and suoks It.
Runs over to the other washbowl and gets the aluminum cup
sitting there.

2* Gets up from the toilet where he hes been sitting.
Teacher oomes In and says, "^luah the toilet, Ray, like a
nloe clean boy."
He flushes the toilet and the teacher edds, "Now button up
your ooverallB and come on out."

Ray
Lunch routine, Feb. 12, 1954
Teeoher #2

1* After the blessing, Ray sits down end tries to make conver-
sation with observer. She answers briefly.
He takes a sip of milk.
When he reaches out to take his plute his arm hits the oup
and some of hi a milk Is spilled.
He testes the sauoe on his salmon loaf, then spits It out
end takes e drink of milk, which he gargles.
Ploks his spinach up In his fingers, then turns to observer
and tries to talk to her again. She pretends to bo busy
writing*

2. Sits eating creamed potato, nearly shoving It Into his mouth
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from the edge of his plate.
Seta his cup on to; of his food In lnlt tion of Julia.
Lie3 over on the table, talking to hlrasolf.
Spoons potato Into his mouth.
Picks up cup and announces, "Kenny, gonna drink -uy ml Ik."
Takes a piece of brer.d fro™ the plate shich la passed to
him, and atn.rts to ont It.

3. nay sits finishing bread, talking through his full mouth
to Kenneth.
Plays with erust of bread and tells Dorothy to put hers by
her oup.
He eats It, to' rlnr rl ther than biting pieces off It.
Pastes a ehewed-up bite on his chin and looks at observer
to see whnt the effect la.
Housemother says, ""ay, don't do thnt." He put- It t nek In
mouth.
He lo sitting, running his finger eround his oup In unison
with Kenneth and they make silly talk about it.
Puts his hand In his oup and say, "Horsey Jumps out," and
runs his hand arounc the table In front of his plate.
Lifts a very large spoonful of splnaeh and holds It up and
eats off It.

k» Drops a spoonful of s >innc on the floor by accident, then
picks it up and puts It In his mouth.
Gets another spoonful, holds It In the air, carelessly,
while looking around. This spills too, and he again picks
It up nnd puts It In his mouth.
Leans, anting, on his hand.

5, Ray sits playing.
He han eaten none of his salmon loaf.
batches Kenneth playing with his pudding.
Says, "Kenny, eat It,"
Several children lmltnto him, so he repeats his remark.
"I -aid, e»t it, Kenny, lnlt, Kennv, I said eat it."
Sits pulling 10R8 of his coveralls up to his knees.
Turns to observer and says, "Miss H , vlte right here,"
end point" to a blank space on the p
Teacher says, "Hay, eat your dinner,"
He turns nroun<; and begins to eat very lazily.

6, Sits eating his de sert but not with enthusiasm.
He Lays, "Looklt, Kiss H—-, Looklt down here," pointing
a blob of pudding on his chin.
She looks but makes no comment.
He turns back to his eating, and begins to stir his pudding
with his spoon, then takes a bite,

7, Housemother soys, "Don't pan want It?"
He pays no attention.
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She persist?, "It soeas that you don't want It, do you
want it?"
He shakes hia head and sha takes it away.
He gets up and carries Mb chair from the tablo.

:ey
Bedtime Routine, ?ob. 12, 195U
Housemother ,?1

1. Ray goos in and sits on the toilet.
He asks for toilet paper after Kenny has done so, but hits
It away because ha wanted to tor it off himself.
Eddla hits him, but Just before this happens another child
is in the way and I'm not sure whether it was unprovoked.
Ray begins to cry but isn't really hurt ao stopa very
quickly.
Then he begins to chant, "Kiss H-— , want drink. Miss

-, want drink. Miss H-— , want drink."

2. Ie folding up the paper cup and ,'ives it to me to throw away
Oets off the toilet, asks for the paper he refused earlier.
Uses it, then runs out of the room, his coveralls around his

.

-1

Stands for a minute watching other children, then comes over
to me.
"Mas Harris, got no underwear."
Hiss pants are around hia ankle anc' he ha' pulled his shirt
up as far as it will -o to show me.
"Can't walk, see?" and he demonstrates, then adds, "Can't
run init?"

3. Robert cones by Ray's bed and pokes at his genitals.
Ray giggles.
After Robert loaves he squealr at the top of his voice.
Repeat; thle several times*
Robert eoaes back and pokes at him again, this time Ray
whimpers.
Then he follows Robert into the other room and hits at him.
Goes back to his 'ed and crowls under it, then calls to
Robert.
Robert comes and looks un<!er the bee1

.

Ray erawlB out anrf comes over to look at the watch.
He str.rts to turn the nte-i and I ask him not to ro it and
he leaves. All his clothes are off now.
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Kenneth
Hieing routine, Jan. 30, 19
Housemother 2

1. Housemother come 3 Into bedroom and turn* on the light.
Obsorver follows her In and Kenneth pats her stool and
Bays, "Here,"
He goes out and across Into the next bedroom and stands
looking.
Then goes to bathroom and uso- the toilet.
fk>es back to bedroom and sits on his bed,
"Miss II-—, this Is too Am , itlng to stool leg.
Holds his foot up to Inspect the bottom of It and says,
"This la got hurt."
Oete up anr roes around to the other side of his bed.
Starts to straighten out hie clothes.

2. Sits putting on his underpants.
Adds a oomnent to the conversation of some children across
the room.
Pulls undershirt over his head,
Jerry comes in and looks around and Kenneth runs after him
when he goes out.
Pearl says, "Kenny et dressed."
Kenneth comes back and stops to point at observer's short-
hand characters.
Housa^iother says, "Kenny and Say, put your clothes on."
Pearl says, "You not got bi (

- sleeves, Kenny got big sleeves.'
Kenneth is putting on T-shirt with long sleeves and says,
"He sot big sleeves," Holds arns up for all to .eo.

3. Slta putting on overalls.
Gets off his bed and pulls them up.

says, "Hot you did It by yourself."
Kenneth retorts, "Not youl"
He stands up and tucks his shirt into overalls.
Housemother rays to Kenneth, "liurry up, put your shoes on."
Kenneth continues to fa'ten overalls.
Calls to Julia, "Julia, tie your shoos." (Imitating Penrl)

.

Puts one shoe on and sits down to tie it. "lt«« a tie It."
Satehes Pearl 'enon^triiting how to tie a shoe.
She says, "You can't do this, lookit, Kenneth, You can't
do this, lookit J -ou can't, lookit."
When she begins to speak, Kenneth looks nway nc won't look.
She goes over and grab- hir 3hoelace out or his hand and
pulls it tight so he can't tie It,
There is a brief struggle and :he keeps saying, "Let me do
it, let me do It for you."

Goes into bathroom and climbs on steps which are standing in
the middle of the floor.
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From this vantnge point he lookr across nd out of the

window,
Get." down and gets his toothbm
Bring bru^h ovor and lays it on the automatic washer.
House-iother cornea in and Jeanle says, "Kenny, eat it,

"referring to his tartlng the tooth paste with the tip of
his tonpue.
Housemother says, "Brush your teeth with it, Kenny."
He goes to washbowl, turns on water and begins to bru h.

5, Housemother has brought Kenneth to the other washbowl and

he is washing, stopping to rub more soap on hia cloth at

intervals

.

Squeezes out the washcloth and hangs it up.
Gets his towel and <rier= himsolf.
Hangs up the towel and goes out.

Kenneth .«-
Sursery school, toileting and washing routine, Jan. 30, 1954
Teacher #2

1. Teacher, "Kenny, go wash."
Kenneth pushes chair, which he has been using for a trr in,

a little further along the floor then oes into washroom.

Huns to where observer is sitting on a stool and says,

"You going to write at us table?" She nods her head,

Kenneth squats down, mazing back into playroom.
cher calls, "no to the toilet, Kenny."

He goes and stands by toilet but does not urinate.
Teacher repeats, "Go to the toilet."
Instead, he leaves and goes to the washbowl.
Pulls up slesven and wanders back into playroom as he does
it.
Stands looking a moment, then comes back, puts stopper in
bowl and gets cold water from the faucet.

tands blowing bubbles through his washcloth.
Looks guilty but smiles when teacher returns to the room.

Teacher, ""'ash your face."
He washes hir face, rinses it, wrings out the cloth and

hangs it up.
Gets a paper towel and wipes hie face hastily.
Throws the towel in the basket an= runs out of the room.

Kenneth
Lunch routine, Jan. 30, 195U
Nursery school teacher #2

1. Children are already seated and served »ben observer comas
in.
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Kenneth begins to eat bis potato salad.
He and Hay carry on a brief conversation about the Lights,
heads tipped back, gazing up at the ceiling.
Speaks to .ddie, pointing to saluJ, "Good Eddie, this good,
this good."
Points to one of the cooks sitting at another table and
makes a remark* but ho la turned away and Is not heard.
Finishes potato salad and starts on cabbage.
He ha- draped his piece of lunch meat over the edge of his
dish.
Bats steadily.
Still chewing, looks Intently at the figures In observer's
notebook.

2. Kenneth la eating la.it of meat.
Housemother parses Plate of broad and butter.
"Loe
It.
Starts to pass plate on, but several children roach for It
and there Is a brief tussle as to who Is going to pass It.
Housemother ;'ays, "Ju^t leave it there."
An adult leaves the dining room and Kenneth says, "M-—
eats fast doosn't she, Ray?"
Wipes up plate with last of bread, vory thoroughly.

3. Is eating apple, studying It clonely between bites and turn-
ing it.
Talks softly to himself.
Puts his apple down, pulls his chair closer and resumes
eating apple.
Says something to Ray which is not heard.
Discussion Is about cooklos on the plate. They think they
will take then upstairs with them, (This ic not allowed.)

k. Kenneth Is nerly through with apple, eating very carefully
down to the core.
Lays core down on the t bio beside plate and ploks up his
cooky.
Says to no one In particular, "I got big one."
Begins to eat It, looking at Hay, then at the cooky.
There Is some quiet talk between flay and Kenny.
Then Kenneth says, "Not me, Ray, you eat rl-ht there all the
time, init?"

5. Is still eating cooky.

s

b^^grv2??s*f§gfSlSeniiy. eating cooky and gazing
across room.
Vatohes Ray, who has finished and Is c -rr/'ng chair away
fro -i the table.
Looks at observer's notebook, "You going to write all ther
running his finger along a line. She says, "Yes."
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Turns and watches an adult while ho 1'lnlshes last bit* of
his cooky.
Picks up cup nn<: drinks with concent;- tlon—all the milk
at one dram
Ploks up hla chair and carries It away.

Kenneth
Bedtime routine, Jon. 30, 195k
Housemother 02

1. Kenneth ,™o*3 to toilet, thon runs Into bedroom.
His bed han boen moved to a different room curing the day.

When observer comes in he pats her stool and says, "Write

here, write here, write here.
-1

He aits down nnd takes off his shoes,
Houremother helps him off with hi? shirt and tells him to
finish the rent himself.
He takes off the reft of hlr clothing and begins to run
around the room with Benny, both hitting at each other
and laughing.

2. Kenny is in bnthtub with two other boys.
Housemother comes in, "Nov/ let me see, where* e your wash-
oloth?"
She gets his washcloth off the hook and begins to soap
Kenneth' head.
He 3lts in the tub cooperatively while hla head Is warhed
and rinsed.
tands up to be soaped, putting up first one foot then the

other on the edge of the tub for washing.
Houremother rinses him and says, "IJow."

He climbs out.

3. Kenneth stands hangine on bathroom door.
Suddenly slams It and runs down the hall.
Goes Into 'he wrong bedroom, then remembers and oos on to
the room where his bed is now,
Jackie comes in and climbs onto Kenneth's bed and under his
cover.-.
Kenneth begins to beat at him with his pajamas, but in fun.

He climb' on top of the bed and runs up and down It.
Ray Joins the group and there is a scramble and nay climbs
under the covers with Jackie.

I4.. Kenneth is sitting on Ray'- bed and 'rutting on his pajamas.
Climbs off sad bt:,;ln to laugh hilariously at the other
children's antics.
Jackie somes and grabs hold of the back of Kenny's paji
an they run around the room, horse and driver fahion.
Jackie says, "Kenneth step in my shoe."
Kenneth says "No."
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They run off again.
J ckle crawls into Kenneth's bed ajjain and Kenneth hits
at 'ilm— afraln playfully.

Kenneth
Hlslng routine, ?eb, 6, 1<

.loucemother #2

1. Kenneth stays In bed a minute after lightB are turned on,
then gets up and stumbles blindly Into the bathroom.
Uses the toilet then goes baok to the bedroom.
Stands watching other children, then climbs on hi o bed and
sits dreaming.

2. Takes a T-shirt which is not his, but Is lying on his bed.
In to Bobby and throws it at him.
Bobby brings it back and puts it on Konneth's bed.
Kenneth takes the shirt bock Grain and hitr Bobby r.lth It
end leaves It.
This sklrminh Is repeated two more times.
He climbs back on his bed and sits dreaming.
obby brings the shirt book again and throws it at Kenneth.
Kenneth lets out a yell, but only tosses it on the floor.
Ray comes an-' takes It and throws It at Bobby, who brings
It back again.
This ti-ao Kenneth says, "It don't belong hero, Bobby I

"

3. Stands Jumping around the bed.
lie still hnnn't stnrted to dress. (No housemother has
come In.)
Finally st rts to unbutton his pajamas.
He climbs on hi? bed.
Jackie comes to no and says, "I got hurt, Miss B -."

Kenny says, 'That not hurt, Jackie."
Gets his pajamas off, then sits dreaming.

km Sits on bed. Har his underpants on fter one reminder by
the housemother.
He crawls over to end of the bed and playr there.
Puts on his undershirt wrong side out and buttons It that

Then starts hopping around on one foot.

5. Kenneth Is running bick and forth from his bed to the door.
Donees across the floor with his ?ocks in his hand.
Comes over to watch observer.
Pretends he Is going to put his socks on his head.
Lies back on his bed sad B nny comes and lies beside him.
Ray throws a shoe anc! Kenneth whines.
He pick' up the shoe and throws it back.
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Hey chants, "You ies, you :<ilss, you ;iiss."

Kenneth sits down on the floor.
Ray throws the shoe again* and Kenneth says, "Ah, you
didn't hit rae."

Goes over to ^ay's bed and pretend? he Is going to fight
him*

6. Is putting on coveralls.
Julia, lying on Bobby's bed, asks about the beds, "TOm>

sleeps right here?"
Kenneth answers for eaeh bed In the room.
He sltr down and put' on one shoe.

7. Kenneth and Jerry are running from the wall of one roost

to the wall of the next, back and forth.
Kenneth throws his other shoe at Jerry.
Stops by ob-erver finally and watches her write.

3he asks him when he Is going to i;et dressed (all other

children have finished long since.)
He sits down nnd begins to put his shoe on.

8. Kenneth -ets his washcloth.
Turns on the water In bo?l and begins to wash.
Does not use soap, but otherwise is very thorough.
After thoroughly washing his f?.ee nnd hands, he gets the

soap and put* It on cloth and washes his face and honds

again.
Rinses the cloth, wipes his face again, and hangs the

cloth up.

Kenneth
Nursery School, Feb. 6, 195U
Teacher ?2

1. Kenneth comes Into the bathroom, giving Ray a push.
Gets his washcloth and comes over to Ray, bringing him
his cloth.
Turns on the water very hard.
It splaohe? and both look alarmed and look at observer,
then turn it off.
Kennuth noes over and puts plug in Uio other bovl, leaving
Ray to the fimt one. Turns on water.
Puts some water on the front of his hair then adds some

water to th-t already in the bowl,
Ray runs over and says, "Sleepy, sleepy, sleepy." Kenneth
Imitate? hj .

inn.-th ."lnlrhes drying himself, but very sketdhily, then
throws the towel into the wartebasket. Goes out.
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Kenneth
Lunch routine, Feb* 6, 1'

Hursery School Teacher #2

1. Sits down after grFce and begins to run hla spoon through
the handle of his oup.
Spins hi a spoon on the table.
"Lookit, Ray, see," ho says.
Passes Ray* s plate to him, thon gets his own and picks up
a piece of swat with his fingers and begins to eat it.

2. lie is still eating the mo t, sometimes picking pieces off
if with hlr fiagere,
"Hot therel" he .'dnonishes Ray who is putting his cup of
milk on the floor.
"Not on the floor 1

" he says again.

3. Kenneth Is eating his beets now, very energetically, but
takes more on his spoon than he can get In his mouth at
one time and takes biter off the spoon.
Picks up his baked potato in his hand? anu begins to eat
it.
Eats continuously, but shows interest in what is going on
about him.
Pushes his dish toward housemother, even though he rtill
has half hla potato In hie hrmd,

I4.. Hla plate has been refilled. Beets, meat, bread and butter.
He Is still eating hie potato.
"Ho more in there," he points to the meat platter.
Turns and watc'ie- Dorothy eat her meat, but continues to
eat himself.
"It's biggest, inlt Ray?" he asks,
waiahas Jackie carry his chair away from the next table.
Picks up moat and begins to eat it.
"ay, you 'rink too uch up," he says pointed to hie own
forehead

.

Then points to his 3tomaeh and says, "Down here your
stomach, inlt?"
after Ray objects to his indicating that milk goea to
one's hoad,

i>. Sits still eating meat and looking aroun the tuble with
interest.
The meat 1- rather tough and full of griatle and takes a
lot of chewing, but he is eating gristle and all.

6. Sits eating bread. Housemother hnr told him to put hla
meat down anil eat something else.
He finishes bread, then picks the meet up again.
Housemother gives hire his desaert.
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He puts down the neat and drains his cup of milk, then
returns to the meat.

7. Sits finishing his dessert.
Picks up bis dish and drink" the Juice, then put* his chair
away.

Kenneth
Bedtime routine, Feb. 6, 195U
Housemother #2

1. Kenneth eoiws and sits on tollot for quite a while.
Arruses himaolf by potting hi* mouth and making wild-Indian
yells.

tondB frying to straighten out his coveralls he has Just
taken off.

3. Jacklo conies at him with Ills Sunday shoes on hie hands.
Ihey fall over on the bed and Jackie pound" him with the
shoes.
PTenneth'3 not sure whether he should cry or not but doesn't

k* Stands trying to throw his underpants into the next roan
so that they will land on the pile of clothes for the
laundry.
They fly off In the wrong direction and Jerry and Kenneth
both laugh.
He stands watching Jerry try to throw his too. He tries to
catch them when Jerry throws them but misses.
This is quite a game and goes on for all the rest of their
clothing.
He sits down and begins to remove his shoes,

5, Stands in b-;throora waiting his turn to ;:et in the tub.
Repeats, "Indian boy, Indian boy," after Denny and looks
at the paper Bonny is showing.
Then aays, "Choo-choo train can't go, lnlt?"
Housemother 12 comes and calls him to co-ra to tho other
bathroom.

6. Housemother is soaping Kenny.
He stands holding onto the faucet and m< tehlng the other
children, remarking, "Julia, wash good!"
Pearl says, "Julia sing, * ock-a-bye-b^by' " and he repeats
this.
He follows housemother's directions, ar he in washed,
without taking eyes off other children.
She washes his head last and he keeps his eyes shut tlrht
until she glv s him a washcloth to hold over thorn Just
before rinsing.
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"How, thnt's all right" she rays and ho climb? out of the
tub.
"Get your towel," she tells him.
Be gets the towel and she begins to dry his head.

7. Coos back to the first bathroom and asks for his pajamas
whieh he left there.
"I didn't know you had your pajamas In here," housemother
#3 says and rives them to him.
He has Just h >d some merthlolate put on a scratch I

keeps looking at It, naying, "It's really hurt. It's really
hurt."
He puts on his pajamas, murmuring, "I got airplane In my
oolorbook."
lie stops by observer to watch and Benny telle him, "You
go In the living room!" Kenny Ignores him and finishes
buttoning his PJ's.

Kenneth
Rising routine, Feb. 13# 195k
Housemother Aj.

1. Kenneth gets up when the light is put on and takes off
his pajamas.
Pulls on his underpants.
Stands for a moment vatching other children.
Climbr on his bed and picks up his T-shirt.
Pulls It on over his head.

2. Has his coveralls on and is straightening his collar.
Buttons his coveralls*
Comes over to observer with Ray and they discuss ohoraoters
she Is maklnr, together.
Kenneth puts on his socks.
He and Ray discuss the darns in their see
He looks under hie l-ed for his shoes nd r tending up, puts
his foot into one, then sits on bed to tie it.

3. Puts on second shoe and Jumps off bed.
Runs into washroom an^' sets his toothbrush.
Stand? at the sink with ddie and begins to brush his
teeth.

k* Stands washing his face and hands with a soapy cloth.
He is obviously enjoying this for he is oblivious to
everything going on around him.
Housemother tells him, "Here, get on this side."
The washbowl her become quit' crowded with several standing
around.
Squeezes out the cloth and wipes his faee, then hangs it
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up, and dries his faoe on his towel, Jtlll hanging on Its
hook.
Then gets a drink.

BMMtb
Hursery school, toileting and washing routine, Fob. 13, 1954
Teacher #2

1. Kenneth ecrae? into the btithroora, oomes over by observer
and says, "Gonna wrish nice."
Goes over and turn." on the cold voter, poking his finders
up the fr.ucet.
Then turns on warm water.
He says to <>y, "Mot you ponna wnsh niee."
Pokes his washcloth Into the water, and adds, ™;Jot nay
gonna wash nice."
Squeezes out his cloth then comes over to see how Hay Is
doing.
Goes back and washes his free with the net cloth.
Puts soap on the cloth.
Goes over to Ray's bowl and Ray pushes him. Kenneth yells.

2, Kenneth stands by observer putting soap on the washcloth,
then returns to the bowl and begins to wash his wrists.
Hangs his cloth u-> without rinsing it or his hands and

Kenneth
Lunch routine, Feb. 13, 1954
Housemother #2

1. 'Torino th takes part In the grace but looks all aroun' the
room.
Sits clown and wrtches Hay take his chair away and change
It for a different one.
Accepts his plate and begins to eRt.

2. Has eeteri nil of his meat and Is beginning to ect Teen
beans.
Finishes beans and starts on the baked potato,
iats with his apoon and his flnpers.
Comments, "All the bnbiesl" to no one In particular, but
looking at the baby table.
Sings to himself, tapping his feet.
Says, "Looklt, I make big hole," dipping his spoon Into
his potato,
Dorothy says, "Kenny be quiet."

3. hakes pepper on his food then passes pepper to Kay.
This Is a fad—all the children nro having
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Picks up la:t half of pot;-. to and eats it in his hand.
Chants, "It's ee-oe, it's ee-ee, it's ee-ee," pointing
to his potato.

k* Is cleaning up his dessert dish, scraping ell the apple
sauce out very rapidly,
Clpea his spoon off with his napkin, imitating .iay.

They lay their spoons together to see whose is cleanest.
Then there is a content to see which Is bigger.
Since they are really the sane else, they hold them high
in the air trying to noire one bigger than the other.
Gets a piece of bread and begins to eat It.
Lays the broad down and takes napkin and wipes out his
dessert dish, again imitating Say.
Continues to eat his bread, watching Hay carry his chair
away.

Kenneth
Bedtime routine, Feb. 13, 195U
Housemother $4.

1. Kenneth kicks off shoe.
Comes over to ci cuss with Ray the color of his inedloine
(roecurochrome.

)

Goes back to bodride and kicks off other ;hoe.
Ray cornea and climbs on his bed and opens the window.
There is talk about the "boogie an" and Kenneth comes
and closes the window.
Ray opens it again nnc' Kenneth in nervous harte, nays
"Ray, put it downl"
Says to me, "Vies H-—— , here," and hands her a piece of
natal he has found on the floor.

2. He Is dancing around on the floor, his overalls off.
Runs into other room to look ao housemother ?3 cats out the
Sunday clothes for one of the children.
Throws overalls into the nlddle of the floor in the next
room from his bedside.
Goes to the door and peeks out, then slams It.
Houseiaother cones and reprimands him.
He runs back to his bed and takes off his underwear and
takes it Into the other room, putting it on the pile of
dirty clothes.

3. Goes into the br.tliroom and pete into tub with :*'.die and
Pearl.
"Hey, Miss H—~ , this make it hurt," he rays pointing
to the sole of his foot.
Housemother comes and brings cold water in a bucket and
pours it in.
He shouts, "Hey, I splash in, I splarh in, I splash inl"
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Pivo children are in the tub,
IIou -enothor eontes and begins to soap his head.

Stands being soaped, his eyes still shut tight although
he had a cloth over his eyes when his head was being
rinsed,
Itousemottier rhowo me a nore ?lace on the role of his
foot but ho Iceeps his eyes shut until she dries his head.
He elimbr out and she finishes drying him.
She v.-ropo towel around hla and tells him, "Sow you go
over there."
He comes out of bathroom and says to me, "Hey, loolcit."
Then roes into bedroom and gets his paja

Herbert
Rising routine, Feb. 1, 195U
Housemother #1

1. Herbert sits on his bed and removes his pajamas.
Sits for a few momenta then begins to put on underpants.
Gets off his bed nnd runs over and hits Ray with his
undershirt, but with a grin on his faee.
He then pulls his undershirt on over his head.

2. Herbert is over on Kenneth's bed and is climbing under
the covers laughing.
He ellmbs out again when observer looks at him.
He runs back to his own bed, then comes over to observer
and de-non.^tmten how he can snap his fingers* saying
"Kiss B , click, inlt?"
Starts to button his coveralls,
Helen comes in and he fays, "TIo Helen, this la boys,"
Helen cones to observer and wf-nts her overalls fastened,
Herbert comes over and does them for her,

3. He Is sitting <m the floor at the end of his bed, shaking
out one soek,
iaaines the cuff on hie sock carefully, comparing it vlth
the one alrerdy on, to see which way to turn it,
?ums it carefully the other side out.
The socks aro three-quarter length and after putting on the
second one, ho pushes both down s° that they look like
ankle socks.
Scoots along the floor to where his shoes are lying under
his bed.
Begins to put on his shoes.

I4., Stands at washbowl, turning on the water, preparatory to
brushing hie teeth.
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Stops several timos, with the toothbrush In his mouth, to
regulate the flow of water.
Hangs up his bru^h and rets his washcloth.
Goes bad: to the bowl and puts stopper In, turns on water
again and begins to put soap on the w- shclolh, dipping
the soap Into the water Instead of the cloth.
Scrubs his face vigorously, rinses It and drains the bowl.
Hangs up his washcloth.

Herbert
Hursery school toileting and washing routine, Feb. 1, 19514-

nursery school teacher /l

1. Teacher says to nerbert (referring to cutting he has been
doing), "Herby, that's very nice, very nice. I think you
con go and wash now and you can finish this when you get
back."
The water har been turned off because of work being done
on the water-line and she adds, "You won't be able to flush
the toilet, and you will have to wash In the bucket be-
cause there Is no water."
"Herby, you use this one," teacher h.nds him a washcloth.
Herbert uses the toilet.
Herbert kneels by the buoket and washes his faoe, using
soap on the cloth.
He rinses the cloth and squeezes It out, wiping his face
carefully.
He stands up then and hangs up his cloth.

Herbert
Lunch routine, Feb. 1, 195U
Housemother M*

1. Herbert stands during blessing, participates half-hoart-
edly.
Sits down and sings softly to himself, playing with his
silverware.
"enny chants, "Hot toggle, hot doggiel" as his dish with
welner Is ?erv*d.
Herble Imitates him and laughs.
Benny nokes at him and he laughs again.
Herbert takes his plate, talking and laughing at Denny.
Takes up his v.elnor and ta'<:es a bite.
Runs his welner along edge of plate In between bites.
ticks the weinor on the prong? of his fork and begins to

bite pieces off it,

2. Herbert now ha3 his baked potato on the end of his fork
eating from it.
Lays the potato down In his plate again and pieks up hl»
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spoon poking It Into the potato sltln.

Gets a bite off rnd picks It up In 'uis fingers.
Holds it up to his eyes and pretends to look through it.

'sup some sauerkraut with his fingers and e ;ts It, then
Rets some on his spoon an'' eats that.
Takes some more with his fingers.
Returns to the potato and eats sorae of It holding it In his
hand.
Be is ecting now, first with one hand, then with the other.
r,enny makes a nonsense statement about the dessert and

Herbert laughs.

3, Herbert pullB some sauerkraut apart with his fingers and

eats it.
Benny continues his nonsense talk, and Herbert makes some

himself.
He continues to eat stendlly but listens with amusement to

Benny.
Benny pokes at him, but Herbert's interest has been caught
by the sound of the door opening and he says, (without

seeing anyone), "Hello, Mr. R——1" (Staff -wttbor who
frequently comes In late, to :neals.)

To Benny, "You got this? Go like this," sawing at his
sauorkraut with his spoon.
Continues to telk and laugh with Benny while he eats.

U. Herbert points to observer's book and 3ays# "You got all of

it, inlt? , .

You take the ilctures out?" (He's used to picture books.)

He is finishing the last of the food on his plate.
"Its a :-iaraa, a mama," to Benny.
"Chiekie got hop," making hands hop across the table,

"See the squirrel hop."
Turns around and looks at the children at tho next table,

saying,
"If 3 a ashklil" (Uavaho for "little boy".)
He ie still belnp; silly with Benny.
Passes plate to housemother and sits olaying with his

•liver.
Benny says, "You, Herble, look at mine," holding his silver

up.
Horbie acoepts -late with bread and butter and begins to

.

Benny reaches for Herbert's spoon, "Let ae see your spoon.

Herbert continues to eat, but laughs at Benny.

5. Herbert is still eating bread, both elbows on the table,

turning the bread and looking at It as he eats.
He laughs Intermittently at Benny's silliness.
Points to notebook and says, "See that little one?"
He lays his bread down between his plate and the edge of

the table.
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He leans over an' nibbles at It without using his hands*
Housemother looks at him and he chuokles, but picks up
the bre^d to eat holdiag it in his hr.nd.

Begins to tear the bread to pieces, stuffing them into
his mouth.
Turns and (Tina at Benny a» Benny carries his chair away
from the table.
He drops a piece of bread on the floor, pushes his chair
baek and picks it up. Puts it in his mouth.
Pearl says, "Here's your dessert," and hands it to him,

Herby says, "It»n a momo, its a raomo, that is raomol"

6. He is eating his dessert rapidly, but taking tiny bites
putting them into his mouth faster than he can chew and

swallow.
Finishes his dessert and drinks his milk all in one

draught.
Puts his cup down and stands up all in one movement and

carries his chair away from the table.

Herbert
Bedtime routine, Feb. 1, 195U
Housemother #1

1. Herbert stands crying in the lidule of the floor.
Goes In to the bathroom and the housemother gives him a

Kleenex, and tells him to (• and get some olean pajamas.

He is still sniffling when he brings the pajamas back.

He aits on tho bed dejectedly.
Begins to take off shoes.
Stands up and takes off coveralls.

2. Goes to the b^throon across the hall and uses the toilet.

ne is offered a drink and accepts it, still obviously
tearful although not shedding tears at the morae t.

Stands drinking, then gets himself some more v. ter.

Then he and Hay get more water out of the hot vater faucet

.

It comes out a pale orange color and they look startled
and show it to observer. (Pipes have been worked on this

day.)
She tells them to use the water from the cold water faucet.
They do this and then go ' aok to the other faucet and fill
their cups agr.in.
They fill their mouths with water then squirt it out into
the bowl, laughing and saying, "Orange Juice' wu»
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Herbert
Rising routine, Feb. B, 195U
Housemother 1

1. Herbert cllnb- out of bed as soon an the light Is put on
and begin? to take off his pajamas.
Puts on his underpants and rets undershirt, but sits
watching some of the other boys trying to o: en the door,
before puttinv; It on*
3tarts to ut m coveralls, then gets down on floor and
seems to bo looking for something,
Benny rays, "Is It under the bed?"
He sits fooling around aimlessly for a minute then >-ets

up and finishes putting on coveralls.

2. Stands by Ray •a bed find Ray is looking at him whimpering.
He has his socks in his hand.
Be comes back and sits on floor by his bed and puts on
his aooks, pushing them down like ankle socks. He puts on
one shoe.
Benny comes by and Herbert lookr at him.
3en g, kicks him and Horbort begins to cry, then throw«
the other shoe at him vlth a good deal of force.
Jackie passes some gas and Herbert laughs, then gets the
shoe he threw and begins to put it on.

3. Gets his washcloth and rays "Here Mies H——," showing
her how it looks like on airplane, with a sh/ smile.
Goes into bathroom and to washbowl, where Jackie ir. He
sticks the point of hie washcloth in the water end they
laugh.
"hen Jackio loaves Jerry comes.
They watch the water running and laugh end talk quietly,
Jerry scrubs the bowl on' Herbert watches.
Herbort squeezes out his cloth and wipes his face with
it and h'sngs it up.
He dab? at his face with the towel, but doee not take it
from the hook.
Gets his toothbrush and goea back to the bathroom,

k» Stands in bedroom by his hook, brushing his teeth.
Starts to hang up the fcmah then goes back to the br throom
and rinses it.
On his way b ick he stops to see what Benny is doing.
Laughs at Bonny then goes to hang up his brush,
3enny says, "You look like a old fat boy. You look like
Hiss T »b wife."
They laugh,
Herbert pets his warhcloth again and goes baok to the
washbowl.
He plays with it for a minute and dabs at his face then
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goes back and hangn it up.
Dries his face again—towel still on hook*

Herbert
Hursery school toileting and washing. Feb. S. 1951;

Teacher W.

1. "Herbert you can go wash now, and I think you'd better get
a piece of toilet paper and v.ipe your nose," the teacher
says.
He comes in and wipes his nose as direoted then climbs
on radiator rp.oit to reach soap-bubble cups sitting on
window sill.
Blows a few bubbles but gets down again when teacher ooaes
in.
"Mow did Herbio get his?" asks the teacher referring to
clean washcloths, and adds, "Oh, my, what's all this?"
Jerry has dumped his armload of olenn cloths into one of
the washbowls.
She lifts them out and gives Herbert one.
"Did you go to the toilet?" she asks him.
He says, *Yes." (He haen't.)
He gets a washcloth and turns on the water, dampening the
cloth.

Herbert
lunch routine, Feb. % 195U
Teacher #2

1. Herbert takes part in gr ce and then sits down, leaning
his chin on his hands.
Other children are discussing observer's notes so he
3 tends up to look.
Benny notices and says, "Hey, sit down," and hits him.
Herbert sits down suddenly when hit, but doesn't seem to
be bothered.
Gets his plate and begins to eat his celery.
Says, "I saw c airplane," and demonr.trutes with the celery.
He and Benny carry on a conversation about airplanes while
he Is munching his colery.

2. Sits still eating celery.
He has it in two pieces now and stands them up on the
table between bite .

Sitr swinging a pieoe of the celery by a string which he
has partly peeled from it, chatting with other children
about birthdrys.
Teacher says, "Herbert J"

He stops swinging piece of celery and resumes eating it.
After a bit, absently begins to swing it again.
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Children are now dlaousslng Santa Claus.

3. ricks up brond and begins to eat it.
"Thnt's too sllppor-r,™ he says, when Jackie drops the
sugar Jn.r in his plate while passim? it to the teacher.
Folds his bread sandwloh style.
Takes a bite of peas, then a bite of bread, and alternates
thus several times.
i'icks his cup rmd drinks some milk, rather • idewiae out of
It.
" on»t s ill it, looklt, go like this, Benny."
Finishes peas then starts on hanh, alternating bites with
bread and eating very rapidly.

k* He is still eating h: eh and bre-d.
Hakes a clrculnr motion in the air with hi3 spoon,
murmuring to himself.
Laughs at Benny, who lr finished and is making silly re-
marks about a book he's looking at.
Finishes cleaning his plate, loaning on one arm*
r»>inlts milk.
Pauses long enough to listen to something Jeanle Is
saying, and answers her.
Starts on dessert.
.lets quickly and scrapes dish clean.
Gets up and cirrios chair away*

Herbert
Bedtime routine, Feb. 8, 19514.
Housemother 1

1. Herbert sits on bed imitating Dale's wail.
Then goes to where Drle is lying on the floor an< rolls
him over, lying down beside hlra.
Biey both laugh, but Dale eomes to observer acting as If
he i3 afraid Herbert will hurt him.
Herbert comes over and climbs up on the mop-board and
looks out of the window.
3its down on the bed and begins to untie his shoe.
Vbmn he takes his shoos off he drops them noisily on the
floor.
''."-Iks over to the door dragging his coveralls (they are
still around his ankles).
Goes back to his bed, kicks them off and removes the
rest of hie clothes quickly,

2. He has gone into the living room with Just one button on
his pajamas far toned.
Stands by observer caressing her.
'•then she moves away he finishes buttoning his paji
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Herbert
Rising routine, Feb. 15, 1951).

Housemother #1

1. Herbert gets up and takes his pajamas off at onoe when
the lights are turned on. Puts on undershirt then stands
watching Jerry for a minute.
Puts on underpants and stops to Joke with other children,
saying "He got funny pants t

"

I'ouaemotha-' comes in and tells group, "Hurry up and get
dressed."
The childrten seem to ignore thi s and boys gather around
Herbert' s *bed, holding his pants up to him and laughing.

2. Stands fastening str-.'.ps on overalls and saying softly to
himself what sounds like, "Teleboys pants I" (Other
children have been chanting this.)
Jerry shows him his tooth brush and makes some silly talk
about it.
He looks interested but says nothing.
Goes over and watches Jackie pointing at pictures
over the hooks and talking about them.
Wanders around a minute then goes and nsts socks and puts
them on, sitting on the floor. Puts on one shoe.

3. Stands in washroom examining his toothbrush and talking
quietly to Jerry.
Begins to brush.
Hangs up brush and pets washcloth.
Puts it in the same bowl with Jerry's,
They have the water running and he gets the cloth wet then
sucks it.
Washes his face v.ith the damp cloth but uses no soap.

Herbert
Nursery school toileting and washing, Feb. 15, 195U
Teacher #1

1. Teacher says, "Herbie would you like to go get washed
now?"
Herbert comes in and climbs on radiator rack to get his
washcloth.
Tries to turn on the water from this position but cannot
reach the faucet, so gets down.
Turns on the water, wrings out the cloth under the stream
of water and wipes off his face.
Hangs up the cloth.
Pishes the soap out of the writer and rubs it on his face
and hands.
Rinses his face quickly with his hands and lets water out
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of the bowl.
T'ipes hartily on a paper towel end ;-oos out.

Herbert
Iwnch routine, Feb. l$t 195U
nursery school te ,oher #2

1. Herbert Joins ta suns grnoe lustily but looks idly around
while doing so.
iiiag:. to himself after he sits dorm.
Takes packet of crackers and begins to unwrap it.
Tries to pull them out the end and breaks the cracker.
Tells Jerry, "I got two."
Jerry says, "Herbert, not cot thiol"
Housemother cells, "Herbert, Herbis, Hcrble," end
motions him to help himself to salt.

2. Sits eating stew, his crackers cruriblod in it.
Sets in business-like fashion and silently*
Denny passes green pepper strips and he takes one and
paosea tic to Jerry.
Holds up red celophano rtrip for Jorry to see.
"Oots a little ono,"
Speaks to teacher," 11——, not Benny got on his plate,"
motions with spoon to show that Benny laid his green
pepper strip on the table.
Se«s Fr. 0—— getting more fried bread and says, "A
make it."

3* Benny parses fried bread to him and Herbert tikes one
end passes It on.
Begins to eat bread alternately with stew.
Then puts down his spoon and begins to concentr te on tho
bread*

1|. "Ub color some today," he points with his spoon to the
plate of frosh pears.
Chews at the neat on his spoon, then picks it up with his
fingers and eats it.
Finishes the stew and begins to drink his milk.
'.Vhen he catches teacher's eye he says, "M-— , already,"
and shows her hie l\to.
She answers, "Drink your Tiilk*"
Be picks up his cup again and drinks all of the milk*

5. Is eating poar, holding it in his napkin.
"Going to take it out," ho :-ays, taking the pear out of
the napkin.
He eats the skin off the pear.
Says to Benny, "Denny, this not spilling on you." (The
pear is very Juicy.)
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I Mb**"*
Bedtime, Feb. X5» 1951+
Housemother #3

1. Housemother calls Herbert, but he apparently does not
hear*
Observer tails him housemother is calling und he goes to
the closet where she is getting clean pajamas for him.
Someone suddenly discovers the new toys in the living room
and the children all run to see.
Housemother 86ndn them back to get undressed and they
return in a very excited state.
Undressing proceeds at a rapid pace.

2, There is much exoitod chatter about the toys, in whioh
Herbert participates.
He runs after other children into the living room with
his pajamas only half on.
The pajamas are on by the time he roaches the living room.
He fastens one button am" begins, with the others, to
examine the new things.

,'dlo

Tdslng routine, Feb. ?2, 195k
House rather #1

1. 3ddie sits blinking, leaning against the hor=d of the bed.
He has bean smoothing up his bed before the light was
turned on, so that it looks made.
Pearl nays, "Eddie's bed looks messy.''
He ignores this.
Begins to make noises of pain, holding his toe.
Finally says, "II—

—

, iurt, lookit," and shows her where
his toenail has been turned back.
She looks, and he continues to moan and says several times,
"Ouchl"
Oats off his bad and comes to stand by observer.

2, Beglna to take off Ills pajama tops.
.tends on his bed and announces, "Hot me have shorts now.
Hot everybody went to toilet.
Takes off paJama pants then sits down on bed and says,
"Owl"
Looks at his toe n;;ain.
"U-... cut my hair, M—-,"
Grabs his clothes from foot of bed, crawls around on top
of bed, then site down ant! put3 on underpants.
Says to observer, "You ronna go out now? You going out?
You going out?"
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Sh« says, "No."
And he asks, "You going to get finished with your writing,

then go out?"
She says "Yes,"

3. lias his uudorshirt on.
Ito says, "Mies B » you going to sleep? To-r.orrow go up
to your room? Gonna finish your writing?" Gets off bed
and cones over to her. "You make a lot right here init?"
Looking st her v/rltlng, he says, "Boogie man."
He coughs and she draws back, so he covers his mouth with
his head and coughs again, looking to her for approval.

She cmilos, so he protends to cough again, still covering

mouth.
"You coughing?" he auks, and adds obr-curdy, "Be quick."

Picks up his T-shirt and puts it on.

. .Sands with T-shirt half off.
lie has put it on wrong aide out and is very gloomy about

having to change it.
She has moved her stool further away, so as to not be so

much the center of his attention, but he comes over and
says. Miss H sit by me."
Gets down on kneeo and pokes around between mattress and
head of bed for on Inner sole he hn3 lost.

He says to Charlie who has Ju t come in, "Charlie get
in line. Miss H—— has some lotlonl" (A Joke)

Charlie grins at him.

5. Has T-shirt in his hand,
"Mies H—- gonna beat you." (Means be faaterJ)
r-ulls Ui3 T-shirt over his head and asks, "la it wrong.

Miss :i—— , ''Lookit."
says, "No," so he pulls it on the rest of the way.

Climbs on the bed and ets sookc and overalls.
Pulls ove alls on one log, and sits.

jeraother comes in end says "Hurry, iMdle. "Put your
clothes on"
He pulls overalls on tho rest of the way, still holding
his socks in hie hand.
Housemother sayo, "Ilurry, Eddie," again and rtops end
helps him fasten \'.. of his overalls. "How put
your shoes on."
He complains, "It's too tight."
She aaya, "Well, we'll chun» it, but put your shoes on
now."

6. Is sittlnj" on the edge of the I ed putting on his socks.
Hay has come in and remarks, "Eddie's a slow poke."
Sddie rotort3, "You not pet -nashod."
Ray answers, "Chool" and "Mdie Imitates.
Says to observer, "Miss H—— , got eat?"
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Ray says, "Gormn push this right over hers," starting to
shove on Eddie's bed,
tfdie says loucly, "Hoi"
Than to me, "lllas »—, you going outside?"
Pulls on sock and *aya, "Hot hurt!" talking to himself.
Kenneth and Kay together begin to tease him verbr.lly, and
he whimpers,

7. Housemother #3 is sitting on his bed putting on his shoes
for him.
lie says, "M—— , fix rqy bed,"
She says, "You're supposed to fix your own bed, I»ll help
you with your shoes."
When his shoes ire on she says, "Come on."
Ha follows her out to tho bathroom, gats his toothbrush
and brushes his teeth, then begins to drink out of a
paper cup.
Housemother oomes In :>.nd he hangs up brush.
She tells him, "Here, wash with this."
He accepts a olean washcloth and puts In the stopper.
Housemother asks him a question, but he does not answer,
just looks at her. Ha has filled his mouth with water and
is holding It there, so ha nods his bead.

i 61*
Nursery school toileting and washing routina, Feb. 22, 195U
Teacher //l

1. "Eddie, you go into the bathroom and gat a nice clean
wash," says the teacher.
Jddie oomes in with a very pained expression end shows
observer haa a hangnail. She looks, but makes no comment.
Goes to the bowl and takes a drink from the faucet.
Takes the stopper, turns it upsida down and fills that,
which he drinks.
He does this several timoo, then gats soma more and tries
to pour it in hia noae. It runs down his chin, but he
does It again.
Teacher comes in and says, "nhat's this? What era you
doing? How about nutting the stopper in and getting
acme hot wntor, and some cold water too?"

2. iSddie hanga up hia dripping cloth.
Rubs his wet face with his hands, as he goes to net a
towel.
Pulls one down from the raok and dries quickly.
bosses the towel tit the wastebasket, but raisaes. He
takes no notice, but goes back to the playroom.
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MMla
Lunch routine, i'eb. 22, 195U
Housemother ;

;

3

1. 3ita eating beef and spaghetti anc" crackers industriously,
not talking, but wntehing other children*
Holds up his oelery and anys, "Settin.

"

Housemother tells him. "It's colery.

"

"Oh," says Sddle and runs it around the table beside his
plate.
Folds a piece of the celory over so that it nearly breaks
off and shows it to Dorothy.
The top port flops back and forth and he laughs*

oraother says, "How eat. Don't play with your food."
He tears the piece off and begins to e t it.

2. Watches Dorothy, who has brought some little wooden disks
to the t ble and is playing with them*
Talks with her about then*
He is chewing the last bite he took vhlle he talks but
r' ther lasily.
Picks up cup -nd drinks some milk.

3. Sits rocking b?.ck and forth on his chair, watohlng other
children.
Picks up a slice of carrot in his fingers to oat it.
His spoon is in his other hand.
Lays down the spoon and continues to eat carrots with
fi icapi

.

He says, "See, M—-?" and ho ?hows housemother how he
has finished his carrot?*
Pieks up his crackers and b egins to eat them*
Housemother brings dessert and he eats it along with the
crackers.
Carries on casual conversation v.ith other children.

h» Has finished dessert and is eating the last crac :er.

Housemother says, "Eddie ate 11 his dinner today," as
she takes the dishes away."
He finishes his cracker and drinks up his milk,
Wipes the table with his napkin, vhere he has spilled a
little milk.

udiO
Bedtime routine, Feb. ?2, 19$U
Housemother 1

1. . ddie slt3 on tho floor in hall to take off his shoes and
socks.
There is much excitement among a few children who are
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pulling some wheel toys up and down very fast and he is

watching them.
He la just outside bedroom door.

Be unfastons overalls and start* to take them off, but

gets up, his overalls around his ankles, and begins to

run after the other children.
One shoe and one sock are loft on the floor, the other

shoe i« in his hand snd he has not yet removed the other

sock. , . ..

Comes baok and picks up the shoe and sock and putr tnem

on his bed, when the housemother appears.

Sits down on his bed and shows observer his sore toe.

Takes the other sock off then goes and lays on his bed,

playing with a rubber ring he has fount? on the floor.

2. He is looking mtfer the quilt at the foot of his bed,

for his pajamas.
He finds them and begins to put then on singing to him-

self. „, .

Puts the pants on, then -oes out to the living room,

carrying the tops in his hand.

Kddie
Rising routine, March 1, 19SU
Housemother #1

1, Gets right out of bed when light is turned on, then stands

Comes over and leans against observer.
Pee.rl tslls him, "Eddie don't bother Miss H——

.

He pays no attention.
Goes out and opens the door to the bathroom rind ssys sane-

ttiing to the housemother.
She tells him to go get dressod.
He goes and uses the toilet, flushes it, then comes over

to watoh observer.

2. Stands by his bed, pajamas off, playing with a piece of

paper he found on the floor.
"3ddie's gonna be the slow," Pearl says.

He replies, "Hoi I make pnnties," and picks them up to

put them on. . „... „
Pearl says again, "iMdle's gonna be the plow, ;,ddle.

He pulls his underpants on then his undershirt.
Goes over to Srma Jeen and she ^ives him a little rock.

Ha goes back, runs it along the foot of his bed, then

sits down on the edr;e of the bed.
over an over, "Eddie's boy-friend, Eddie's

boy-friend." (Confused on sex.)

He does not seen to notice.
He runs the rock up and down his leg snd soys.
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"I scratch my lag."
Pearl oomments, "You did it your;:elf."

3. stands with one sock end shoe in his hand.
He has lost his other nook and is complaining in a list-
less way about it.
Leys down on the bed.
Sits up and plays with the rock some more.
Housemother c<>«« by in the hall.
He calls "M 1"

She stops and comes in an' he :;ays, ".:—--, ;ny other
sook gone* ~naa Jean shook it."
She roes out to Ret some socks for him.
alia he waits he comes and stands by observer and runs

his rock up and down tho page.

U. Lies on the bed, one soek on. Boglns to put the other
cock on.
"Got no nock, no sock," be says.
He begins to put on a ?hoe but it does not go on easily
so he lays it aside.
He sits scratching his knee with the rock.

5. He la trying half-heartedly to put his shoe on again.
Hay goes over to his bed end they talk casually, then
Ray begins to tease him and Eddie whines.
Eddie gets up and eh-.ses Bny away.
Kay comes over and stands by observer,
tidle eomes over and kicks him.
Sddle goes back to his bed and puts his shoe on and begins
to lnoe it.
Calls defiance to Ray intermittently. Hay is crying as a
result of the kic':.
All other children h.nve left tho room.

6. Housemother '3 is helping Sddie finish dressing.
She pulls hie covoralli on for him.
;x3die's lost sook is found on<' she elves It to Julia to
put In the laundry.
He goes to the bathroom an gets his toothbrush and
begins to brush his teeth.
Hangs up the brush when finished, goes to other washbowl
and washes with his cloth and water but no roap.
He dries hi: face on his towel.

EddiS £°ea out saying, "Bent Kenny, Hal Hal Beat Kenny."

Nursery school toileting and washing routine, March 1, 195U-
Substitute teacher

1. "Eddie get washed," the teacher tells him.
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"Put that right hero, t!
, " a tells her (with regard to

the disposal of the material ho hae oen using.)

He comos into the bathroom, but stops and stands in the

doorway*
Cones over to Observer Bad asks, "Dale Jin stay over to

the hospital?"
She answers, "Ho."
Stands a moment a tchlng her, then goes back and stands in

Teacher says, "Kddle, o to the toilet and wash your hands.

He starts to the washbowl und she says, "Go to the toilet

first." ^ «. k .,

Be turns on the wnter, puts h:inds under the faucet ana

washes his face v.ith them, saying, "Already, II——.
He reaches for a towel as she answers from the other room,

"OK."
He finishes drying and goes out.

Eddie
Lunch routine, Koreh 1, 193).

Housemother °3

1. Tddie loans his head on his nrms while the plates are being

served.
Housemother says, "3it up, are you sick?"

He aits up, passes plates to Kenneth and Dorothy.

Sits talking nuietly to Dorothy.
Gets his own plate and begins to eat his carrots.

. Sits eating Spanish rice and roll alternately.
"hen fini3hes his crrrots.

3. Sits drinking milk vey slowly.
Sets his eup down still holding milk in his mouth.

Finally swallows It.
Housemother says, "You better eat lots before you get sick.

He makes no comraont and does not look at her.

Begins very lazily to eat his Spanish rice again.

Plays with a creen boon, laying it on his spoon then

replacing it when it falls off.

. its eating the last of his green beans with his fingers.

Turn3 and watches one of the adults' tables.

Pushes his plate away, still containing some Spanish rice,

and finishes his biscuit,

till finishing his biscuit and milk.
Smiles very exaggeratedly at observer when she glances at

him.
Housemother brings dessert.
She takes the biscuit from him, saying "Don't you want it?"
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He shakes hir head and starts on de:>sort, finishing it
qu'elcly.
He drains '." ?f milk and carries his chair away.

r;ddie

Bedtime routine, March 1, 1951;
Housemother #1

1. Ilousanother eomes and tells children it is time to get their
clothes off nnd nddn, ten tco, Eddie."
Other children go out of room, but Jddie stands wutching
observer.
Ray comes in ->nd lnuc;hr r.t him (he has been sulking) and
he breaks dorm ic too.
Julia comes in and Jumps at him nnd they both fall on the
bed.
He climbs an the end of the Med and Jumps off on the floor,
then crawl? up on Julia's bed.

2. Dorothy eomes in nnd Joins a scramble of Julie and ddie
on the floor.
Julia leaves and Sddie and Dorothy roll ;iround on the floor
together, then get up and run nrounu the room.
Eddie climbs on his bed, then gets off again and goea
around the room imitating a blind Bpartic.
Housemother kZ stops in the doorway and he says, "Look at
the light, D- ."

He sits down on the floor and takes off shoes, thon goes
out in the hall.

3. Has hi s shirt over Mr head and walks towards other children
in a playfully threatening manner.
They scream and run.
He takes off the shirt v;hen the other children ere sent in
the living room.
He is the only child left in the bedroom.
He osks observer, "Close the door?"
She says, "?lo."

He suggests, "It'n cold?"
She says, "Ho."
Then he ssya "Hiss H—-, you going out?" -nd adds, "I'm
going out. !?obody in here."

:ddie
Rising routine, Wareh 9, 19:iU
Housemother ft

1. Eddie gets up and stands in the doorway when the housemother
callr that It in time to et up.
Goes to the toilet then comes back to the bedroom.
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Slips down hia pajaraa pants very slowly, as be stands catch-
ing othnr ehlldren,
Thsn ba olimbs on his bed and Idly begins to unbutton the
tops.
Be seem? only half-awake.
Takes off the tops, then rolls buck the quilt from the end
of his bed, looking for his underpants.

2. Has given up the re rc'i an is sitting on his bed,
watching Poorl get dressed.
Pearl finally says, "iildie ,,ot your olothou on."
He answers, "Ho underwear," whinily.
She says, 'Cause you ahuokec! it." (Mooning he threw it in
the dirty clothes barrell.

)

Juan affirms this.

. ddle is still sitting on his bed, minus hia clothes.

U, He is putting on the underclothes the housemother (#3) just
brought him. (He did not ask for then*)
Puts on his overalls.
Examines the buokle for the strap and asks, "You put this in
this hole?" (-iouaenother is not present and cue: tion is
directed at observe!*) She answers, "Yea."
One buckle is bent and he says, Hiss H—-, look at the
funny one."
He starts to pull overalls' up ant: says, "Oh, ay T-shirt."
Then hdl notioes that Corny is standing in the hell crying,
and calls observer's attention to it.
Then he goos to look at him,

5. He begins to fasten ovem
He has real difficulty with the buckle because the strap is
frayed and catches on the prongs* He sticks with it with-
out asking for ba

6. He finally has one buokle fastened but after cosing to
observer and asking for help.
She shows him that he put tho strap in the wrong side of
the buckle first, so he chnnges it.
When he tries to do the other one, he discovers it is so

dly bent he can't get the strap in.
He asks observer to help and she tells hits to show it to
the housemother.
He goes at onee and "ho tries to fix it, but cannot and
him a different pair for hi«,

7. Stands by observer.
Be has announced to her that he has no sooks.
Housemother '3 pets socks for him and he goes at once to
put the i on.
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After they ore on he it- looking at them and talking to
himself.

0. Sits l'-.oin;' one shoe and watching Julie, who is standing
by observer.
Observer sugcests to Julia that she go rot her hair combed.

str.rts out, but stops, goes over to k'idle's bed
sad sitr> dovm nnd lr:oes hlr other shoe and ties both of
them for hi .

When she has finished, r^he tells him, "'Tow ret washed."
He foos to the bothroom and Julie goes with him. (All
children have finished dressing some time go.)
He pets his toothbrush, brushes his teeth and hnngs the

in up agnln.
Oets his washcloth an<' turns the water on in the wa3hbowl.

9. Stands washing his face and still holding water in his
mouth from the time he finished >rushlng his teeth.
Dries bis face and goes out.

VMM
!!ur3ery school toileting and woshlng routine, Horch , 1954
Teacher +1

1. :ddie comes in and stands by me, leaning on my knee.
"You wnsh rlrht here, Eddie," the tercher tells him and
he answers, "0 .

She asks, "Did you j-o to the toilet Just now?"
He says, "Yoah."
He turns on the water very hard, saying, "Lookit."
He takes the topper and drinks from it, then puts it clear
inside his mouth nnd gaga on it.

7/ldie
Lunch routine, March 0, 1954
Housemother yl

1. Sits down and pushes his plate of soup away,
"its looking a little pouty.
Takes a package of crackers.
Does not succeed in opening the pock
Housemother puts his plate back in front of him and he
makes no objection.
Site holding his package of crackers.

2. Sits, holding open package of crackers in one hand,
dipping one cracker into the soup and eating it with the
other.

3. Is ?till entln,- crackers, f ir?t dipping them In the soup.
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Dorothy reaohes over and pulls u his overall strapr whloh
have fallen down over his shoulders.
He looks at her hut says nothing.
The straps fall cown again and he pulls them up himself.

U. He la eating the last cracker.
He Is holding the cellophane In his left hand, even though
there are no more crackers In It.

Turns to watch the housemother when the goeB to get dossert

for two children who have finished.
He has a small plastic "magnifying glass" in his hand and
starts to play with it and tho oellophane.
The housemother takes tho cellophane away from him and he

begins to drink his milk,

5. Gets a half-slice of broad from the plate the housemother

hands him and begin? to eat it.
She talks to hlra about erting his soup.

He makes no comment, but does not follow her suggestions.

Puts tho magnifying glass into his mouth alone with the

bread.
Takes it out and stuffs his mouth with broad, using the

"glass" as e spoon.

6. He la eating his dessort.
Looks around the room at the children who have finished

and are playing—he laughs frequently at what they are doing.

Turns his cottage pudding upside down and says, "Got nice

one."
Uses his fingers to help cut the dessert.
Stops every onoe in a while to pull his straps up.

7. He is still eating his dessert.
Dorothy puts her cup of milk over beside his and leaves

the table.
Housemother puts the extra cup on the tray.
He makes silly faces at Dorothy who is now sitting In a

chair by the bookshelf.
Finishes his dessert.
Drinks up his milk and carries his chair away from the table.

Bedtime routine, March B, \95k
Housemother "1

1. ;ddie comes in and says, "Miss H—-, gonna be dark!"
(Electricity is off.)
Takes off his shoes and socks and empties them on the floor.

(They are full of sand.)
He runs around with his shoes in his hands, in greet excite-
ment, which 1? -hared bv all the children because the lights
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re off and It Is potting d
Saya "Miss , orma ot undressed fast then go In the
living room.

"

Takes off his overallr and underpants and comes over
and says again, "Gonna get ivrl

''

2. Sits on his bed.
Julio climbr on the foot of the bed and he chases her away
playfully.
Starts to take off his T-shirt.
Jean comes and gets him, takes him b. the hand, saying,
" Mdie come here,"
They go out In the hall and she takes him to the housemother
who gives him clean pajamnr, then he comes back.
One of the children pulls the quilt (and his cleon pajamas)
off on the floor and he begins to cry.

3. He is standing, f-ettlnn a band-al' on hi? leg.
The lights come on and creates a new wave of excitement.
.ddia run:< back into the bedroom and puts on hia paJama
pants

.

All the children run to the window to sea Mr, H—— as he
leaves the bull' ing,
3ddie cllraba on Julie's bed and looks out the via ow as ha
puts on the pajama tops.

Jean
Hising routine, Feb. C3# 19i&
Housemother fl

1. The light Is turned on and Jean sits up, takes off her night
gown, putr on her underwear, then comes over to watch
observer.
Si to on her bed and begins to teare Hddie by saying, "Jddla
Bhoe, 2ddie shoe, 3ddie shoe," as she begins to pull on her
overalls.
Begins to put on her shirt, but stops and stcrts to whimper
beoause Benny h" I come sad picked up a treasured rock and
goes out with It.

2. Finishes tying shoe, then £Ooa out in the hall,
/idle follows her and she turns and tries to push him baek
into the bedroom, saying, "Sddle put your clothes on."
^ddie persists so she says, ":'----, :;ddle not put his
clothes on." !<-—- is not In night and has not been in
their bedroom.
ddie ignores tho thre: t.
Jean goes on, stops in the doorway of the boys bedroom and
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makes a Joke with Jerry, then -oos on into the bathroom.
Turns the wnter on and plays there for a moment with a rog»
holcing It over the water which la running.
Goes and (?ets her toothbrush.

3. he Is washing her face but without soap (there is none).
Does her arms too, then wrings out cloth und hang* It up.
Goes back to the washbovd and pets water on her hair and
smooths It down.
Goes to where her towel is hanging cn<- Cries without
taking It off the hook, after removing the stopfer from the
bowl,

Jean
ery school toileting and washing routine, Feb. 23, 1954

Teacher fl

1. Teacher says to Jean, "How you con have a nice little wash,
can't you, then you can do ronothinr7

. Then you come back."
Jean comes am"1

, gets hor waohclot. .

Turns on the water.
Paueet makes a very funny noise and rhe loughs.
Goer? over and helps Kddie get water for washing, (he has
oome in sobbing.)
Goes back to her own bowl and wrings out her cloth, then
washes f"ce 'n£ arms.

Jean
Lunch routine, ?ob. 23 » 195U
Housemother #3

1. Jean takee put In blessing, then sits and pokes delicately
at vero tables in hor soup.
Picks up her cup and takes a drink.
Stands u;> and reaches for salt anc puts some In her soup,
then stirs It with her "poon.
Picks up bread and begins to oat it.
Folds the bread over like a sandwich and continues to eat.

2. Sits e'-ting her soup and drinking her milk.
Picks up salt shaker again and puts more in tho soup.
Hakes a face when ?he tastes It and puts down her spoon.
Begins to eat green pepper strip.
Finishes the reen pepper, then drinks more milk.
Begins again on her soup,

3. Jean is still eating soup, seems to be avoiding vegetables
and just talcing the liquid.

4. Has stopped eating after hour either remarks that she
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doesn't think Jean feels liko eating.
Sits sucking on her spoonend toying with her dessert dish,

looking fir3t at the nousemother end then at observer.

Housemother asks her, "You don»t want any more?"

Jean shakos her head.
Housemother removes soup dish and Joan begins on her

dessert. _
Cuts her peaches carefully with her spoon before eating.

Jean
Bedtime routine, Peb. 23, 195a
Housemother #2

1. Jean goes to bedside and steps out of shoes without using

her hands.
Comes over to observer and says, "v-'e're going to put the

olothes right here," pointing to a spot beside me on the

floor. .„ ___ .

Observer answers, "I'm almost in the way, aren't I?" nnd

moves her stool a little.
She strips off her clothes r;iethodlcally, standing by the

pile of dirty clothes that is accumulating.
Orabs her robe off her bod nnd starts for the bathroom,

waving and " at observer as she coes by.

2. Ooes Into the bathroom and tells the housemother, "Ho nor*

toilet paper," then g oes and sits on toilet.
Repeats to me, "Mies H , no toilet paper," then later

as if to herself, "TIo toilet paper."
Stands up and Dorothy bringa her some paper.

Plushes toilet an-' gets washcloth, then goes into the rooa
where children are being bathed.
Housemother asks her if someone brought her the paper and

she nods her head.
Climbs into the tub.

3. Stands in tub being soaped.
usemother examines a place on her knee and asks, what's

this?"
Jean does not answer, but looks at it.

Housemother finishes bathing her and Jean cringes when her
ears are washed.
Climbs out of tub and rtands shivering until housemother
notices she has no towel.
Housemother goes and ~ets a towel for her and Jean begins

to dry herself

.

1+. Comes into bedroom wearing her robe. Steps out of it and

puts on her pajamas.
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Jean
Rising routine, Mr.rch 2, 195l|
Housemother ifZ

1. Light la turned on and observer smiles at Jean as she cones
In.
Jean frowns.
She slips her niphtgown down off her shoulders then climbs
out of it.
She crawls to the foot of her bed and rets her panties and
puts them on*
Gets off the hod ono walks arounc' to the other side rind
looks under the bed, then cooes back and rets her shoe out
frm un^er it.
Begins to put her socks on*
There Is a big hole in the heel of one.
She looks startled and % lances at observer, but does
nothing.
Vuts on her other »ock.

2. Is climbing into her overalls, standing by the foot of her
bed.

"cms the straps.
Conw» to rae and says, "Hies II—--, right here hurts."
Shows her lip which is cracked.
Observer looks at it and tell;' her it will get better.
She goes into the bathroora and gets her toothbrush and
begins to v>rush her teeth.

3. Jean is getting water in a paper cup along with £ddie,
end they carefully rinse every Inch of the washbowl with
it.
She slides her washcloth slowly Into the bowl and under
the running water.
Benny comes in ' nd calls observer* s attention to the sheet
hanging over the edge of the clothes barrel, and says,
"'Oddie color his sheet, "iss ::—— , tfdle color his sheet."
Jean comes out of bath.ro to see.
Then she goes back and continues to play 1th her washcloth
in the bowl.

It* Has Just finished washing arms with soapy cloth.
Wrings out the cloth and hongs it up.
Dries her face and

Jean
rtarsery school tolloting and washing routine, March 2, 195U-
Substitute ?oacher

1. Joan comes in and turns on the water.
Gets her washcloth.
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Puts the stopper In.
Drapes the washcloth around her waist and stands listening
to Eddie who la talking to obtorvor.
Holds her warhcloth between thumb and finger and dips it
in and out of the water.
She pulls tho stopper, then "squashes" cloth down in the
water as it drain." away*
She wrings out the cloth and bangs it up.
Gets a paper towel and dries her hands, but she did not
wash her face.

iAineh routine, Uarch 2, 195U-
Housemother #3

1. Jean Joins in the blesalnp., then sits down.
Housemother an*' Jackie make a Joke and Joan laughs.
She has a bit of plastic which "he is playinc with and the
housemother asks her for it.
She gives it to her cheerfully.
She nays, ""posed to put this on your lap, Jerry," and
3hows him her napkin, rpread out.
He "ays, "Oil," and puts his in hia lap, then wads it up
and tosseB it on the table.

2. Jean sits eating her welner, holding it in her fingers.
Derfns to peel the akin off.
Drinks some milk.
Picks up the • oinor again and its eating on it, gazing
into space.
Peels more skin off and drinks more milk.
Jerry says, "See the butter's gone," and Jean answers,
"You eat it."
She picks up her pototo and rays, "Ihe butter's out,
"Jerry."
Thoy continue this conversation for several moments.

3. Joan is drinking her milk.
Has half of her baked potato and a small piece an the
remains of her welner lying on the toble between her and
her dleh.
She 'picks up the piece of potato and sits it in her fingers,
alternating vlth bites from the weiner.
Drinks more milk.
Jerry parses plate but 1 he does not see.
"hen her attention is called to it she passes it on.
Picks up the rest of the pot to and begins to eat it.

U. She ia eating her sauerkraut.
Picks up her eup and looks in, but sees that it is empty.
She looks at the housemother but snyc nothing.
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Picks up regaining piece of potato and takes a bite then

lays it on her plate.
Sits chewing idly, w tching children run across the dining
room floor.
Gets a piece of bread from the house-aother, spreads the
butter a little more with her spoon ind folds It over like

• sandwich.

5. Sits watching Pr. B—« get more tea.
Turns bad- and takes a bite of snndwleh but turns each

time an adult i-oes by.
Wipes her mouth with her napkin, then 3 its dreaming*

Housemother takes one of Petri's milk and puts it in

Eddie's cup.
Jean holds out her cup too, but housemother says, "It^s all

gone .

"

She berins on her dessert.
She is tearful because she was given no more milk.

She pokes at her dessert with her spoon.

6. Sits entinc: her dessert.
-ones the children who have already finished as she eats*

Kipes her mouth with her napkin, then leans on her hands
and gases across the room.
Housemother says, "Don't you want It?"
She shakes her head.
"Alright you cnn go," housemother says.

Jean
Bedtime routin, March 2, 19514.

House-nother §2

1. Jean sits down and takes off a shoe.
There is a discussion about some stickers ^rma Jean has in
her leg.
Joan says, "H—— got some tweezers ,"

Housemother #2 comes in and she is told about the stiokers.
Housemother #1 goes to n% the tweezers and Jean goes along.
Comes back and removes her sock?, overalls and shirt
quickly.

2* Goes and sits on the toilet*
Calls to observer to net the toilet paper (housemother not
present) and she hands it to Jean.
Jean tears off the paper she needs.
Gets up and j;ets n drink In a paper eup Eddie got for her.

Goes into the bathroom.
She hears one of the children being bathed say, "Got no
washcloth," so she goes and «etr two and brings them to the

housemother.
Goes back and sits on the toilet again*
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3. Sits In the tub, 3oaplng her cloth.
Stands up and l-o^ins to warh her i'aee but the housemother
takes the cloth and buglns to wash her ..lth it.
Eddie has a washcloth In his mouth and Jean thinks it Is
hers and says, "Sddle don't bite my washcloth.
She begins to cry.
Housemother ns'.cs her, "What's the matter?"
She answers, "Jddie hurt me v?ith his leg."

U. Stands with towel -round her Just looking*
Housemother says, "Are you ready?"
Jean shakes her head, then takes the towel and hongs It up.
Gets her nightgown and puts it on and goes out.

Jean
Rising routine, March 9# 195U
Housemother #2

1. Housemother #1 goes into tho bedroom and finds Eddie
orying.
The other ohildren tell her that Jean hit him, throwing
a shoe at him.
She sits, looking guilty, on her bed.
Housemother #2 comes in and tells the children to get
dressed, mentioning Jean especially.
She crawls to the foot of her bed and puts on her socks.
Housemother finds a blue sock umong hor clothes and asks
Jean, "Who's Is this?"
Jean maker no answer, Just sits and looks at It.
Then housemother arks, "Is it yours?" and Jean shakes head.

2. Goes over and sits in corner Vehlnd her bed to finish
putting on her shoes.
She has her back to the room.
Crawls back on her bod and looks for her underwear.
Puts It on.
Puts on her shirt and overalls.

3. She end Jerry ntanc'. in the bathroom talking.
Jean has her toothbrush.
Jerry leans against the toothbrushes (already have the paste
on In readiness for tho children) and gets the paste on his
shirt. Tills is done deliberately——almost In an experi-
mental fashion and Jean examines the results on the back
of his shirts.
Jean brushes at her teeth intermittently throughout this
activit .

L. Stunds suo'.cing her washcloth.
Goes back to the washbowl and helps Pearl net some water.
Stands sucking her washcloth nnd looking at Benny who is
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showing her his du p-truok.
Gets a one water on her hands and smooths it on her hair*

Jean
Uursery school washing and toileting routine* Maroh 9. 193*.
Teacher fl

1, Jean comes Into the bathroom*
She goes over to the toilet but does not use it, then comes
over to the washbowl.
The teacher says* "Don't you want to ^o to the toilet,
Jeanie7"
She shakes her head. "You look as if you do. You
ovor here and go to the toilet."
Jean cooes reluctantly—her reluctance seems to have sc
thing to do with Pearl's being on the other 3 tool.
Gets up, pulls u her overalls and fastens straps very
slowly.
Comer over and gets wc.sholoth, but stands holding on to
tho hook, listening to the now record being played In the
other room.

2. Finishes drying and throws towel Into the waste basket.
Cornea to observer and cays. "Can't hear, inlt?" (Referring
to the words of the song.)

Jean
Lunch routine, March 9, 19&
Housemother ?3

1. Joan sits waiting for pinto to be served.
Takes off her sweater and lays It in her lap.
Joan says, "Jackie's over thore," pointinj- to where he Is
standing by the bookshelves.
Houoer.tother answers, "Kayos he's sick and coesn't want to
eat."
Jean gets her plate, begins to
She has refused a serving of crenmed cabbage.

2. Licks off her spoon, and sits looking at the housemother
with a questioninr air.
Picks up fork and begins to eat again.
Benny accuses Pearl of breaking Mrs. 3-—«s puzzle.
Pearl anys, "No, Je'inniel"
Jean looks at them without answering.
Drinks more mlIk,
wipes her mouth with her hand.
I<ooks resentfully at Pearl and continues to eat.

3. Puts her sweater back on.
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SltB drinking mil': very slowly but drains the oup»

Sits looking over toward the adult tables*
Housemother er a pieoe of bread whieh she folds

over and begins to

U, Jean has started on her dessert (did not touch any of the

main dish, but has cr.ten some carrot salad.)

Talk? miletly with the children near her.

5. Housemother brings Jean a second cup of milk.

Jean goes b.-iok to eating her dessert.
Stops and picks up her cup to drink more milk.

Finishes her dessert.

Jean
Bedtime routine, Hareh 9, 1954
Housemother #2

1. Jean comes In, stands by observer, and takes her sweater

off, asking, "You not eat, Mies I— if* Mrs. a—

-

explains that she will eat Inter.
Housemother oonea -.nd says, "Hurry up and get your clothes

ofr»"
•,, •*

Jean sits on the bed and takes her overalls on.
"You already clean the floor, inlt, Boebe?"
Housemother laughs and does not answer.
Takea her shoes off then throws her overalls on the dirty

thes pile.
Goea over to the doorway and plays with Dannla and his

dump-true' . „.
Comes bath In and as she takes her shirt off says, "Hr*a

Jean's daddy coma*"

2. Sits on the toilet In the washroom, all by herself.

?alks to herself occasionally.
rs papors off the roll to use when she is finished.

Peaks around the door once to see if observer is still

thore.
Jean wipes herself and "lunhes the toilet.

3. Sits in the tub waiting for her turn to be washed.

Housemother pulls her towards her and begins to soap hor
herd.

km
c tand with towel in her hands.
She litis '-rled herself partly, but has stopped and is

c awing on her towel.
Begins to dry her head and says, "And me," patting her

tummy.
( <o in referring to an eurller discussion about who has a
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fat tummy.)
Dries her foot, then steps down on it to see if it makes
damp mark on the floor. It does and she rmys, "iJe-yahl"
and dries it some more.
Sho tries it again, is satisfied and drapes the towel
around her shoulders.
She point- to the tr-cl: she made nnd says, "Lookit, Kiss
H ."

Jackie
Rising routine, Peb. 25, 1951+
Housemother #1

1. Jnekie has his pajamas off before housemother comes in to
tell them it is time to ret up.
Gathers all his clothes together from foot of bed and
sorts them out.
Jnekie ays, "This one is Robert's," and throws It on
Robert's bed.
Sits on the edge of his bed nnd pulls on his underpant .

Stands dreaming holding shirt, then throws it on the floor,
muttering to himself.
Begins to search among covers and under the bed.
Pulls out a shoe that does not belong to him and throws it
over towards Denny's bed.
Picks up stuffed toy and lays it on his bed, then stands
daydreaming.

2. '> nnders around, looking for his undershirt, then cones over
Rnd stands looking et observer's notebook as she writes.
Has a piece of red clay and pays, "Little Herman, little
blacks. I con put my finger In."
Stands on my foot, then goes over to his bod and climbs up
on baseboard, one foot on it ant' one on the bed.

3. Pastes wet cloth on his forehead. Kenneth eoraos over and
take* hold of him.
They laugh and Kenneth pokes at Jackie. Jackie falls down.
He puts the wet cloth In mouth and chews it.
Getr up, and he nnd Kenneth scuffle and end by foiling on
Ray's bod.
Picks up his shirt and begins to straighten it.
Begins to put shirt on, but takes it off again.
Goes to bathroom door where housemother is.
Stands a moment, sjn housemother says, "Jackie go put your
clothes w». Hurry up, put your clothes on."
He looks abashed, then goes over to bed and stands.
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kt Sit- on end of '>ed dream
-

Ho has mad* no further move to -ot dressed*
Finally crawls over bed md looks among covers again for his
undershirt.

5« Is kneeling on the floor, leaning on the bed with his elbows.
He has his overcll h If on but atlll no shirt.
Iiousenother comes In i nc! "r>.ys, "J:.ckio hurry up, put your
clothes on."
He makes no move but looks anxious.
Leans on the bed again.
Housonother 1-2 comes and rays, "Jackie, come on get dressed.
Jackie speaks up for the first time, "Got no undershirt."
She looks among his eovors ond finds it and helps him put
It on.

6. oits on the floor leaning against the wall.
11 other children have left the bedroom.

He dreamily contemplates his toe which la sticking out of a
hole in his sock.
He wiggles it idly brick and forth, holding a shoe in one
hand.
Several children come back into the room and he wakes out
of his reverie and begins to put his shoe on.

7. stands at the washbowl playing with his toothbrush and
talking 3oftly to Derrell in the other room.
Finally begins to brush hla teeth.
Hangs up the brush, gets his washcloth and rtands in door-
way talking to Cornle.
Plays with his waaheloth, stretching it over the wr-ohbowl.
Goes in and stand* on end of Parrell'r bed.

8. Stands at the other bowl, now running hands around the
edge while the wter runs.
He plcke up hla wet cloth am sucks it.
Comes In by observer with the dripping washcloth, rubr It
over his face, then hangs It up.
Picks both washcloth and towel off hook and takes them to
put In the dirty clothes.

Jackie
'Jureery school toileting and washing routine, Feb. 25, 1951).
Housemother Mi

1. Comes into bathroom und roes to toilet.
lenny comes and asks " Uo' turn today?"
Jackie runs over and answers, "Helen, lnlt?"
Jackie returns to the washbowl and turn? on the water.
Gets his washcloth • own, pulls his sleeves up very oarefully
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since hi 3 h:>nde are already wet.
tfb*a hie face very aketchily with the wet cloth, lets out

the wtiter and gets paper towel.
Dries hastily and runa out into the hall to so back to
playroom.

Jackie
Lunch routine, Feb. 25, 1954
Housemother tifa

1. Site gazing round room, waiting for his plate to be served.

Takes a sip of nilk, then witches closely as housemother
serves plates*
She sets a plate in front of him, but instead of passing it
he pinks up his spoon, then looks at her uncertainly,
Jerry says, I nd he passes it on.
His plate is served and he picks up his fork and begins to
eat.

2. 3its eating methodically, not talking, but looking around.
He has changed the fork for his spoon -nd helps it with Ills

fingers frequently.
Finishes the noodles and beef and begins on the squash.
He picks up fork again and continues to eat, chewing with-
out closing his mouth.

3. Is eating a piece of bread just given him by the house-
mother.
Tears bread in hnlf and holds one piece in the other hand
as he eats.
Pokes the bread all in h'a mouth at once, then begins on
other piece without chewing what he already has in his
mouth.
Jerry '.asses plate to Jackie but Jackie is dreaming and
does not see It.
Jorry says, "J^ckiel" and Jackie takes the plate, then
begins on his dessert.

I;. He is cramming hie dessert into his mouth very rapidly.
Looks around, as If to see if anyone is bouting him.
Finishes the c.essert and pets up, still chewing, end
carries his chair away.

Jackie
Bedtime routine, Feb. 25# 195k
Housemother Ifo

1. Sits on floor, playing with a clay mold, then seeing
other children getting clean clothes from the closet, goes
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and Rets his too.
Lays the pile of clothes on his bed then roes through them,
looking at eaoh lten.
Kneels by his I » pli ying with a doll and the clay wol .

"Vies H—-, see It's hold It," has the dolls arm around
the clay mold*
She smiles and nods.
Goes Into the b- throom and the housemother says, sharply,
"Get your clothes off I

"

He comes baok and looks at obrervor with lips quivering.

2. Is finishing removing his clothes.
hen completely undressed he roes Into the bathroom.
Climbs Into the tub and sits In the middle und housemother
str.rte to wash him.
He closes his eyes tlrhtly the whole tine.
She -ays, "Stand up, Jackie," and he stands up.
His eyes are open now and he discusses nursery toys with
other children while she finishes bathing him.
She says, "Sit down," but he doesn't hoar and she says
•gain, "Sit down."

3. Climbs out of tho tub and stands while his hend is dried.
Housemother says, "Turn around" and he does so as she pro-
ceeds to dry hlo body.
He goes out Into the bedroom, ?ets his pajamas and begins
at once to put them on.
The tops are already buttoned In one place, but he does
not notice, but slips arms into both sleeve , then Roes
out into the living room.
The housemother (#1) calls his attention to the buttoned
part and he takes it off and put3 it on right.

U* Sits on toilet.
Tears off quite a large piece of paper, wads it up and
wipe himself.
Fastens his pajamas again and tucks his eh lrt Inside the
pants.

J .ekie
Rising routine, March k$ 195U
Housemother #X

1. Jackie sits on the end of hie bed, watching the other child-
ren.
He has been raking his bed while waiting to "cet up".
He eomos over to observer and says, "I want to sleep in your
bed."
He climbs up on the end of Robert's bed and balances him-
self there.
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Goes over and sits on the floor by Herbert's bed and talks
to him.
Comes and climbs up on the radiator by observer and looks
out the window.

2. Sits on the end of the bed with his undershirt on his knees.
Picks it up and puts it over his head, then goes into the
other room to see who's crying.
Stands and joins with other children in giving instructions
for remedying the situation.
Announces that he will tell the housemother, then proceeds
to do so.
Comes back and puts on his panties.
Starts to put on his overall?, then lays them aside.

3. la standing in his underwear looking around.
Puts his T-shirt on, then his overalls.
Fastens the straps, standing in the middle of the floor.
Dale Jim falls down on the floor, anc begins to ory and
Jackie puts his arms around him.
Picks him up and brings him over to observer. (Housemother
not in the room.)
Goes back and begins to put his shoes on.

i;. Sits finishing his shoes.
Gets up \nd comes to the bathroom tucking in his shirt.
Fastens overall straps again.
He and Benny discuss things they have played with in my
room.
He goes into the bathroom and begins to brush his teeth.
Stands at the bowl with Jerry.
Comes out and hangs up his brush, gets his washcloth and
shows it to Jerry.

Jackie
nursery school toileting and washing routine, March 4f 1954
Substitute Teacher

1. "Jackie and Jerry, put up your blocks," teacher calls in
preparation for sending them to the bathroom.
They begin to put the blocks away, the teacher helping.
J ckie and the teacher finish together.
When they are finished, she says, "Go to the toilet, then
get washed and come back, OK?"

2. Jackie stands at the toilet. He reaches down and runs his
hand over the front part of the bowl— "Toilet pot fat
tummy.

"

Goes over to the washbowl where Benny is washing and stands.

Starts to put his finger under the faucet to make it squirti
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but looks up at observer and when he eees that she is look-
ing, he stops.
Benny is snapping hi'- fingers in tho water, which makes it
splash, :io Jackie does this too.
O-ts his washcloth nd jut- it in the water with Benny's.
Thoy continue to splash tho if tor.
Denny finishes, takes the to;i or out and leaves.
J ci:ie ;>ut the stoppsr back In and poes on snapping his
fingers in the water*

3. Stands at Jerry* a washbowl.
Jerry ir filling a cup with writer from the bowl ond pouring
it back in from some height.
They keep repeating to each other, "Lot'r of bubbles, lot's
or bubbles."
Jackie picks up a cup fills it with tho v.ater, with the
soap floating in it and shows it to oboervor and says,
"Lot's of bubbles. Miss II——."

Jerry trios to his water in Jnciiie'a cup and he wails a
complaint.
?ills his cup nrv'.in and bring? it over to show me.
The toaeher comes in nd says, "Listen, put the cups up
now."
Jrckie begins to put so*p on his cloth, but still in Jerry's
bowl.
Soaps hi? hands then gives soap to the teacher.
Continues to play with the washcloth in the water.

U. Lets the w itor out of the bowl.
Finishes dr lng his hands (but not well) with the paper
towel and drops it in the wnstebosket.

Jackie
Lunch routine, Hnrch ' , 195U
Teacher <r2

1. rakes part in the blessing but sings in an exaggeratedly
loud voice towards the end.
Teacher says, "Sh|" and he quiets down.
He and Jerry sit acting and talking in a silly fashion
while plates are being served.
Benny tells the teacher, "He say nasty word, Jackie."
Jackie gets his plate and begins to eat and says to Jerry,
"Good, yum, yura.

"

Takes another bite "nd repents these words.
He and Jerry re still being "funny."
Teacher says, "Jackie I" ind ho subsides.

2. He has stopped eating for a moment, his spoon in his mouth,
and seems to be dreaming.
Says something to Jerry and they laugh softly and talk.
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He stops and takes a drink of milk, holding it in his
mouth and laughing at Jerry.
Takes a piece of bread when the plate is passed and he
passes it on.
Folds the bread over like a sandwich with one hand but it
will not stay, so he abandons this and continues to eat
from his plate.

3. Sits eating bread, tearing rather than biting off pieces.
Leans over and looks playfully at Jerry who does not
notice.
Looks at the teacher and she says, "Go ahead and eat your
dinner.

"

Lays his bread down on the table and looks at it while he
chews.
Pokes more bread into his mouth at random.
Stands the bread up on the table and plays with it.

His mouth is so full he can hardly ohew.

U. He is eating his dessert.
He looks frequently at the teacher.
Sits with his spoon in his mouth, watching Holen cry.
The teacher says, "Jackie," and he comes back to earth
and finishes his dessert, then carries his chair away.

Jackie
Bedtime routine, March )+, 1954
Housemother #k

1. Has his clothes off before the housemother comes to call
the children to undress.
Goes in and climbs into the tub.
Sits silently till Benny calls his attention to water on
the sole of observer's shoes.
They examine them,
Jackie says, "Give me some soap."
Slides down in the tub when Herbert comes and climbs in.

ne begins to soap himself.
They are having lots of fun and laughing uproarously at
everything that happens.

2. He stands wiping his face with the cloth which he has
wrung out.
Goes over his whole body, then starts to climb out.
Housemother holds him back silently, but gently and begins
to wash him vdthout commenting on vhat he has already done
himself. (Ke .ashed his "front side" only).
He stands patiently and smiles at her when she smiles at

him.
He passes some gas and he and Herbie laugh. Teacher makes
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no comment.
Stands up while housemother wipe* him off with dump eloth.

3. Ho is talking to h^u-omother #1 to tell her about his
torn pajamas.
"You leave that one on," she says and goes out.
He ^egino to help Cornie take his clothes off.
Housemother calls and he leaves Cornell and goes to get
different pajamas which she has for him.
He sits down, changes them, and roeo out, still pulling on
the Jacket.

Jackie
Rising routine, March 11, 1951*
Bousomother #2

1. Jackie follows observer into the other room to pet her
stool.
Be already has one sock nnd his underpants on.
Be helps carry the 'tool, then ;,;ces and sits on the bed.
(Jets his under shirt • nd outr it on.
Talks to Herbert as he does so and says, "Ilerbie, y >u

•posed to nut it on like this."

2. Sits on end of bed and plays with none blocks.
They fall on the floor end he (*sts them, runs them along
the foot of his bed, making a sound like a c Ft
He throws something at Kenneth and Kenneth screams and
cries.
Jackie wanders over to the hall doorway and Kenneth cornea
and tears the covers off his bed.
Jackie run? back and pushes Kenneth to the floor.

3. Stands putting on bis overalls.
Sits down and begins to play vith blocks again.
Housemother says, "Jackie, stop playing and put your
clothes on."
He pay? no attention but continues to play with the blocks.
Sits Rate' ilng Denny and Kenny with amusement.
Crawls around to the other side of his bed on his hands and
knees to est his shoes.

k* Sits playing with a pull-train on the foot of his bed.
Benny comes over and asks him about his sore chin.
Jaekie picks at It nnd 'ays, "Its all gone."
Sits watching Dele nnd R"y.
He hr.s his shirt on but overalls are not fastened and he has
apparently lost one ook.

ints on the floor, loaning back against his bed.
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5. Sits on the edge of his bed playing v/lth the blocks.
Ten3ee D.rrell, «ho:a he has pushed onto the floor, nd who
-till lies there.
He throws a block down at him and when Darrell reaches for
It, he ravs, "Gimme that!"
Darrell complies.
Housemother ffl comes In nnd says sharply, "Jackie, get
your shoes on."
He looks anxious and begins to straighten the straps of
his overalls, but does not tell her he cannot find hie
sock.

6. Stands tucking his shirt into the tops of his Jeans,
.'lnnlly makes a real search for his sock n<~ finds it.
Sits down on the floor and put? it on.
Puts his shoos on and stands up to foree his feet into
them, rather than unlace them.
Stands trying to fasten Ills overall straps.

7. Stands in the doorway of the bathroom, rubbing his tooth-
brush across his hands.
Hangs it up and geta hia washcloth.
Dampens It under the faucet, wipes his face, then cornea
into the bodrcora an' ; stands by observer, "squishing" water
back and forth in his mouth.
Hangs up the cloth, dries hla face and runs out into the
hall.

Jackie
Ifuroery school toileting and washing routine, March 11, 195U
Teacher £1

1. Jackie cornea in arid sees observer looking at a magazine.
Says, "Is that your funny book?"
She tolls him it is a magazine.
He goes to the toilet, flushes it, then comes over end pets
his washcloth.
Plays a moment with tho at pper, but when the teacher cornea
in he puts it in the bowl.
Turns on the wr-ter from > oth faucet .

•ben bowl i- full, he turns them off and pulls himself up
to pet a drink frori the faucet.

Jackie
lunch routine, March 11, 195U
Housemother flj.

1. Jackie sits gazing across the room while first plate la
served.
Hits hla head with hie fist.
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One of tho cooks brings desserts end he watches her put
then around.
Gets his plate and begins to eat a raw carrot.

2. Sits eating the last of the cr.rrot.

Takes a drink of milk and then ploks up his fork end begins
to oat rice and frankfurter mixture which 13 the main dish.
Housemother tells him to use his spoon.
Be misunderstands and hands her an extra spoon lying In the
middle of the table.
She smiles and says, "Use your spoon,

"

3. Is eating zuehlni,. holding it in his hands.
Lays it down and ploks up his for:.
Changes to the spoon and goes book to eating rice mixture.
Sits razing around the room dreamily.
Turns to wr.toh A—- as he poes to [

-et another plate of
bread.

k. Is eating dessert, having left one bite of food on his
plate.
dots a piece of bread from the housemother and takes the
butter knife and tries to soro^d tho butter nore thorough-
ly.
It If fairly hard and he fails.
Goes baok to eiting his dessert without taetlng the broad*
Lays his spoon down again and begins to eat bread,

$, Is still oatlnp; dessert.
There is a hard e rust on the bottom of the cake dessert,
wMch he cannot cut so he picks it up with spoon and
fingers, to eat it.
Finishes the dessert.
Opens up his napkin and wipes his face and hands* then
gets up and carries his ohair away, still chewing.

Jaokie
Bedtime routine, March 11, 1954
Housemother iffy.

1. Sits down by his bod, slips off shoes (they are already
untied.)
Takes off overalls and underpants.
Struggles with his slipover sweater, finally gets It
off and throws it on the floor.
Takes off hie socks and shows Herbort how to roll then to-
gether.
Then tosses them in the air.
Picks them up, then throws then in the air repeatedly,
trying to catch them but failing.
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2. Sits in the tub with three other boys, waiting to be
washed.

j i one child gets out, he lays down as far as he can
without putting his head under the water and says, "I'm
going to ^leep."
Drinks some of the water. (1)

3, A3 each child gets out of the tub, he spreads out more
and more.
Chatters with the other children gaily.
When last child pets out he spreads out full length, then
stands up as housemother begins to wash him.
Puts his foot up uncertainly as she gets the cloth ready,
but she pushes it down without speaking, and begins to
wash the top part of his body.
He rubs the suds around on his 3tomach with his hands.

She rinses him and he stands up and climbs out of the

tub.
She begins to dry him.

Benny
Rising routine, Feb. 26, 1951;

House nother #1

1. Benny stands beside observer watching her write and 3lips

his pajamas (pants) off.
Sits down on bed and takes off the tops.

Goes to tell Hellie because Jackie is standing by observer

instead of ^"ottinr* dressed.
Sits down on the bed again and starts to put on his under-

shirt but then comes around the bed again (Darrell is

standing by observer) and tells Darrell to go in his

room.
Sits down again and puts on under shirt, then T-shirt.

Calls to Jackie, "Your shoes are wrong side." Not you

lace your shoes. R—~, not Jackie Jim put on his shoes."

2. Sits down on the floor to tie the last shoe.

He is sitting beside Herbert and they talk quietly.

Gets up and comes to get his toothbrush.
3egins to brush teeth, then runs out, toothbrush in his

mouth, into the living room.
Comes back in minute with the "lawn-mower" push toy.

Stops to show it to Darrell (-who particularly likes !

)

then when there is no response carries it into the bash-

room with him and keeps it with him as he finishes brushing

his teeth, then washes his face.

The washing is very sketchy anc he hangs the cloth so

carelessly that it falls on the floor.
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Bonny
Mursery school toileting and washing routine, Feb, 26, 195U
Housemother Irk (Substituting)

enny cones into the bathroom nc' turn3 on the water*
0- ts his washcloth and puts It In the bowl.
Leaves water running while he oomos over to watch
observer.
Bowl gets very full but he stops the water just in time
to kesp It from running over.
Jackie comes in too and puts his wnsholoth in the sans
bowl.
Ilia cloth catches the stopper and the water begins to run
out.
Benny asks, "You did it?"
He takes wet cloth and washes his face and head, going
behind the partition to do the latter.
Jackie demonstrates, "Hot wash the heirI"

Benny grins, rets a paper towel and dries his face and
head.

Penny
Lunch routine, Feb. 26, \9lh
Housemother 9U

1. Benny does not take part In the blessing.
Sits down almost before the "Amen."
Leans over and says to observer, "rite your name? 11

She answers "No."
Benny lean*- head in heads while waiting for his plate.
r.atches with Interest when his plate is being served.
Begins to eat at once, starting on the fish-cake first.
Uses his spoon and fingers together, chews • ith mouth
open.
Lays a very large piece of fish-cake on the spoon and
takes bites from it, hoi ing it with his fingers.
Housemother oomes with tomato sauce one r.sks, "Want sons
Benny?"
He smiles and she gives blm a spoonful.

2. Pulls a piece off his baked potato end begins to est frost

it, holding It In his hand.
ts repiOly, cramming pot- to Into his mouth as he chews,

lcka up his fork and begins to use that, assisted by his
fingers.
Turns to look at the breadman who has just corae in snd say*
"Cowboy!" (The brer.dmon is wearing cowboy boots.)
Cleans up his spinach rapidly, using spoon and flngors.
Passes his plate back for more food.
Housemother gives him b muffin and butter.
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Penny Is storting on his dessert.
Cuts It with his spoon In several places before taking a

Mte.
"You make pencil black?" he asks, referring to the one

which oboervor Is u^lng, and which Is stained on one end.

She says, "Yes."
He takes a very big bite and aerapos the dish carefully.

Drinks his milk, turning to watoh the breadman drive
away while drinking.
Stops and soys, "The milk nan."
Then finishes drinking his milk.

r>enny
3edtime routine, Feb. 26, 195U
Housemother 4*2

1. Benny sits on his bed and takes off one shoe.

Comes over to aide of bed vftere observer la sitting and

takes off the other shoe, then rest of clothing, very
•uiekly.
Comes over to Hay, who is standing by observer and tries

to got him to go pet his clothes off.
Gets the push toy and plays with It.

Jerry hits him and Benny run3 into the bathroom .'.nd calls
housemother #3, then begins to cry.
Children chant, "Jerry did it, Jerry did it, Jerry Id it."

Housemother comes in and children tell hor.

Denny stops crying and <coraeo back into the bedroom.

2. Runs 'aek and forth In Ml* hall, pushing "lawn mower" toy.

Ills pajawa" are on, but not buttoned.
Comes Into the room where observer la writing.
Ray Is standing beside hor.
Comes an<' thro- tens Ray with the push-toy and tells him to

go into the living room,
When Ray makes no response, Benny run~ and tells house-
mother 2.

Bonny
Rising routine, March 5, 19&
Housemother #1

1, Benny Is already up and has made his bod.
Be asks about a toothbrush observer hns brought for Helen
and nhe tells him who it'n for.
Be takes his pajamas off and alts for a minute holoing
his undershirt.
Then he puts It on over his head and otop.i to toll her
about his noro finger.
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Pulls his shirt down then goes to look through the door
into the other room vnere the housemother is.

2. Pulls T-shirt over head, comes again to show observer his
finger and tell how it happened.

about Prince's being run over.
Other children take up the conversation and he assures them
that Prince will be alright.
Pulls on his overalls and wanders Into the other bedroom as
ho ;jullr them up.
Asks if observer la going to sit at their tablo. Shs
says, "yes."
Benny goes into bodroora and watches Jerry and Helen.

3. .'its on bed and laces shoe.
Obaervor tells Dale and Charlie to go finish what they aro
doing (they are interferring with her note-taking.)
Charlie resists this so Bonnie picks him up and carries him
away.
Goes to tell thr t Jerry tore his slippers.
Comes back and stows them to observer, then throws slipper
into other room.
Ooes and rots it then eoraes back and throws It again.
Sits down on his bed and pulls his other shoe half way on,
then rets up and goes to show something to two ehildren In
the bathroom.

U. Bsnny is standing at the washbowl where Dnrrell 1" brush-
ing his teet '.,

He Is washing his face, having doajwned his cloth under
the running water.
Hangs up the cloth.
Does not stop to dry his facs but runs out into the living
room.

Denny
tfursery sehool toileting and washing routine, M irch 5, 1951+

Substitute toneher

1. Benny comos into washroom and shows observer his sore .finger.

Uses the toilet, then flushes it.
Says, "Hiss H—-, the moo-cow in there, the moo-cow in us
toilet."
Ihe toilet begins to make a funny noise and he says,
"Soe, the aoo-eowi You going to chase the moo-cow out?"
She laughs at his Joke an he says, "I wants give you e

kiss."
He leans over and kisses her on the cheek.
Shs smiles at him.
He puts his hand on her head and says, "I wear your hat up
In your room?" (Ho did.)
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Takes her hr t off.
She holds out her hand end he gives It to her.
He goes and turns the water on In the washbowl.

Penny
Lunch routine, Hnrch 5» 1954

l:. :

1. nonny does not take part In blessing but stands looking
around the room.
Spills some m'lk but makes no effort to clean It up.
Chatters with other children while waiting for his plate.
Then leans his head on hi 8 h' rid.

He has a rubber band and 3nys "I find the rubber outside."
lie la served his plate and be Ins to eat creamed fish.

2. It eating rapidly.
Comments to Herbert, "Hating the little fishie."
Finishes his plate while he talkes to other children
casually.
Lays his fork handle on edge of plate, tines on the
table, and plays with it and the rubber band.
Continues to play with rubber band, running it around the
edge of his plate, then putting it on his head.
He continues talking with other children—mostly
nonsense.

3. Sits poking at observer' I book, trying to get her
attention.

?ses his plate to he housemother for bread and butter.
Takes a drink of milk, holding the edge of the cup in-
stead of the handle, ind says, "Herbert take drink like
this."
Folds his bread over.
Continues silly tallc v.lth other children.
Tears off pieces of broad and ? tuffs them in his mouth.

U, Sits chopping at his dessert with his spoon.
There is a tough crust on it, and he finally picks it up
In his fingers and eats it.
when he is finished he says, ".There's Miss H -'3 pencil?"
Picks up his milk and drains the cup,
icks up his spoon ugaln nd scrapes dessert dish,

although there is nothing left,

Benny
Bedtime routine, Uarch 5, 1954
Housemother #2

1. "Miss U—-, you going sit in us room?" he asks when he
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eomoa in.
She says, "Yas."
He says, "Ple.se ait richt here," and shows her the stool.
Oete Helen's new toothbrush end showa it to her.
"See the teddy-bear's gone." (Little plastic one that had
been fastened to the handle.)
He sits down and unfastens his overalls.
Takes off hla shoos.

2. Tnkes off underpants and socks laying back on the bed.
Goea over and nicks up Robert's plastic slippers.
Throwa them.
Gets his pajamas thon -oos over and points to sign on the
bathroom door and says, "This says splash toilet go."
(Weens flush)
Pull a hla pajamas on two feet, then put3 arms into sleeves.
Fastens buttons.

Ban i.-

Riaing routine, ?• rch 12, 195k
Housemother 1

1. "ermy gets up and takes off hla pajamas.
Goea over to Robert's bed and flopa there.
Gets up and puts a toilet paper roll which Ilea on the
floor, on hie toe and runs acroa3 the room, then kicks
it ncros:- the r< i

Goes Into th« bathroom -.nd teases Dirrell.

2. Sits on the bed, putting on his socks.
Puta on hla T-shirt.
Carries on an argument with Robert (irrelevant to Cross-
ing) and since Robert will not give in, he threatens to
musa up hla bod.
Ooea over and grabs Robert's overallr and crrries them
away.
'.".hen Robert starts after them ho throwa them ot him,
Ooea over and >ulla covers off his bed.
Returns to own bed and nuts on his overalls.

3. "itn on hla bed playing with truck and pulltoy. itills
vorall straps and begins to fasten them.
on the floor and plays some more vfith the truck

and pulltoy.
Picks up shoe and begins to put it on.

U. Site tying his ahoe.
Gets up and '-eta h' toothbrush and foes to the waahbowl.
Jerry is already there brushing his teeth and Denny joina

' '.

Cornea back to his hook, still brushing, then hangs up the
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brush

.

Gets his washcloth, turns on both faucets at the washbowl
and puts in the stopper.
Gets his washcloth wet and begins to wash his face.

Benny
Nursery school, March 12, 195U-
Teacher #1

1. Teacher says, "Benny, come and go to the toilet and get
washed now.

"

Benny comes in, uses the toilet.
Kenneth says, "Look, soap stuck, soap stuck."
Benny prabs it from him and tries to break apart the two

pieces that h?ve been stuck together.
When he has them separated, he give3 Kenneth part of it

and keeps the rest.
Gets wter in his washbowl and r^ts his washcloth.
Puts his finger under the faucet to make the water sruirt.

Prince comes in and Benny lays his washcloth on his back.

Prince licks his hands so he washes him, wiping at his

back with the cloth.
Then he says, "Miss H , nobody sposed to wash him."

Benny
Lunch routine, March 12, 195U
Housemother #3

1. Gets up from his place and brings a chair for observer
when she comes into the room.
He sits waiting for his plate to be served, talking

casually with other children.
Passes a spoon from the middle of the table for observer's

tea without being asked.

2. Is eating his fish on toast.
Finishes this completely before starting on baked potato.

He picked up his toast in his fingers after the first few

bites beoause he could not cut it.

He eats first half of potato with his spoon, then picks up

the rest and eats it with his fingers.

3. Is eating his second serving (bread and butter and green

beans). Finishes it and begins on his dessert.
Shows observer a grape seed and says, "Miss H- , lilla

baby seed, init?"

I|. Is eating second serving of fish on toast.

This time he takes just one bite using his spoon, then
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aomawhat awkwardly manages to pick up the reft in his
two h. nds.
I^ts this completely, then takae a drink of milk.

3onny
Bedtime routine, Utrch 12, \95k
ilouso-.aother &
1. Benny comes in, already taking down his overall straps.

Sits down on the bed and finishes taking off the overalls.

Takes off hia shoes an<. his T-shirt.
Removes underpants, then comes and pushes Jaekie away from

beside observer.

Jerry
nising routine, Feb. 27, 19^1
Housemother #2

1. Jerry comes into other bedroom when light is turned on
then back and takas off pajamas.
Puts on undershirt and T-Bhirt.
Benny comes in, pieks up an undershirt from the floor and

throws it on Jerry' I bod.
Jerry throws it back with a show of anger.
Gets his jeans,
Benny comes back and throws the undarshirt on his bed
again, saying, "H—- says they're yours."
Jerry says nothing but throws the undemhirt off again and

puts on hir Jeans.

2. Site with one shoe on, listening to tho other children.
Benny comes in and the two stand b Jerry's bed, talking
softly about the picture on the front of a T-shirt.
Jerry keep? pulling his shirt up, exposing his stomach.

Jerry comas over by observer anci standa watching her vrita
but still pulling on hia Jeans and shirt.
Goes back to bedside and finally gets his overall strapa
fastened.

3. Has ju:t finished taking off hia T-shirt and undershirt.
Puts on tho underrrhlrt Benny fou»? on tho floor then puta
hie T-shirt on again.
Goes over by observer as he fartenae his Jc "n.

Stands very close, almost leaning on her, ringing to him-
self.
Goes bp.ok to his bed ant' crawls under to get his other
shoe.
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!{.. Gets toothbrush, cones and shows It to observer then goes
Into the bathroom and bsj-ln3 to brurh his teeth.
Thon eoraes back and stands beside her and brushes his
teeth—standing very close.
She tells him the bathroom i3 the a .ce to brush teeth but
he Ignores the i on.
He finally roes back, then ooraes again and says, "Helen's
toothbrush broken."
He goes back again, thon roturns onoe more and demonstrat-
ing with his own brush says, "It's broken like this."
Gets his wrashcloth and comes again to stand by observer.

5, Stands at the washbowl, wringing out the eloth and then
wipes his face with it.
floes in to hong up the cloth, then drios his faoe without
taking his towel off the hook.

Jorry
Hursery school toileting and wnshing routine, Feb. 27, 1%1|
Teacher

1. Jerry comes in and uses the toilet.
Gets down his washcloth which has dried stiff and in a
point.
Looks at it vlth interest and wsts it very carefully under
the faucet, beginning wit!, the pointed end.
When cloth is all wot, ho turns on* the water hard then

•3 with plur., pullin,- it out and putting it in.

Turns on both frueets very hard, but «hen he ooes it is
splashing observer he turns thera down.
When bowl is quite full, ho turns both frmeets off and
stands for a moment poking his finger up the faucet,
rinr-s out tho eloth then lets the water out of the bowl.

2. Throws his paper towel away after drying his faoe (whioh
he didn't wash!)

Jerr.
Luneh routin, Feb. 27, 1954
Teacher #2

1. Jerry takes part in blessing, then sits down.
Picks up milk and sips from the e\w.
Continues to drink milk until it is all gone.
ccepts plate, tastes potatoes then ets the salt and

pepper and sprinkles some on it.
Begins to oat meat and potatoes alternately.

2. Pits gazing at boy's table.
He has finished moot and potatoes nnd is eating creamed
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celery, but very e lowly.
Brood Is passed to him and he starts to take a pleoe with-
out butter, then ch.inres and takes one with butter.
Passes the plate on.
Folds bread over like a sandwich.
Finishes eelery quickly then begins to eat bread,

3. Housemother is serving him his second plate.
He eets some of everything.
Begins at once to eat it.
He is eating much more slowly this tine, taking time out

to dream frequently.

I4., Still eating but has finished all but celery.
Hakes a quiet comment to Herbert. (First words he has
spoken during the meal.)
Finishes oelery and begins to eat baked apple.

Cuts apples with spoon, holding it with fingers.
Puts a pleoe of apple in his mouth with his fingers.
Turns to look at a stac'.: of cups on the counter whioh is

loaning perilously and talks to Herbert very quietly about

them.
Goes back to eating his dessert.
Finishes, gets up and carries his chair sway.

Jerry
Bedtime routine, Feb. 27, 195k
Housemother Hi

1. Jerry sits down on the bed and removes clothes quickly.

Then runs into the bathroom.

2. Sits in tub, waiting his turn to be washed.
Splashes water on Herbert, who prlns at him, but otherwise

sits silently.
Plays in water, splashes Herbert again, this time
aecldently.
Looks surprised, then half-srailoa.
Herbert a moment later, splarhes water on Jerry Intent-

ionally.
Slides down when J ckie gets out.
Children in tub bogin to discuss trips to my room.

3. Stands In tub, soaped all over, one foot up on edge of tub
while it la being washed.
Sits down to be rinsed.
Housemother wipes him off with damp cloth and tells him,
"Get out."
She dries him ss he stands patiently, then tells him,

"How."
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He runs to his bod, straightens hia pnjomc top, which
was wrong aid* out, then put? It on,
Jaekie cornea to tell about a puppy outaide, which ia
crying.
Ha asks more about it aa ha climbs into oajama pants than
runa into the living room to loolc out the window.

Jmrrj
Rising routine, March 6, 195^
Housemother #3

1. Jerry ia partly Creased when houaemother tells them it la

time to get up.
He is putting on his overalls.
He doesn't fasten them hut puts on socks and shoes next.

Runs into bathroom fastening his overalls.
He erloa, "Already, M I"

Gets hia toothbrush then rays, "No toothpastel"
Goes and 3tande in the bathroom.

2. Standing at tha washbowl brushing his tee!, .

Jacldo Is tanding at the bowl v/ith him.
They experiment with adjusting the flow of water, holding
their hands under to feel how warm it la,

Jerry climbs up on the washbowl to turn the faucet off
very hard.
They play in the water and talk quietly.

3. Jerry is still playing In the water, but with his wash-
cloth now.
He splashes water on Jaekie ano Jackie calls to the

housemother.
Jerry pulls out the atopper and takea It into the bedroom
with him, leaving Jackie without any.
Jackie comoa after him whimpering.
Jerry sits on Bonnie 1 s bed and holds the stopper.

Jaekie stands beside him but does nothing to retrieve

ar«
Housemother cornea in and he goes quietly back Into tha

bathroom.
This time ho goes to the other bowl and washea the top

part of his f ace vory briefly.

ll. How stands at the othc v.. iohbocl again.
There is very little water in the bowl.
Ho lr playing with the water as it runs out of the fauoet.

. Hangs up his washcloth.
Dries his face and hands hastily.
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Jorry ^.
Buroery aohool toileting and washing routine, March ]i t 1954
Teacher #2

1. Jerry comes in and shows observer his finder, saying,

"Cot hurt."
Goes over and turns on water and says "Me build nice

house." (Referring to bloclc struoture~very elaborate—
which he has been working on.)

Gets his washcloth and washes arms with water, but no

eoap.
Wipes at his mouth, hangs cloth up dripping, and gets a

paper towel*
Stands drying arms carefully.
Throws towel in basket and ,-pes out.

Um
Lunch routine, Mnrch :>, 19SU
Teacher #2

1. Jerry takes port in the blessing but sits down before

the "Amen." is finished.
Sips his milk while waiting to get hia plate.

Leans over, pointing to observer's book and talks about

her writing. .

.

_„v , _

Jaekie 'uts 'la plate in front of him and he says, "Ohl"

Begins to e-t, then says, "iley, who put the aalud?

Jaekie answers, "M—-."

Again he says, "OhJ n

Begins to talk r.bout the big boys at their table as he

eats.

2. Is eating very rapidly.
Talks about the oyrtor cr-'.ekern, saying "Lilla crackers,

init, lilla cracker."
Stretches to v/atc'i observer's writing.
lnlshee his "illk.

Has finished his chill and begins on lettuce.

Chewe smacking his lips.
Finishes lettuce and makes small talk with Jaekie and

Bermle.
Scrapes the dish again, although there is nothing left.

Talks spaln pbout his block building at nursery school.

3. Spreads bean? (of second serving) Into two piles, 5 in one

and six in the other.
Count? then to himself then eats them, making one bite out

of each olle.
Scrapes his plate carefully, then leans book in his chair.

Jackie has pulled his chair over very close to Jorry.
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Benny soya, "Hot by Jorryl"
Jerry does not reen to notice.
Plate of bre d and butter la passed to him and he takes
a piece.
Makes a sandwich and begins to oat.

kt Has finished his bread nnd is sitting looking at
observer's writing.
Scrapes hie plate again and pushes so h.«rd with the spoon
that it flies out of his hand nnd into his lap.
lie lloks the plaee on his arm where it hit and picks it
up an*' scrapes the dish some more.
Picks up dessert dish and begins to eat very fast and
with eoncentr-tion.
drapes this dish very carefully too.
Staya on some minutes after finishing, still scraping at
his dish.

Jerry
Bedtime routine, March 6, 1954
Houaemother ?3

1. Jerry stands In bathroom, leaning over the washbowl
examining something with two other ehildron.
He leaves when housemother calls that it Is time to get
ready for bed, and runs Into tho hall.
Kidos behind the door, oven though no one 14 looking or
following hla.
Cornea out and plays around the room.

2. He is finishing stripping off his clothes, throwing them
one by one on the dirty clothes pile.
Cornea and stands by me a moment then runs to the bath-
room and gets in the tub.
Housemother begins to wr.sh hla head.
Tells hla to hold his eyea shut tight so he will not get
socp in them.
Asks him to rtand up, rnd 3he soaps the upper part of
his body.
Says, "Now," and he slta down and holda up his feet to
be waahed, one at a time.

3. Jerry cones out of bathroom ant' begins to straighten out
his clean pajamas which have been plaoed on his bed.
Sits down and puts then on.
Comes over, pulling up Ms pajamas and shows observer
hlo arm. "See, it' 3 red."
He finishes putting on his pajamas, examinee observer's
book as he doos so.
Goes over to hi: bed and picks up his new sneakers and
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brings them to show her.
Goes out into the hall, buttoning hia pajamas.

Jerry
Rising routine, March 13» 1951;
Housemother #2

1. Gets out of bed and goes and sits on Benny's bed.
Asks observer, "Did you eat over there?" (Referring
to evening before when she did not eft in the dining
room.

)

She tells him she ajto nt Pr. G—— 's house.
Goes ovar and lifts up his quilt, looks underneath and

gets a Jack which he had evidently put there the night
before

.

Brings it to show her saying, "See, I still rot my Jack.

Comes over and pretends he is going to sit on the radiator
by Herbert's bed.
He is clowning, but aits down accidently and gives a

little scream because it is hot.
Goes back to his bed, talcing off his pajamas.

2. Sits straightening out his under shirt, which he put
on along with his T-shirt, reaching up under the latter

in order to do It.
Puts on his overalls.
Benny comes and messes up Robert's bed and Jerry comes

to help Robert put it back together.

3. Puts his shoes and socks on, then stands by me with his

Jack, spinning it on my book.
Benny goes over and tears covers off Bobby's bed again and

Jerry helps pick up again.

I).. Gets his toothbrush and wanders into the other room and

stands looking at the babies.
Housemother #3 says casually, "Hurry up."
He comes back and begins to brush his teeth.

Brings his toothbrush anc' shows it to observer, saying,

"3ee, already'."
Gets his wr.shcloth and gets it wet under the faucet.

Squeezes it out and leaves it on the v/ashbowl edge.

Benny goes and pulls Jerry's quilt off his bed.

Jerry goes and folds it up again, good-naturedly.

Jerry
Nursery school toileting and washing routine, March 13, 195U-

Teacher #2

1. Jerry comes into the bathroom and asks, "Going to eat at
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us table?"
Observer nods hor head.
He goes to the toilet, but forget:: to flush It.

He turne on tho vater at the washbowl and gets his wash-

cloth. „ .

It has dried stiffly and he puts It under the water grad-

ually, watching It collapse as It gets »«t.

Turns water on harder.
3tands playing with water as It runs out.

2. Has left the bathroom without washing his faee and hands.

Jorry
Lunch routine, Maroh 13, lw
Housemother ,;3

1. Joins In tho blessing.
Starts the Iioxolory but 3lngs nuch too fnst.

He is asked to tove dovm ono so observer can sit down.

Jean must move In order for hla to do this and she resists

until housemother oomes and moves her.

He makes no n-greeslve ssovo but Just waits.

Opens his package of crnclcers and boglns to ent one,

2. Takes a green pepper, carrot and celery stleks each from the

plate the housemother passes.
Says "1 take three I"

Begins to eat the preen pepper.
Puts his carrot and celery atrip In the cellophane package

which held his crackers.

3. he Is eating soup. Into which he has broken all his crackers.

Passes his plate for bread and butter as soon as he finishes

the soup

.

Sits holding bread with both hands and eating It, watching

the visitors at the adult table.

!±. SltB chewing on his ringers, casing across the room.

etches the big boys at their table. They are laughing and

he smiles.
Picks up his milk and drinks.
Acoepta another slice of bread which the housemother offers

him.
Bats It, hoi tag it In both hands.

Then toors It In two and between bites sits matching the

two pieces topother.

5. Sits eating his dossert. '

Leans his elbow on the table, sits sldewlse and assists hie

sooon with his fingers.
Finishes his dessert, lays his spoon down and site leaning
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his hoed on his arm.
Sighs.
Takes a drink of milk.
Herbert st .rts on his dessert and Jerry says, "Herble,

it's runny dessert." (Pineapple upnide-down cake.)

Sits talking softly to himself.
Pushes dishes together.
Takes spoon and scrapes his soup plate again.

6. Is eating the last of another piece of brood.

Housomothor mentions to observer that Jerry is wearing his

Sunday pants. ...

He looks down at his corduroy overalls but says nothing.

Housemother takes dishes and tells him, "Wipe your mouth.

He takes his napkin and wipes his mouth and curries hi«

chair away.

Jerry .

3edtla« routine, March 13, 19E24-

Housemother #3

1. Jerry stands by observer, ecting a piece of cheese that he

has brought from the dining room.
Runs around the roon briefly then gets his overalls and

underpants off.
..lips off his shoes, then takes off his shirt and under-

shirt together.
Goes to the toilot.

2. Stands in the tub being soaped.

His eyes are squinted shut bee-use of the soap running

down from his hair. _ „

when hou'omother finishes soaping him she says, OK now,

and he sits down and sho rinses him.

She dries him and he Rota his pajamas from the radiator

and stands in the br.throom striiighteninc tha»U

Children complain that it is cold (the door is open)

.

Jorr7 closes It and then begins to put his pajamae on.
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nsraiiTioN op items hi the chkck-shekt

PART I

Item 1. Responds Immediately to adult's call to bep;ln or resume

routlneT

Immediate response 1 Is Intended to Indicate that

the child begins the routine process at once, if neces-

sary leaving what he is doing, whether or not it is

finished, or his interest in It hns subsided, in order

to comply with the adult's request.

It is not Implied that this response also means "no

further deviation from the routine".

There will be, therefore, a tally for the initial
response to begin the routine, and a tally for each
subsequent response, when an adult calls him baclc to

the routine after he has deviated from it.

Item 2. Does not Interchange steps in secuence of routine .

This item is Intended to Indicate that the child follows

the sonuonoe of steps In the routine which have been
established by custom, whether or not there is immediate

adult supervision.

The number of possible steps for each routine will be

noted on the scale, and each step taken In conformity
to the established senuence will be glvon one tally.

Item 3. Omits no step In the routine .

Since the anecdotal reeords are taken during the first
three minutes out of evory five minutes of the whole
routine, omission of a step Is to be understood as any
omission occurlng during the three-minute episodes
reoorded.

Only one tally will bo given for any single routine
recorded. That lc. If at no time during the recorded
routine, is a step obviously omitted, one tally shall
be made.
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Item l\..

Item $.

Does not .join in by-play Initiated by other persona
during any time or the routine recorded"!

"By-play" is intended to mean any overt activity, how-
ever brief, which the child engages in, but which is

not essential to carrying through the routine in

process.

Since conversation is scored under another Item, it

will not be included in this definition of "by-play".

As a rule, only those overt activities in which the

child does participate will be recorded In the anec-

dotal record. Therefore one tally will be given, if

the child does not engage in by-play unnecessary to

carrying through the routine during the recorded time.

Does not .join In conversation initiated by other persons,

unnecer.s-'.ry to cirryln;- through the routine .

As a rule, only those conversations in which the child

does participate will be recorded in the anecdotal
record. Therefore, one tally will be riven, if the

child does not engage in conversation unnecessary to

carrying thPOTgh the routine during the recorded time.

necessary conversation is to include answering a direct

question, even though unrelated to the routine.

PART II

Item 1. Prolongs or delays one or more parts of the routine .

A tally will be made for each occasion, during the

recorded time, that a child perseverates in one step

of the routine beyond the time necessary to complete

the step, such as continuously washing his hands, or

taking much longer over his dessert than is done by the

other children.

Delay ia to be defined as any non-overt activity be-

tween or during steps in the routine, such as periods

of inactivity, day-dreaming, or idly watching other

children while the routine is in process. A tally

is to be made for each instance of this delaying

which occurs during the recorded time of the routine.

Item 2. Repeats one or more parts of the routine .

Repetition of a part of the routine is to be Interpreted
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as voluntarily returning to a ste.' of the routine, one*
completed, r^.thor than perseveration In that step.

A tally rill be mda for each occasion during the
recorded time when such a repetition in made.

Item 3. Initio tee 01- >r.toa In by-pl&y durlnr, the r-xitine.

See definition of "by-play" under fart I, Item k*
This Is to Include all overt activity engaged In by the
chllri, unnecesaary to the routine, whether begun by him
or by some other child.

Day-dreaming, Idly watching other children without
moving In their direction, or a period of inactivity
will not be considered by-play, since they are scored
under another item.

A tally will tie made for each ooonaion In which the
child engage* In by-play. One occasion of by-play v.ill

be considered terminated when the child returns to the

routine

.

Item k* Initiates or i-rtlclpates In convcr°atlon i;vu: co ary to

c:-rryin/: through the' routine .

Heoessary conversation will include asking help or asking
for needed articles, or answering a direct question.
Any comments by the child, even though related to the
routine li process, will be considered unnecessary.

3ach occasion when unnecessary conversation Is lriitiited

or participated In will he riven one tally.

After a conversation has been Initiated or responded to
by the child being rated, no further tally will be made
until a new topic is introduced, regardless of the
number or responses or the length of time the conver-
sation continues.

A change of topic, will be given a tally as indicating
a new conversation.

Item 5. Leaves place of routine at some time during the routine .

"Leaving the place of the routlno" will be interpreted
to mean moving away from the oc' tion in the room at
which the child needs to be to carry through the routine,

as well as leaving the room where it Is being carried on,
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. The purpose of the study wast (1) to examine the behavior

of the Institution child during physical routines; (2) to ob-

serve the conformity or non-conformity to established pro-

cedures In these routines; (3) to Investigate the possibility

of a relationship between conforming or non-conforming behavior

and characteristic behavior in the total life situation; and

(k) to offer suggestions for more fully utilizing the oppor-

tunities within the routine situation for the child's emotional

development and satisfaction.

Ten children, between 1*6 and 71 months of age, living in

a home for dependent or neglected children, were studied for

conforming and non-conforming behavior during dnily routines.

All were of '.tavoho parentage, but half had some knowledge of

spoken Hngliah and white-American ways of living before I
-

mission,. Length of residence varied from five to 31 months.

Since it wen not possible to use standardized means for

measuring emotional adjustment, a Characteristic Behavior

Scale was constructed to estimate this factor. Two pe sons

rated the adjustment of the children on this scale and their

scores were averaged.

Twelve anecdotal records were made of eaoh child's be-

havior during routines. Spisodes of conformity and non-

conformity in each record were tallied on a check-sheet by

three persons. The totals for each child were av(3rQ2ed to

arrive at eonformin,~ and non-conforming behavior scores.

The Characteristic Behavior Scale produced a range of



scores from 52 to "9.5 (out of a possible 100 points).

There appeared to be no relation between the Characteristic

Behavior Scores and the age of the children, but four of those

having the longest residence had the lowest scores. Range of

scores was nearly equal between those having liavaho and English

language backgrounds.

There was a narrow range In conforming behavior scores

(35-50.6) as compared to non-conforming behavior (51-105)

»

and the conforming behavior scores were much lower. This was

attributed to the limited number of opportunities for behaving

eonformlngly as opposed to the many possibilities for non-o in-

forming acts. It was possible for a child to have high scores

In both by doing all that was expected of him, but also adding

many Innovations of his own, aid vice versa.

Those children having high scores in conformity also tended

to have the higher scores In non-conformity, possibly due to

individual tendencies to be more active generally. The six

oldest children were the least conforming and also the least

non-conforming, possibly due to having developed bettor skills

and more sophisticated Interests than those of the younger

children.

The four children ranking highest in the Characteristic

Behavior Soale and the four |WM* «w© all below the median

in conformity; and the four highest and the two lowest in

Characteristic Behavior Scores were below the median in non-

•: -infirmity.
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Conforming behavior scores tended to drop off with longer

periods of residence, although non-conforming scores did not

follow this trend so clearly. The range of scores in conformity

and non-conformity were evenly divided between those having all

Nevaho and those having partially Anglicized backgrounds.

?roja the scores, it appears that there may be a definite

relationship between conforming and non-conforming behavior

ind emotional adjustment. There may also be two distinct types

of motivation for this behavior, since both the best adjusted

and the more poorly adjusted received the lower sores In

conformity and non-conformity. The writer suggests that well-

adjusted children may feel secure enough to omit or riodify

steps In the routine and still not need to express hostility

or resistance by exoeeslve innovations during routines; but that

.ly-«<5 Justed children may slight routine steps as an

expression of hostility, yet are too unhappy to respond freely

to incidental stimuli to other activity during a routine. This

implication of a relationship between conformity or non-

conformity and emotional adjustment needs to be confirmed by

statistical studies.

The attitudes of the staff within the institution seemed

commendably permissive, yet it ap eared that housemothers missed

many opportunities for warm and eompenionublo relationships with

individual children during routines by being unnecessarily pre-

occupied with the material aspects of the situation. It was

reoommended that efforts be made to educate them to the children's

emotional needs and to the possibilities for meeting those needs.


